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SUMMARY
The purpose of this thesis is to analyse the vibration 
characteristics of aerofoil cross-section^straight and pretwisted 
blades and blade packets on infinitely rigid discs and blades and 
shrouded blades on flexible discs under rotating conditions using 
the finite element method.
In the first part of the thesis the analysis of a rotating 
aerofoil cross-section blade is carried out by assuming that the 
blade is fixed at the periphery of an infinitely rigid disc rotating 
at a constant angular velocity. The effect of pretwist, stagger 
angle, rotational speed and the distance of shear centre from 
the centroid on the vibration characteristics is investigated.
A finite element model is developed to analyse the vibration 
characteristics of an asymmetric cross-section tapered beam.
The assumption made is that the variation of the cross-sectional 
properties along the element which is given by the Ghebyshev 
polynomial, is approximated by a quadratic polynomial. This element 
is applicable for the analysis of variable cross-section beam whose 
cross-sectional properties are defined at some discrete points 
along the blade length.
To investigate the behaviour of blade packet on infinitely 
rigid discs and shrouded blades on flexible discs the shroud is 
assumed to have a constant curvature and is analysed by using 
curved beam finite elements. Two in-plane and one out-of-plane 
curved beam elements with an internal node at the mid-point of each 
element are developed. It is shown that the element with internal 
node converges faster than the element without internal node.
The effects of stagger angle, shroud thickness, shroud width, 
rotational speed, disc radius, and the distance of shear centre 
from the centroid on the vibration characteristics of straight and
pretwisted blade packets are investigated. In the case of straight 
packets an internal node is assumed at the mid-point of each blade 
element and it is shown that by the introduction of an internal 
node the overall matrix size and consequently the computing time 
of the problem is reduced markedly. Various tests of straight and 
pretwisted aerofoil cross-section blade packets are also carried 
out.
Finally the effect of the disc flexibility on the vibration 
characteristics of straight or pretwisted blades and shrouded 
blades under rotating and non-rotating conditions is considered.
To reduce the size of the matrix the finite element method is used 
in conjunction with wave propagation technique and cyclic symmetry. 
For the first time the variation of phase difference between the 
bendings and torsional modes along the blade length of pretwisted 
and straight bladed-disc is illustrated. The effects of pretwist, 
stagger angles, distance of shear centre from the centroid and 
rotational speed on the vibration characteristics of bladed discs 
and shrouded-bladed-discs are investigated. A series of tests of 
the disc, staggered, pretwisted-bladed-disc and shrouded-bladed- 
discs are carried out. Experimentally observed mode shapes are 
compared with the theoretical mode shapes. Furthermore the dynamic 
characteristics of an assembly of twenty, two-bladed packets on 
elastic disc is investigated and it is shown that the vibration 
characteristics of the assembly can be estimated from the independent 
vibration characteristics of blade packet and that of the disc.
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CHAPTER 1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The determination of natural frequencies of blading, blade 
packets or whole assembly (disc, blade and shroud) is of 
considerable importance in the design of turbo-machinery. It is 
well understood from investigations that the failure of the system • 
is quite often due to fatigue of blading and it occurs when 
vibrations take place at or near resonant conditions. Consequently 
much attention has been directed, in the past, to the studies of 
the vibration characteristics of single blades.
The problem of determining the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of vibration of rotating or non-rotating straight, pre­
twisted, tapered aerofoil cross-section blades is of importance 
in the design of turbine and compressor blading and aircraft 
and helicopter propellers.
Turbo-machinery blades execute either uncoupled bending or 
coupled bending - torsional vibrations depending on the blade 
characteristics. Coupled bending-torsional vibrations take place 
when the centre-of-flexure (shear centre) of the blade cross-section 
is not coincident with its centroid. When the blade is pretwisted 
vibrations are further coupled between the bending modes in two 
planes. Also the natural frequencies are influenced by shear 
deformation, rotary inertia, fibre bending in torsion, warping 
of the cross-section and coriolis component of acceleration.
Various investigators, in the field of blade vibration, have 
studied the problem by using different methods and taking Into 
account the individual aspects as mentioned above and determined 
their effects on the vibration characteristics. Most of the 
investigators, in earnest, worked on the rectangular cross-section 
blade vibration which does not account for the torsion-bending 
coupling due to the coincidence of shear centre and the centroid.
Carnegie (7) studied the vibration characteristics of pretwisted 
and straight uniform rectangular and aerofoil cross-section beams 
using Rayleigh's principle. He obtained the theoretical, results 
by assuming the static deflection curve to be the dynamic deflection 
curve and found good agreement with his experimental results.
Dawson, Ghosh and Carnegie (8) solved the differential equations 
of pretwisted uniform rectangular cross-section beams allowing for. 
shear deformation and rotary inertia by using the Runge-Kutta 
step-by-step numerical integration process. Matrix displacement 
method was applied to the coupled bending-bending vibrations of 
pretwisted blades by Dokumaci, Thomas and Carnegie (9)* Slyper (10) 
formulated Stodola method of mode iteration and applied it to 
pretwisted beams of various width to depth ratios. Thomas, Dokumaci 
and Carnegie (ll) introduced an internal node notion in the analysis 
of vibration characteristics of blades using finite element technique. 
They claimed that the use of internal node gives a rapid convergence 
to the element. The vibration characteristics of a rotating blade 
is quite different from that of a stationary one, due to the effect 
of centrifugal force on the blade. The effect of centrifugal force 
on the blade has been studied by many investigators by taking into 
account rotational speed, stagger angle and pretwist as well as the 
disc radius effects on the frequencies. Plunkett (12) analysed the 
free and forced vibrations of rotating blades using Rayleigh's and 
Myklestad's methods. The effect of rotational speed on the 
frequencies of vibration was shown in a graphical form but the 
numerical values were not given. Further survey of the work of 
other investigators are given in chapters 3 and- 4.
In practice, the blades are attached to each other at their 
tips or some intermediate points by lacing or shrouding, the 
shroud having an initial curvature and small thickness. In the
present analysis the shroud is idealised by a curved beam and 
an investigation of in-plane and out-of-plane vibration of 
curved beams and some relevant publications are given in 
chapter 5 references (37 to 72) respectively.
The shrouding or lacing significantly alters the natural 
frequencies and the mode shapes, and hence the packet of shrouded 
blades must be considered as a unit for the tangential, axial and 
torsional vibration.
More complex vibration characteristics arise when a set of 
blades are assembled on a disc. Flexibility of the disc alters the 
vibration characteristic of the blades. The vibration characteristics 
become more complex when the blades are grouped by shrouding or 
lacing to form packets.
In an engine the most notable frequencies at which blade 
vibration occurs are the cantilever frequencies IF, 2F, IE, IT, or 
restrained cantilever frequencies, but in addition coupled blade-disc 
or shroud-blade-disc resonances are often encountered well away from 
these frequencies. Previous investigations (101, 122, 123, 124, 125, 
126, 127, 132, 133) have shown that a bladed assembly resonates as 
an integral structure in a nodal circle/nodal, diameter mode shape 
and that apparently blade encastre modes are simply those in which a 
large number of nodal diameters has rendered the disc almost rigid. 
Needless to say, a single blade breakage in a compressor or early 
turbine stage of such an engine could precipitate a chain reaction 
of failures destroying the whole engine.
The main causes of blade vibration can be listed as : 
a. The obstructions in the flow such as stator blades, bleed ports, 
measuring probes causing wake pressure non-uniformities. When 
the fluid pressure incident on the rotor is not constant around
the annulus, each blade is subjected to an alternating force as 
the wheel rotates, 
b - Accessory drives, gearing, rough bearing etc., may cause the 
periodic forces which may be transmitted via the rotor to the 
blade supports.
c - Rotating stall -generally encountered in compressors operating 
below rated speed.
These are probably the most important causes of excitation. 
There are some secondary excitations to be considered such as 
flutter, it is caused by the aerodynamic forces changing with blade 
deflection and a type of self-excitation of the blading, 
random excitation, caused mainly from buffeting by turbulence in 
the fluid flow.
If the causes of the vibrations in an engine are known the main 
problem becomes how to mitigate those factors.
Remedies of the vibration problem can be listed as 
a - In order to achieve favourably situated natural frequencies, 
the dimensions of the assembly must be chosen carefully at 
the initial design stage. 
b - To prevent the failure of the engine and to improve the running 
time, some modifications have to be made to the vibrating parts 
during the development program, such as, by thickening the disc 
web or fitting shrouding, wire lacing etc. 
c - By altering the guide vanes, changing the number of spacing 
of the nozzles etc., the pressure fluctuation may be reduced, 
d - By increasing damping, the vibration amplitudes may be reduced 
but it does not provide a practical method of controlling 
amplitudes.
e - By making a good selection of blade material with a suitable 
density/Young's modulus ratio and high internal damping. The
fatigue resistance of the material can also be enhanced by- 
surface treatments, 
f- By tuning the assembly in order to ensure a regular circum­
ferential variation in blade vibration, the possibility of 
individual blades being subjected to exceptionally high 
stresses, can be reduced.
Having summarised the causes and remedies of the vibration 
problems of an engine. The ideal solution to the problem, quite 
clearly, is to have good initial design. It is hoped that the 
work in this thesis will make a contribution in predicting turbine 
vibration properties reliably at the design stage.
Some detailed information about the previous studies of 
disc, bladed-disc and shrouded-bladed-disc is given in chapter 8.
Since I960, the finite element method has enlarged the range 
of engineering problems amenable to numerical, analysis and arisen 
as a powerful numerical tool for the solution of a wide range of 
problems in continuum mechanics. A brief introduction to the 
theoretical foundations of the finite element method is presented 
in chapter 2.
In chapter 31 a finite element model is presented for the 
analysis of non-rotating and rotating, straight and pretwisted 
asymmetric cross-section blade vibration. The effect of various 
rotational speeds, stagger angles, pretwist angles and the distance 
between the centre-of-flexure (shear centre) and centroid are 
investigated. The accuracy of the results obtained by the. finite 
element method of analysis is compared with the results of other 
investigators and experimental results where available.
In chapter 4, a finite element is developed for the analysis 
of vibration of straight and pretwisted, tapered asymmetric cross- 
section blade. One.of the basic simplifying assumptions in the
analysis is that the blade is divided into a certain number of 
elements. The properties of the cross-section, such as area, 
second moment of area, torsional rigidity etc., are changing 
in quadratic polynomial form from one end to the other end of 
the element. But variation of pretwist along the blade length 
is kept linear. Some secondary effects, such as, additional 
coupling terms between bendings and torsion, are also considered.
In chapter 5* two in-plane and one out-of-plane curved 
finite elements are developed and internal node notion is 
introduced. One internal node is taken at the mid-point of each 
element. For the first in-plane curved finite element, chosen 
deflection functions are based on strain function concept,, for the 
second in-plane curved beam element, they are represented by the 
fifth power polynomials. In the case of out-of-plane curved 
finite element, the chosen shape functions are based on torsional 
strain-displacement relationship.
In chapter 6, a finite element model is presented for the 
analysis of coupled tangential, axial and torsional vibrations of 
rotating and non-rotating aerofoil cross-section blade packets,on 
the periphery of a disc. Several experiments are conducted on 
various blade packets to verify the validity of the theoretical 
model.
The effect of various shroud thickness, shroud width, stagger 
angle, rotational speed, the distance between centre-of-flexure and 
centroid and the ratio of Made length to disc radius on the 
frequencies of vibration of the blade packet are investigated. To 
improve the convergence characteristics of the element, one internal 
node is taken along each of the blade elements. To show the 
improvement of the element some of the results are compared with 
a similar element without internal node.
In chapter 7» the finite element model given in chapter 6 
is expanded to include the pretwist effect on the frequencies of 
vibration of the blade packets. The blades are modelled by 
12 degree of freedom beam elements. Although the element with 
internal node developed in chapter 6 has very fast convergence 
characteristics with a few elements, the computing time to 
calculate the matrices for the element with internal node will 
be more than the element without internal node. When the blade 
is pretwisted the mass and stiffness matrices of each element will 
have to be calculated separately. To reduce the computing time the 
internal node notion is ignored. The curved finite element model 
of rotating and non-rotating pretwisted-blade packet is also 
tested experimentally. Agreement between the computed and measured 
frequencies is found to be good.
So far, in our analysis the blades are assumed to be rigidly 
fixed at their roots. The analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the 
blade packets would be incomplete if the disc coupling effect is 
ignored. It is therefore necessary to include the effect of disc 
flexibility in the analysis. A finite element study of turbine 
discs is presented in chapter 8. An annular sector finite element 
is used for this purpose. In the formulation of the element, the 
effects of rotation and pre-stress condition are included.
The accuracy, efficiency and versatility of this element is 
checked for further use in the study of complete bladed disc. 
Straight and pretwisted aerofoil cross-section bladed and shrouded- 
bladed disc assemblies are investigated. The effect of pretwist, 
stagger angle, rotation, number of blades and the distance between 
centre-of-flexure and centroid on the frequencies of vibration of 
the bladed-discs and shrouded-bladed discs axe studied. When the 
centroidal and shear centre axes do not coincide, the phase angle
between the bending and torsional modes of the blades is shown to 
be different. The periodic nature of the element is exploited 
and wave propagation technique of cyclic symmetry is used.
The finite element models are tested experimentally to verify 
the validity of the theoretical models.
CHAPTER 2
THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
2.1 Introduction
Conventional engineering structures encountered in practice 
can be visualised as an assemblage of structural elements inter­
connected at a discrete number of nodal points.
Study of the behaviour of the assembled structure is possible, 
by using various well-known techniques of structural analysis, if 
the force-displacement relationships for the individual elements 
are known.
As it is known that in an elastic continuum the real number 
of interconnection points is infinite, this obviously causes the 
biggest difficulty for numerical solution.
The concept of a "finite element", initially introduced by 
Turner, Clough, Martin and Topp (3) in 1956 for the analysis of 
aircraft structures, has become a powerful numerical tool for the 
solution of a wide range of problems in continuum mechanics.
It overcomes the difficulty mentioned above by assuming the real 
continuum to be divided into elements at a finite number of nodal 
points.
Since the early 1960's it has been apparent that the finite 
element is an appropriate Rayleigh-Ritz method associated with 
the variational principle in continuum mechanics. The only 
difference is in the manner in which the displacements are 
prescribed. The theoretical foundations of the element have been 
presented by Arantes Oliveira (*f).
2.2. The Finite Element Method in Structural Analysis
A differential equation of the form 
[A]{X] - {fj (2.01)
can describe an important class of problem in solid mechanics, 
in some region -ft, where [X} is an element sought in some 
functional space, [A] is a matrix of linear operators and 
[f] is a given element in the same functional space.
Solving equation (2.01) entails determining the element {X} 
which the operator [A] transforms into {f}.
There are several approximate methods of solution of equation 
(2.01) based on variational principles such as Rayleigh-Ritz,
Stodola and Finite difference methods. The finite element method 
is a more powerful method than the others which have been used in 
the analysis of assembled structure, and also provides an 
approximate solution to the problem.
In the finite element method, the domain SI is composed of a 
finite number of subdomains. The discrete subdomain or element is 
defined by specific boundaries with a number of nodal points.
To derive the element properties, the conditions of displacement 
compatibility and equilibrium have to be satisfied.
If the displacement compatibility is satisfied for adjacent 
elements of the structure, with all the other elements participating, 
then the displacement compatibility condition of the entire structure 
will be satisfied. As the conditions of overall equilibrium have 
already been satisfied within an element, all that is necessary is 
to establish equilibrium conditions at the nodes of the structure.
The resulting equations will contain the displacements as 
unknowns.
The displacement function is assumed to define the displacement 
at any point within the element, and is written in matrix form as 
[a] - [N]{UJ (2.02)
where
{a} is the assumed displacement vector
{ U ] is the nodal displacement vector
[ N ] is the shape function matrix.
2.3 Strain-Displacement Relations
Three displacements, in three perpendicular directions 
describe completely the deformed shape of an elastic structure 
under a given system of loads. Those three displacements can 
sometimes be time-dependent, depending on the external load.
If the external load is not changing with time or not existing, 
as in the case of free vibration, the three displacements are 
independent of time and can be written as 
U = 0 (x,y,z)
V - V (x,y,z) (2.03)
tf 83 W (x,y,z)
The positive directions of the vectors which are representing 
the three displacements at a point in the structure are perpendicular 
to each other and correspond to the positive directions of the 
co-ordinate axes x, y and z.
The partial derivatives of the displacements U, V and W can 
express the strains in the deformed structure.
If the strain-displacement relations are linear for a small 
deformation the strain componen ts can be written in matrix form 
as
rp i ' 2. 0 0 -
^xx ax
£
c yy
0
ay
0
c 0 0° zz az
£ d 0°xy
ay dx
£yZ 0 a
dZ ay
m n
a 0 a_
,dZ dx ^
w
where
P £ . £ represent normal strains and £ ,
xx' yy* zz xy
P and P represent shearing strains.
° yz zx
Equation (2.04) can he written as
U }  - [X] {uj (2.05)
where
{£] is the strain vector
{U ] is the displacement vector
[X] is a transformatirigr operator matrix.
2.4 Stress-Strain Relations
(2.04)
Since the relationships between the elastic s t r a i n s , 
and stresses tTj are related by means of the Hooke's law. They 
can be written as
^xx i [ XX " ^  ®yy + ^*zz^  ]Hi
e = x r (t - y' (C +tj )iyy g L u yy y K zz xx'J
L  = i[tr zz -  -v < P « + V J
£xy “ I 0" xy (2'06>
£yz i 'CT yz
£ « 1 1" rrzx jt V zx;
Where E is the modulus of elasticity, is Poisson’s 
ratio and G = E/2 (l +y") is the modulus of rigidity.
Equations (2.06) can he solved for the stresses and the 
following stress-strain relationships are then obtained.
E L  = E J d  -V) 8 + V  (8 * £ )]
** (n-y;(i-2y) yy zz
cfzz= "y 7 £ ”  + ^ (£xx +£yy^
°"xy= 2 (1 +fj— &xy (2,07)
V   S _  8
2 (1 +tf") 27
cr e p _
zx 2 (l+>7 zx
\
Equation (2.07) can be written in matrix form as
xx
yy
zz
u xy
yz
zx
‘ 1 -Y  ST V 0 0 0 r CC XX
v  i-\r sr 0 0 0 C
°yy
r  y i-y 0 0 0 £0 zz
— g
(l+V)(l-2V)
0 " 0 
0 0
0
0
1-2^ *
2
0
0
1-2 V” 
2
0
0
7*
£°xy
£ yz
0 0 0 0 0 1-2V
2 &zx>- J
which can be written as
{FI - [ a j t f ]  '
where
is the stress vector 
[£} is the strain vector
is the elasticity matrix
2.5 Strain Energy of a Finite Element
(2.09)
For linearly elastic structures, the strain energyT^, of 
an element in the structure, can be represented in terms of the 
strains and stresses as
•J
V
[£3T tf J!T (2.10)
Where the superscript (T) denotes transpose of the matrix.
Equation (2.10) is sometimes referred to as Clapeyron’s 
theorem and it is used for calculating strains energy and work 
in linearly elastic structures.
Substituting the stress-strain relationship (2.09) into 
equation (2.10) the energy expression yields
1
2
J
V
U f  [E] {£}or (2.11)
(2.08)
Substituting the strain-displacement relationship (2.05) 
into (2.11), the expression yields
_ 1 ju? £$  [e ] [x] lul <ur
Tq -  I  {uf [k.] {uj
(2.12)
(2.13)
where the matrix [k^ ] is known as the stiffness matrix of the 
element and is given by
[k.] [xj £e] pq dsr (2.1*0
v
2.6 Kinetic Energy of a Finite Element
The kinetic energy of an element is given as follows
J f a] dir (2.15)
V
Where dots denote partial differentiation with respect to 
time and 5 is the mass density of the material.
By inserting equation (2.02) into equation (2.15), the/) 
equation (2.15) can be expressed in terms of the nodal velocity 
( U 3, giving
T. I [N1 S [»HoJ « (2.16)
Y
which can be written as
.T
Ti - i {UJ £ {Uj (2.17)
where the matrix [ m^ 3 the mass or inertia matrix of the 
element and is given by
[»>*] = J [n] $ [n] cnr (2.18)
v  . '
2.7 Strain and Kinetic Energies of a Complete System
To ease the computation a different co-ordinate system may, 
in fact, he used for every element. It is a simple matter to 
transform local co-ordinates £q^/) in to a Global (Common) 
co-ordinate .system {q]. This is necessary before an assembly 
of the structure can be attempted.
The displacement components can be transformed by a suitable 
matrix of direction cosines [ L ]
14] = (2.19)
The total strain and kinetic energies of the system are
equal to the sum of the strain and kinetic energies of each element. 
While the assembly procedure is being made the compatibility 
conditions of the vectors must be satisfied.
The total strain and kinetic energies of the system can be 
written as
T  - J ( J  [K] [q] (2.20)
T - | ( J  [M] (qj (2.21)
where [K] and are the global stiffness and mass matrices 
of the whole system.
2.8 Equations of Motion
Hamilton's principle is easily applied to a conservative 
system. In this case SW ■ -$Y, where Y  is the potential energy 
of the system. Consequently it can he written in the following 
form
j4
8 A = 0, A = L dt , L - T - Y  (2.22)
V
The quantity L is known as the "Lagrangian function".
The variational equation, £A ■ 0, ensures that, for all motions 
that will carry a conservative system from a given initial 
configuration x 0 to a given final configuration x1 in a given 
time interval (tQ, t^ ), the integral A has a stationary value.
If the system has a finite number of generalized co­
ordinates q^ , the differential equations of motion are 
accordingly
d_ dL - hL = Q. (2.23)
dt ^qi
Equation (2.23) yields Lagrange's equation
d_ - d__ ^  - §T + 3Y =* f Q} (2.24)
dt dq dt dq 3q bq
where (Q ] is the general nodal force corresponding to {qj 
Applying Laprange's principle to the energies yields the 
equation of dynamic equilibrium of the system.
(2.25)
For free vibration, equation (2.25) becomes 
[[ K] - ?l [M ]] { q.1 = 0 (2.26)
Where, ?S is the frequency parameter, £ K ] is the stiffness 
matrix and [M} is the mass matrix of the system, and the two 
matrices are real, symmetric and positive definite.
CHAPTER 3
VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTATING AND 
NON-ROTATING, STRAIGHT AND PRETWISTED 
ASYMMETRIC CROSS-SECTION BLADING
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Vibration induced fatigue failure of rotor blades is a problem 
of major concern to designers of turbomachinery. The structural 
integrity of a power plant depends to a large extent on the ability 
of the machine to withstand vibratory stresses due to either flutter 
or resonance. The critical nature of the problem becomes apparent 
when one notes that there can be as many as a thousand blades many 
of them with different characteristics in one engine. Therefore, 
the determination of dynamic characteristics of blading becomes 
important. These characteristics include the natural frequencies 
of vibration of the blading at various rotating speeds. The blades 
used in turbines and compressors are of aerofoil-cross-section and 
the vibration is of the coupled type. The coupling varies depending 
upon the configuration of the blade. When arstraight beam of 
asymmetrical, cross-section is subjected to vibration, the motion 
consists of simultaneous displacement in two directions coupled 
with torsional displacement. This is called bending-bending 
tqrsional vibration. When a beam has one axis of symmetry, for 
instance, if the shear centre lies on x axis but does not coincide 
with mass centre the vibration in the x direction is an independent 
bending vibration, whereas the bending vibration in the y direction 
occurs simultaneously with a torsional displacement and is called 
as bending-torsional vibration.
When the shear centre (centre-of-flexure) and centroid coincide 
as for example in rectangular or square cross-section beams the 
bending vibrations in the two perpendicular planes occur independently 
and in addition there is an independent torsional vibration m.ode.
Pretwisted of symmetrical cross-section beam causes the coupled 
bending-bending vibration but the torsional vibration remains un­
coupled. Pre-twisted beam with one axis of symmetry causes the 
bending-torsion vibration to couple with the independent bending 
vibration, resulting in coupled vibration of the bending-bending- 
torsion type. •
Pre-twisted and asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section beams 
vibrate in coupled bending-bending-torsion mode.
Several investigators have studied the vibration characteristics 
of asymmetric blades under non-rotating and rotating conditions. 
Garnegie_j(Z)—developed a set of equations defining the dynamic 
motion of a pre-twisted aerofoil blading and investigated the 
effect of pretwist on the frequencies of vibration using the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method. Carnegie and Dawson (13)» (1*0 further studied 
the vibration characteristics of non-pretwisted and pretwisted 
aerofoil blades by transforming the equations of motion to a set of 
simultaneous first order differential equations and by step-by-step 
integration using a Runge-Kutta procedure.
Carnegie (15) derived the equations of motion of a rotating 
aerofoil cross-section blading allowing for pre-twist and stagger 
angle. Montaya (20) derived a similar set of equations using a 
vectorial approach and analysed the coupled bending-bending-torsional 
vibration of a twisted, rotating blade. Fu (21) presented a lumped 
parameter approach suitable for a computer analysis of the coupled 
bending-bending-torsion vibration of turbomachine blades. Stafford 
and Giurgiutiu (22) presented a semi-analytic method based on transfer 
matrix method for the analysis of a rotating helicopter blade. 
Carnegie, Stirling and Fleming (23) presented experimental results 
for rotating rectangular and aerofoil cross-section blading. They 
considered the effect of stagger angle on the frequencies of 
vibration of aerofoil blading rotating at various speeds.
The model developed is applied to an aerofoil cross-section 
gas turbine type blading and the frequencies of vibration and their 
corresponding mode shapes are presented for various rotational 
speeds, stagger and pretwist angles. The effect of coupling due to 
the shear centre distance from centroid is studied, by taking the 
different values for the distance in the case of straight blades. 
The accuracy of the results obtained by the finite element method 
of analysis is illustrated by comparing the results of other 
investigators and experimental results where available.
3.2 Theoretical Consideration
Several methods of analysis have, in the past, been applied 
to the study of vibration characteristics of turbine blades. In 
recent years the consideration of blade as an integral part of 
a disc-blade assembly with shrouding and lacing has gained 
importance and as a result the search for a method of analysis 
suitable for such a consideration has been started in earnest.
The finite element method is ideal in analysing systems of complex . 
configuration and has a definite advantage over all other methods. 
Finite element models considering a blade to be a plate or a shell 
have been put forward but the complexity in the analysis and the 
overall degree of freedom makes a considerable demand on the 
computer. Although such a treatment may be necessary for some 
blade configurations a simple approach treating the blades to be 
asymmetrical cross-section beams is sufficient to obtain accurate 
results in very many other cases. The small order of the degrees 
of freedom of such an element makes it suitable for assembly of a 
complex structure.
The aerofoil cross-section beam used in this work has an 
equivalent width/thickness ratio of 8.96:1 and is 6 in. long.
It is shown in reference (8) on pretwisted rectangular beams that 
shear and rotary inertia effects for a beam of width/thickness ratio 
8:1 and length 6 in. are very small for the first five frequencies. 
Therefore in the analysis the secondary effect of shear deformation 
and rotary inertia effects are neglected.
The analysis of a rotating aerofoil cross-section blade is made 
in this chapter, assuming the blade is fixed at the periphery of a 
disc rotating at constant angular velocity.
The dynamic stiffness for free vibration of the blade is 
derived from the strain and kinetic energies using Lagrange's 
equation.
An element in a centrifugal field has stiffness and mass matrices 
which are position dependent and hence the assembly of the overall 
dynamic stiffness matrix from the element stiffness and mass 
matrices require special care. The blade is divided into a number 
of elements and the dynamic stiffness matrix of the k element 
from the fixed end is developed. Goriolis effect, being small, is 
neglected in the analyses.
3*3 Strain Energy
The equations for strain and kinetic energies of a asymmetric 
cross-section uniform beam with or without pretwisted are given 
in reference (7)
When the cantilever blade rotates its potential energy is 
increased by the rotation, additional work being performed due to 
the inward motion of the blade elements in the centrifugal field.
This increase in the strain energy is explained and the theoretical 
formulation is given in reference (15) explicitly.
The equations for strain and kinetic energies of a rotating 
pre-twisted uniform beam are known
T - Vs + Uf (3.1)
Ihe strain energy Vs of a stationary blade vibrating in 
combined bending-bending-torsion is given as
M  + EIxy A ) A )  + fxx (A) + £ (2£) + M (M 
dZ 3Z 2 *Z 2 5z 2 az
° •__________    _ ........   (3.2) , .
The additional strain energy due to rotation of a blade
vibrating in combined bending-bending-torsion mode is
L
2 dZ
dZ
U- “U>2 
2S
jw(r2+ Z) | +(^2i)J 32 (ui2C°s2^  - 2 Sin0
Cosff + Vx2 Sin20J dZ (3.3)
These equations can be written in non-dimensional form for the 
k element by using the following equations.
2 “
for Z 33 Q. = 0. ; Z
Hence
1
y a
= l (3**0
(i|)(i|)+ (-%) + £ ( M 2 + m  (M 2] ^
2^3 ^  21^ 2S* Sll Srt
(3.5)
U- = u/ aJ J
?k
+
1 1 
2. f ... 2
n
+
(Mi)
1 o o ' *  © o
(Ml) dr}k] dl£k - ^ A t  (Ux2 Cos20 - 2 U1V1 Sinjrf Cosj* + Sin2fO di£fe
n
(3.6)
The relationship between U ^  and U, V-^ and V, being given by 
U1 “ U + dy Q
and (3-7)
Y1 - V + dx 9
for the sign convention of figure (3*1)
dx " dx Gos (?*{ + ~ ‘k  Sin( ^  + (3*8) .
dy = dj Sin(pn+.ffi) + dy Cos(jBn_ + j^) (3.9)
Assuming cubic polynomial expansions for U, V and linear for 
0 and W to be of the form
„ - £  ar f  , 7 - 5? br if
r=*o *• r=o
and
1 _ J
0 = E °r ’ K “ E dr ’I (3*10)r=o *> r**o
and substituting into equation (3-5) and. replacing ar> br 
(r ■ 0,1,2,3) and cr, dr (r =0, l), and using appendix (5) 
for the relation between 1^, I I and 1^, Iyy, the strain: 
energy expression of a stationary beam becomes
Vs ( r  { v j  [ c/  [K yy] [ c j f  [ v ]  + l y f  [ c j f  [K ^ y l tC jf  { u }  + a { uJ [ c/
l3
[ k j  ccj(u3 + H ® S r f ?  r g t f f  {e} + H w } [ f f  t L-fi w >
(3.11)
Strain energy equation due to rotation is given in equation 
(3.6). Using equation (3*7) and replacing the coefficients T?y 
using equation (3-10)
= [ h j  c a j  1*}
where
C Reu] - [ 0 1 2^ 3rf (S1 + jarf ]
f»-- [Rev3 E0?]
3!l
Where
[Rey]=[° 1 Z\ Z\ ~ P l  (S2 - P l ^  ]
s. =
M, =TL
M^ Sinpj + M2 Cospj
M^ Gosp^ - Mg Sinp£
d^ Gos 0^ - dY Sin^ T 
Sinjl + dY Cos^
-1
I t y  =
I?i3
0
0
*-1
m
■{ ui+i IT*l+l 9.1 ei+il
■■{ vi vi+i v.1i+1 9.1 9i+l3
and similarly
II
IRm> [c3-:L] M
where
Ctttua - C i n
2 3 n n S1 S^n ]
(3.12)
(3.13)
-1
\  ~ i \ y] (3.15)
where
[Rty] “I 1 \ \ f  S2 s2^]
Substituting equations (3.12), (3-13)* (3*1*0» (3*15) into 
equation (3-6) yields,
Uf = i % £ £ L
1 420
f^2 + k-0.5) [{-©]) [ B t J  {*9j} + {*©^1  ^Ht2u3
+----+1^1 [RtlvJ E Rt2vB'^2^+---3  + + k " 1)
[ w  [Ru] h 4  [EtUlli W  + K 3  [ r* ] f?I -
T T
{■©•j Cos2ff [htu] (-©-j + (-©-] 2Sin0 Cosjtf [fiTUV]{'?I -
[?J Sin2^ [b_,] jTV (3.16)
Using equations (3»l)> (3-H) and (3*16) the strain energy 
equation becomes.
T - 5 «  {4} [kst] U] + i ^
r T
[Re] [<i] +U3 E Ra 3 ^ 3
21-
+1 J  [R^ ][a] -[ij [ Rrlfa} (3-17)
Where
[ k j  = Lc*1! [ ks] [ a /]
If strain energy due to rotation of equation (3*17) is written
as
[ kr t ] = < ^ ^ [ [ R B] + [Ra] +
where
Tkr t ] = t c ;1] [ kr ] [ g; 1]
Then equation (3-17) can he written as
(3.18)
T  = S a  {.qf [ k j  (q) (3-19)
where
[ ig  = Cc;a] { [  ks] +[kr ]}  [ c;1] (3.20)
and
[tf - [ Vi v.1 Ui i f  #i »i Vi+1 V.^ 0i+1 UY^ 8 W ] (3.21)
If each heam element has got the same length, then
K 1U] =  ^Rt2U^ C RtiV^ “ CBt^ ]   (3.22)
Hence, [ Rg] can he written as an additional matrix in a new form
nO e]=X (*+*2-0.5)
k+1 1
Similarly
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(3.24)
(3.25)
Sin^R ] 
V
SinjZfGos^R^'^
s ^ O t v  ] +V9
T
Sinjfcoajifplj }
0
r T
Sin^Gos^t^ ] 
luvUV
c°sV C rTOu] Cos20[fL ] + 
U9
Sinjifcos^
0
‘1
SinVflL-. ] +
lvVQ
Sin^os^[RTUVJ
CoS^ C RTUJ  +
T
Sin^Gosj^fEpuy ] 
U®'
Sin2fHOT ]+Cos2[l?TU] 
+ Sin^GOS^(Rpyy ]
0
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(3.26)
In equation (3-20) [ks] and [k^] are the stiffness matrices 
of non-rotating and rotating blade element respectively. By using 
appendix (l) whose elements are given as follows
*3 (3,3) -
ks (3,4) = BB \
ks (3,7) -
\
FF ^
ks (3,8) - GG |
ks (4,4) = DD i\
ks (4,7) - GG \\
ks 4
? 00 N HH \
ks (7,7) - PP ' \ \
\
ks (7,8) - QQ
ks (8,8) = BR
ks (10,10)= (0 + Ccp2)l2/Elxx
ks (12,12)= Al\  .-
d .-....... '
kr (1,1) - SS
** (1,2) - SS/2
kr (1,3) = ss/3
kr (1,4) = ssA
*r (1,5) cs
kr (1,6) - CS/2
** (1.7) = GS/3
** (1,8) = csA
(1.9) = SS R15 + GS 115
** (1,10) = SS RI6 + GS 116
kr (2,2) = ss/3 + Y  + A23
kr (2,3) = s s A +,V + A3^
** (2,4) = ss/5  + y  + A^5
(3.27)
(3.28)
kr (2.5)
8S QS/Z
** (2.6)
SS cs/3
kr (2,7)
S3 cs/4
kr (2,8)
S3 cs/5 l\
kr (2.9) = H (A G25 + f1 FI25 + FS25) + SS R25 + GS 125
kr (2,10) = H (A G26 + P* FI26 + FS26) + SS H26 + GS 126
kr (3.3) = 4/3 + A45) + SS/5
(3,*0 35 1.5 (y  + A56) + SS/6
** (3.5) 35 cs/3
^  (3.6) 35 cs/4
*Sr (3,7) = GS/5
kr (3,8) - cs/6
** (3,9) ss R35 + GS 135 + H (A G35 +P FI35 + FS35)
*r (3,10) = SS R36 + GS 136 + H (A G36 + P  FI36 + FS36)
kr (4, ^)
SB 9 /5 (V + A67) + ssh
kr (^ .5) - csA
kr (4,6)
S3 gs/5
K (*.7) SS GS/6i.
kr (*.8) ■
(3.28)
GS/7
kr ( .^9) SS R45 + GS 145 + H (A G45 + P  FI45 + FS4-5)
** (4,10)
St SS R46 + CS 146 + H (A G46 +P- FI46 + FS46)
(5,5) SS GG
(5,6) = GG/2
kr (5,7) ■ cc/3
kr (5,8) = ggA
kr (5,9)
S3 GG 115 + GS R15
kr (5,10)
S3 GG 116 + GS R16
kr (6,6) = cc/3  + A23
kr (6,7) GGA + Y  + A34
kr (6,8) = gg/5 + + A45
kr (6.9) St GG 125 + GS R25 + H ( A Z25 + p TI25 + TS25)
kr (6,10) ss CG 126 + GS R26 + H (A Z26 + P  TI26 + TS26)
kr (7,7) » 4/3 (W + A45) + cc/5
kr (7,8) = 1.5 (V + A#) + GC/6
fcr (7,9) - H (A Z35 +P TI35 + TS35) + GC 135 + GS R35
kr (7,10) ts H (A Z36 + P  TI36 + TS36) + GG 136 + GS R36
kr (8,8) ss CC/7 + 9 /5 (V + a67)
kr (8,9) - H (A Z^ -5 +p TI45 + TS45) + GG 145 + GS R*f5
kr (8,10) - H (A Z46 +P TI46 + TS46) + GG 146 + GS R46
kr (9,9) - H (A (Z55 + G55) +P (TI55 + FI55) + TS55 + FS55)
+ GG 155 + SS R55 + 2 GS Y55
kr (9,10) - H (A (Z56 + G56) +P (TI56 + FI56) + TS56 + FS56)
+ GG 156 + SS R56 + 2 GS Y56
kr(l0,10) - H (A (z66 + G66) +P (TI66 + FI66) + TS66 + FS66)
+ CC 166 + SS R66 + 2 CS Y66
Where
H -  u)2 f  A i V e I xx 
GG - H Gos20
GS * H Gos Sin/ (3*28) continued
SS * H Sin^/
P  - r2/l+k-1.0
A  * T£n(k + xz^  “
A23 ™ H (P/2 + 1/3)
A3^ - H (P/3 + lA)
Ak5 - H (PA + 1/5)
A56 - H (P/5 + 1/6)
A67 = H(P/6 + l/7) 
^  - A H
-1
In equation (3»20) [C*] is a coefficient matrix and by- 
using appendix (*f), it can be formed as
re;1]
tc'j 0 0 0
0 i4 0*ri[Tl
0 0.29)
0 0 0
0 0 0 [fi.
3 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy T of a blade vibrating in combined 
bending-bending-torsion mode is given
K r  ®2+ A (uf + ^  + «2)j dZ (3.30)
By writing kinetic energy in terms of centre-of-flexure 
co-ordinates, from figure (3*2)
U, = U - R Cos ( y + + 9) (3.31)
V, = V + R Sin ( t + «* + e) (3.32)
Considering 0 to be very small
R Cos ($ + « )  - R Cos ( ^ + OC+ 9) - d (3-33)
1 i
R Sin ( ^  + cx ) = r sin ( ^  + &) - d
J
(3.3^)
By differentiating the equation (3.33) and (3*3^ ) with 
respect to time t, and inserting the equations (3.31)» (3*32)
Ul “ U + dy 9 ’ V1 - V  + dx © (3.35)
L
r
f* i p  * p  # p  O  p  * p  • •
f L ^ g  e + + IJ + V ) + A(d^ + dy) 9 + 2A(dy U 9)
+ 2 A ( d x V 9)]dZ. (3.36)
where
j2 , .2R *=* d + d x y
*cf - Jog + A r2
(3-36.a)
Using the above relations and writing the equation (3*36) in 
non-dimensional form
i .1 i i
T = ftJlcf 9 di^  + A f  (U2+V2+ W2)d^ + f AlJ  dy U9 drj +fAij  djf9 dij 
o O o o (3>37)
Substituting the cubic polynomial expansion for U and V, and 
the linear expressions 0, W, given in equation (3.10), into 
equations (3.37) and replacing the coefficients a^ , br (r = 0,1,2,3) 
and cr, dr (r * 0,l), the kinetic energy expression becomes
t  = $m . ( i t®] [Mt t l t©} + H « ] r^ui ^u} + |  (vj r ^ l  tv] +
4-20
I®] [Mtu][u]+(®} [Mtv] [v }+ i-1 w} [ Mjjl [w] ) (3>38)
which can be written as
|2 {l) K H l }  (3-39)
where
U J  = [c;1] [a] [c;1] (3.4o)
[c~^ is given in (3*29) and {<£ ] is given in (3«2l)
Noting thatT is a function of {q] only and T is a function 
of { q] °nly from Lagrange's equation
dJT + d_dT_ = { q } (3-4l)
d[q} dt d{4J
This gives rise to the eigenvalue problem [ M -*[«]] U l  = °
for the free vibration of the beam, where [kJ and [*M] are the 
assembled stiffness matrix and mass matrix respectively of the beam 
and 7\ is the non-dimensional frequency parameter, [mj given in 
equation (3*1*0)9 is the mass matrice of the blade element whose 
elements are given as follows
*(1,1) s 420
*(1.2) = 210
*(1.3) = 140
*(1,4) 105
m(l,9) = A3S 420
m(l,10) = B3S 420
m(2,2) 140
*(2,3) = 105
m(2,4) = 84
*(2,9) a B3S 420
m(2,10) a G3S 420
*(3.3) a 84
m(3,^) - 70
*(3,9) a C3S 420
m(3,10) - D3S 420
a 60
m(if,9) = D3S 420
m(4,10) = E3S 420
*(5.5) a 420
m(5,6) a 210
*(5,7) a 140
m(5,8) a . 105
*(5.9) - AS 420
*(5.10) a‘"BS 420
m(6,6) = 140
*(6,7) = 105
m(6,8) - 84
*(6,9) = BS 420
m(6,10) = GS 420
*(7,7) a 84
*(7,8) a 70
*(7,9) a GS 420
*(7.10) = DS 420
m(8,8) a 60
m(8,9) a DS 420
m(8,10) = ES 420
*(9,9) a TO 420
*(9,10) - TO 210
m(l0,10)l= TO 140
m( 11,11) - kZO 
m(ll,12) - 210 
m( 12,12) - l*tO 
where
TO - Xof/A
Thedetails used to calculate the 
in Appendix (l)
variables are given
3*5 Application
To show the accuracy and versatility of the finite element 
method, the aerofoil cross-section blade with known dimensional 
and elastic properties given by Carnegie and Dawson (13)» (14) 
is used in this investigation. The positive directions of 
pre twist angle and stagger angle are shown in Figure (3* l) •
The following particulars apply to the aerofoil cross- 
section blading.
•“icx
a 0.000084 in.
IYY
a 0.00671 in.
B - 31.0 x 10° lbf/:
C = 3240.0 lbf in.
$ a 0.283 lbf/in?
Cc = 392.0 lbf
A a 0.0914 in?
a O.OO76 in.
dY
a 0.047 in.
L a 6.0 in.
3.6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The finite element model developed in this chapter is very- 
effective for the dynamic analysis of rotating asymmetrical 
cross-section blading. This element exhibits a fast convergence 
characteristic*
The finite element model is applied to the vibration analysis 
of non-rotating asymmetrical blading in the first instance to 
compare the results obtained with those of other investigators 
in order to establish the accuracy of the model.
Figure 3*3 shows the convergence characteristics of the model 
as the element number increases. It can be seen that the convergence 
is very rapid for all speeds of rotation.
Tables (3«l) and (3*2) show the comparison between the 
theoretical and experimental results obtained by Carnegie and 
Dawson (13) and the results obtained by the author for an aerofoil 
cross-section blading under non-rotating conditions. It can be seen 
that the experimental results agree more closely with the author's 
results than with the results of Carnegie and Dawson (13).
Figure 3-4 shows a comparison between the author's results and * 
those of Carnegie and Dawson (l4) for aerofoil blades with various 
pretwist angles. The agreement between the two theoretical results 
are good although there is a disagreement with the experimental 
results in higher modes. The figure also illustrates the variation 
in the frequencies of vibration resulting from the coupling of 
deflections along the two principal axes and the torsional 
deflections as the pretwist angle increases.
Figure 3-5 shows the change in the mode shapes of vibration 
in the first five modes as the pre twist angle increases. It can 
be seen that as the pretwist angle increases, the ratios of 
relative displacement along the principal axes increases. For 
this particular blade it is seen that torsional coupling plays 
an important part in the third and fourth modes of vibration.
Figure 3-6 shows the effect of stagger angle on the mode
shapes of vibration. The stagger angle has no effect on the
frequencies of vibration of the blade when the blade is not
rotating but the mode-shapes give components along the fixed axes
\
system since the principal axes system is turned through the stagger 
angle from the fixed axes system. The blade with a stagger angle 
and pretwist angle further shows components^of bending deformations 
in y y  and 5S planes and also a comparable torsional deformation 
even for lower modes. This again rose out of the resolution of 
mode shapes along the fixed axes system rather than along the 
principal axes system. Hence in describing the various components 
of the mode shape it is essential to establish the axes of 
measurement of the deformation. -
Figure 3*7 shows the increase in the frequencies of the first
mode of vibration of an aerofoil blade as the speed of rotation 
increases. It is seen that the frequencies of vibration increases 
with an increase in the rotational speed. The figure also shows 
the effect of stagger angle on the frequencies of vibration at 
various speeds of rotation. It can be seen that the frequencies 
of vibration increases for all stagger angles as the speed of 
rotation increases, but the rate of increase decreases as the 
stagger angle increases. The figure also shows the experimental 
results obtained by Carnegie, Stirling and Fleming (23).
Although the trend in increase in the frequencies of vibration is 
very similar in both experimental and theoretical results there 
is seen to be some difference in the values between the experimental 
and theoretical results. In the theoretical and experimental results 
of Carnegie and Dawson (13) the fundamental frequency of vibration 
of the blade was quoted as 97 hertz which also agreed with the 
author's results and the percentage increase in frequency is based 
on this value. However in the experimental results of Carnegie, 
Stirling and Fleming (23) the fundamental frequency of the same or 
identical blade was noted to be 106 hertz and the percentage 
increase in the experimental frequencies of vibration is based on 
this value. This explains adequately the difference between the 
experimental results and the author's theoretical results and when 
a correction is made for this difference very good agreement was 
obtained between the results.
Figure 3-8.a shows the percentage increase of frequencies of 
the first mode of vibration of blades with various pretwist angles 
as the speed of rotation increases. It is seen that for the first 
mode of vibration the percentage increase is approximately the same 
for all pre twist angles as the speed of rotation increases. This 
is clearly shown in Figure 3»8*"b which shows the percentage increase 
in frequency with pretwist angle for various speeds of rotation.
As the speed of rotation increases the pretwist angle seems to have 
very little effect on the percentage increase in frequencies of 
vibration.
The stagger angle has a much greater effect on the frequencies 
of vibration of the blade especially at higher rotational speeds as 
shown in Figure 3-9. As the speed of rotation increases the 
centrifugal force plays an important part on the stiffness 
characteristics of the blade. As the plane of vibration of the blade
is rotated from the plane of rotation of the disc the stiffness 
characteristics of the'blade changes and as the centrifugal force 
is proportional to the square of the rotational speed, this change 
is more marked at higher speeds of rotation.
Figure 3.10 shows the variation of frequencies of vibration 
of the blade with 30° pretwist angle and various stagger angle 
as the speed of rotation increases from 0 to 4000 revolutions per 
minute. It can be seen that as stagger angle increases the frequencies 
of vibration decreases at all speeds of rotation.
Figure 3*11 shows a comparison of the mode shapes of a
pretwisted blade at zero and 4000 r.p.m. speeds of rotation. It
can be seen that there is no appreciable change in the mode shape 
of vibration although there is a considerable change in the 
frequencies of vibration.
Figure 3-12 shows the effect of rotational speed on the
frequencies of vibration of blades with various pretwist angle.
This presentation clearly illustrates the effect of rotation on 
the coupling between various independent modes of vibration.
As the speed of rotation increases the coupling between the 
independent principal modes of vibration does not change appreciably 
and as a result the frequency ratio curves become less dependent 
on the speed of rotation. ,This is as can be predicted from 
Fig. 3.11 since the rotational speed did not make any appreciable 
change in the mode shape of vibration of the blade.
TABLE 3.1
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR A STRAIGHT UNIFORM BLADE
Carnegie and Dawson (13)
Present 
N - 8
Mode
No
dx
and
dY
Values
Natural
Frequencies
by
Analytical
Solution(HZ)
Natural
Frequencies
Transformation 
Solution (HZ)
Experimental
Natural
Frequencies
(HZ)
Finite
Element
Method
(HZ)
1 d^ ■ O.lin 96.9 96.9 97 96.9
2 (2.54mm) 603.7 603.7 610 604.9
3 dy=0.047in 841.2 843.3 790 846.1
4 (0.92 mm) 1074.3 1076.4 1102 1091.6
5 1681.0 1681.9 1693 1687.5 >
1 dx.-0.0076in 96.9 96.9 97 96.9
2 (0.196 mm) 606.5 606.5 610 607.6
3 dY= 0.1 in 789.0 790.0 790 794.9
4 (2.54 mm) 1142.5 1140.3 1102 H53.5
5 1699.0 1689.1 1693 1702.1
l <^=0.0076^ 96.9 96.9 97 96.9
2 (0.196 mm) 6O6.5 606.5 610 607.6
3 dy=*0.047in 841.2 842.9 790 845.8
4 (0.92 mm) 1072.9 1074.2 1102 1089.4
5 1699.0 1698.1 1693 1702.1
TABLE 3*2
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR A STRAIGHT AEROFOIL BLADE 
WITH and dy ZERO
s
Carnegie and Dawson (13) PRESENT
MODE FRHQUENCY(HZ) FREQUENCY(HZ) FREQUENCY
(HZ) N = 8
Standard Theory Analytical
Solution
Transformation
Solution
Finite Element 
Method
Fundamental
Bending in 96.9 96.9 96.9 96.9
YY, direction
2nd bending in 
YY direction 607.1 607.0 606.5 607.6
3rd bending, in 
YY direction
1700.0 1699.0 1698.0 1702.2
1st bending in
XX direction 868.4 869.0 868.0 866.4
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CHAPTER k
TAPERED AND PRETWISTED ASYMMETRIC 
AEROFOIL CROSS-SECTION BLADING
k.l Introduction
Generally turbomachinery blades are idealised as tapered and 
pretwisted beams. In practice they have asymmetric (aerofoil) 
cross-section and in many cases are so short that they behave 
more like a curved shell or plate.
Several investigators in the field of turbine blade 
vibrations have studied the vibration characteristics of 
asymmetrical blades under rotating and non-rotating conditions 
using various methods. Very few investigators considered the 
vibration analysis of tapered -blades. Mosi of these have 
considered the blade to have rectangular cross-section with linear 
taper along the length. Martin (l6) obtained approximate solutions 
to the equations of motion by treating the depth and width taper 
as second order perturbations. The application of finite differences 
approximation to the equations of motion of linearly tapered pre­
twisted cantilever beams was developed by Carnegie,- Dawson and Thomas 
(17). Extrapolation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors was made from 
the values obtained by taking 10, 20, JO intervals. Carnegie and 
Thomas (18) studied the coupled bending-bending vibration of pre­
twisted tapered cantilever blades using the finite difference method. 
The disadvantage of this method, associated with the large size of 
the matrix to get a reasonable accurate result, was avoided by 
developing an extrapolation technique. The separate effects of 
width taper or depth taper and the combined effects of the width 
taper and depth taper on the vibration of a pretwisted beam were 
considered by introducing taper on a beam of square cross-section. 
Later Carnegie and Thomas (19) further developed the finite difference 
method to investigate the effect of shear deformation and rotary 
inertia on the frequencies of flexural vibration of pretwisted and 
non-pretwisted uniform and tapered cantilever beams. The beams were
considered to be cantilevers for the representation of turbine 
blading. In order to study the effect of taper on the vibration 
characteristics of pre-twisted beams, beams of square root cross- 
section were chosen so as to eliminate the bending-bending 
coupling caused purely by unequal width and depth. A rectangular 
cross-section beam was also considered to avoid the torsional 
coupling with bending.
Very little work has been done on tapered and pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section blade vibration. Montaya (20) studied 
the coupled bending-bending-torsional vibrations of a twisted and 
tapered non-uniform blade. Three coupled differential equations 
were transformed to ten first-order equations which were then 
integrated by the Runge-Kutta procedure for an assumed frequency, 
under five imposed boundary conditions at the fixed end of the 
blade, giving the remaining five functions the value of unity in 
turn, while the four others were set to zero.
In this chapter a finite element model is developed for the 
vibration analysis of tapered'and pretwisted asymmetric aerofoil 
and rectangular cross-section bladings. The element developed 
gives very good approximate results for any cross-section if certain 
conditions are satisfied.
The accuracy of the results obtained by the finite element 
method of analysis is illustrated by comparing the results of 
other investigators and experimental results where available.
l\,Z Theoretical Consideration
A finite element model is developed in this chapter to
analyse the vibration characteristics of a tapered beam. The
beam can have any arbitary cross-section. Shear centre and 
o r  m a y
centroid may^not coincide. The cross-sectional properties 
of the blade may vary along the length of the blade.
In general, it is unlikely to have an algebraic expression 
defining the variation of these properties. But the values 
of these cross-sectional properties may be defined at some 
discrete points along the blade length. A curve can be 
fitted using Chebyshev polynomials to pass through the known 
values at these discrete points. These curves will give an 
algebraic expression for the variation of the cross-sectional 
properties of the blade along the length and in general may be 
of a higher order polynomial.
When the blade is divided in to a number of finite 
elements bounded by two terminal, nodes, the variation of the 
cross-sectional properties along the element which is given 
by the Ghebyshev polynomial is approximated by a quadratic 
polynomial form. This has been done to reduce computational time 
by truncating the higher order terms, as
Yi+i - Yi + A/ + Bi z (iK1)
The constant coefficients of quadratic polynomial may vary from 
element to element.
^.3 Strain Energy
The free vibration of tapered blade is studied using two 
different approximations. Firstly the blade is assumed as a 
thin beam and classical formulae is applied, secondly additional 
couplings between bending and torsion are taken into consideration 
by including some additional terms to the classical formulae. -
The strain energy TT of a beam element vibrating in a 
combined bending-bending-torsion mode is given for the two 
approximations as follows
a In the Classic Formulae
The strain energy expression of an Euler beam is given in 
equation (3*2)
^.*hb Including Additional Coupling Terms
To analyse the vibration characteristics of a blade with large 
pretwist angle some additional coupling terms are introduced by 
Montaya (20). By taking those terms into account the strain energy 
expression becomes :
where from reference (20)
J- = J| Cosc< + j* SinCX (4.3)
jy = -J* Sine* + Cos oi (4.4)
with the definitions
J * =
Y
[ _ J *
cf TX
^  Jcf + JTY
C =* G Ci + E jB J
Where C^ is the de Saint-Venant torsional constant. 
jZ
J « J - xcf 
A
where X0f is the polar moment of inertia of a cross-section
.2 . ■ 2<
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
which is taken as Icf " JXX + ^ Y  + A (dx + dY^
Moments of higher order are given by
J * TX
* /*2 *Y (X + t2) dA (4.9.a)
J * o TY X (X2 + Y2) dA (4.9.b)
(X2 + Y2)2 dA (4.9.c)
Where J and Y denote axis system about shear centre 
parallel to principal axis.
I.... *= IYY(z) Cose* + I^z) Sincx (4.10a)xx -XXV"/ — —  YY 
I = Cos%< + Ixx(2) Sin2«o<:
I  « ^ ( Z )  -  Sin Z<X
xy ------ o------
(4.10b)
(4.10c)
The variation of 1^(2), Iyy(z), C (Z), A (z), d^ (z),
dy(z),JT(z), J 1]*(z), J^(Z) along the beam element, are assumed 
to be changing in quadratic form as follows.
^ ( z )  - 1 ^  + A ^  Z + B ^ Z  (4.11)
lyy^) - Xyy + AjjZ^ + ByyZ (4.12)
A(Z) = Ai + AaZ2 + BaZ (4.13)
C(Z) - C± + AjZ2 + BjZ (4.14)
V z> " + Adxz2 + BdxZ ^ • 15)
dy(Z) - dy. + AdyZ2 + BdyZ (4.16)
JT(Z) - JT_ + AJTz2 + BJTz (4.17)
J^(z) - JTX;.+ At xZ2 + B ^ z  (4.18)
JT*(z) - J * + A ^ Z 2 + BtyZ (4.19)
The following transformations are used for the evaluation of 
the values of J^ , J^* and JT* as
T = Jq-2 Iof (dy + d y ) - 4 d y Ix x -4dx Ilr +
4 dy (JGX + Zdyl^ + dy Iof - 2dy (d^ + d^) A) + (4.19. a)
^GY + 2(*X*YY + ^ X *cf “ ^ X ^X * ^ Y^  ^ ~ ^ ^X + ^ Y^  ^
2 2
JX * " JGX “ Zdyfl^^Afc^+^Y)) (4.19.b)
2 2
J Y = - J GY " 2dx (Iyy-A (dX +lM  (4.19.c)
Assuming the cubic polynomial for U, V and the linear 
expressions for 0 and W to be of the form
u = n 3 ar ^
r=o
v - C 3 br Zr 
r=o
and (4.20)
• -
T=0
1 , „r 
rr=o
and substituting into equations (4.4.a), (4.4.b) and replacing the 
coefficients a b r (r =* 0, 1, 2, 3) and cr* dr (r =* 0fl) the strain 
energy expression of stationary tapered beam element becomes 
a - In the classic formulae
Y -  { v } + [ u } [Xxxl 1°) + i eI t Ka] [®3 + {wj Ckw3 f>f
2L3
+ f V 3 C Kjj-y] { u } + {uj (4.21)
b.- Including additional coupling (correcting terms)
({Vj [Kyy] { V j + { UT} [I^ x] { U J + {>} [Kg] [9] + { w J[:Kh] { w }
2L
+ {?3 f c ] ( ”J + (U'j [ % ]  lV ] H«'3 tXlxl + [V-J [Kjy] (9j +
^f[Kjy] [Uj + [U}T [Kjy}{9J) (4.22)
Where
C W K ' 3! [ y  [ c3
T
p y L 0!3]
T
i W [ ° l ]  [Kx y ] [ CS  
T
tK9 3 “ [ r l  [Ke 1 [ T 1]
T
K i - l T 1] ] ff'I
T
T
£ % ] = £ T 1] W C 0!3]
(4.22.a 
(4.22.b 
(4.22.C 
(4.22.d 
(4.22.e 
(4.22.f 
(4.22.g
Strain energy can be written as an additional matrix in a 
new form
rig =
2L3
[Kyy] C^ J jF ®
^ 3  LKj/  o
Symmetric IXJ 0
(4.23)
arci the equations (4.2l), (4.22) become
For the case of classical formulae [K.-X and. [KjJ
matrices are zero in equation (4.23). After rearranging the new
T
vectorial form of [q] becomes
I (z) can be written by using the Appendix 5 asxx
i ^ z )  = i [%(z) + ixxCz) - (iyyCz) - i^Cz) ) Cos z<x] (4.26)
Using equations (4.32), (4.33) inserting in equation (4.26)
.  ,  ,  ... J2 - ! - ' ........... ~2xx' ' ' *I„„(z) - ( (-rn - nZ -iz) Cos 2<X+ q + p Z + rZ) 3™ (4.27)
Similarly by using the Appendix 5
3yy(z) - I [% (z) + I ^ Z )  + (lyj(^) - y z )  ) Cos 2cx] (4.28)
Using the equations (4.32), (4.33) inserting in the equation (4.28)
lyy(z) - (q + p Z2 + r Z+(m + n Z2+ 1Z) Cos 2CX) (4.29)
/
and
Ixy(z) = y [iyy(z) - I ^ Z )  ] Sin 2 Oi (4.30)
which can be written as
i y z )  = (m + n z2 +az) 3^. (4.31)
where
a -• y  IYY1 n - ^IX - h i  tt- BIX - BIY (4.32)
2IXXr 2 IXXr 2 -ScXr
q *» IXXa -I- IYYi p - A]X + AII r = BIX + BIY (4.33)
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[KJxf 3■ L
"51V
(31 XA - 2 XB)
(23. XA - 1 XB)
(-31 XA + 2 XB)
. (1 XA - 1 XB)
(-31 XA + 2 XB)
(-21 XA + 1 XB)
(31 XA - 2 XB)
(-1 XA + 1 XB)
[k j/
(31 YA - 2 YB)
(21 YA - 1 YB)
(-31 YA + 2 YB)
(1 YA - 1 YB)
(-31 YA + 2 YB)
(-21 YA + 1 YB)
(31 YA - 2 YB)
(-1 YA + 1 YB) _
{‘t.y+.g)
Using the equation and Appendix (l)
aa = ^  (3.3) - >* J X^z) az
O
BB - (3A) “ 12j Z I ^ Z )  dZ
.1
DD * K (*K4) * 36yy z2 I (z) dZ xxv
Using equation (k.2$) and Appendix (l)
SL
^  “ Kxx (3-3) ■ k ByyCZ) dZ
oa = (3 .^ )  -  12 z Iyy(z) dZ 
,0.
Z2 I (z) dZ 
yyv
Using equation (4-. 31) and. Appendix (l)
FF « Kxy (3.3) - ^
r5L
V z) 42
GG = K (3A) = 12
o J
Z I (Z) dZ xy ' 7
z2 Ixy(z) dZ
Where
H = h + &  J
Using the equation (^ .13)
KQ = Kg (2.2) - A(Z) dZ
ElXX.
KW - Ky (2.2) = ,'A(Z) dZ
Jxxr
Using the equations (4.3) and (4.4) 
,1
YA - Kjy (2,3) 2 P J?(Z) dZ
XXr
YB - Kjy (2,4)
XA - KjX (2,3)
XB = KjX. (2,4)
6 ? Jy(z) Z dZ
XX,
2^J-(Z) dZ
hxr
L
6 p Jx^ Z) z dZ 
Ixxr
4.5 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy of a beam element in combined bending-bending- 
torsion mode is given as
\
i
• o 0 O 0 O 0 O i
(4-35)(iog e2 + A + v2 + w2) ) dz
The relationships between U^ , U and V^f V sure given in 
reference (20) as = U + dy9^ V-^ =* V - dx 9 (4.36)
By inserting the equation (4.36) into the equation (4.35)
e
T ? f I 92+ A (w2+ v2+ u2) + A (d| + d2) 92+ 2 A dv U 9l eg x y y
V 9 ]
where
- 2 Adx  I dZ
2 2 2 
H = d x +dy
I„.p = I _ + A Bcr eg
(4.37)
(4.38.a) 
(4.38.b)
Equation (4.37) can "be rewritten as 
I
T = 42 
0
?A [ *cf ®2+ W2 + V2 + i>2 + 2 d y U 9 - 2 d x V 9  ] dZ (4.39)
The variation of along the beam element is
V z) “ Jofi + h a  z2 + BIC Z (4.39.a)
For the sign convention of figure (4.1)
dx = dx<Z> Cos^x + F 1') - V z) Sin + F*)
dy = dx<Z> Sin^i + </3Z) + V Z) Cos + / Z^
Using the cubic polynomial expansion for U and V, and linear
expansion for 9 and W given in equation (4.20), and substituting
into equation (4.39) and replacing the coefficients ar, br (r **
0, 1, 2, 3) and cr, dr (r =» 0,l) the kinetic energy expression 
becomes
T - -jArlX { 9 } [m^) {»? + {«] [MbuKuJ + ^ ICMbvDIvJ + £ o f CMrul tp.l
2 -    . ^   ^
+ {ui[MTU] [e] + [e] [h^] [v] + tvjtMj,] {»} + [w] [m^] [m]) (4.42)
which can be written
(4.43)
where, denotes the area of root cross-section.
[ia denotes mass matrix of each beam element 
In the equation (4.42)
W - t - t f - w c t r 1 (4.44.a)
f>y ■CTIT IhiU-xf (^ f.^ f.b)
f T^ul =[T3T ihuttcf (4.44.c)
r
e sf 1-
1
-C ?f KvJC^f (^.^f.d)
O^Bul “I^ vJ = i cf  IXJ C ^ (if.^ f.e)
(AA l2-2 AB 1 + AG) (AB 1-AC) ~
CMtt) £2 (4.^f.a.l)
(ABl-AG) AC';
9
'DA l2-2 DB1+DC) (DB 1-DC)
i
= F OkW.b.l)
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AA - Mtt (1,1) h t W  dZ
i *rL
AB = Mtt (1,2) - Mu  (2,1) -
<
A
AC » Mtt (2;2> - Z2 dZ
« A^Lo r
DA = (1,1) A(Z) dZ
V
fl.
DB - Mi;l (1,2) - ^  (2,1) A(z) Z dZ
^ A_L o r
DC * M11 (2,2) A(z) Z dz
n K L o r
CA = Mtu (1,1) = ay(z) a(z ) dz
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i «L
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4.6 Applications and Discussions
&
In this chapter^ few of the results obtained for the eigen­
values or frequencies of vibration of various tapered, straight 
and pretwisted beams with asymmetric or symmetric cross-section, 
are shown and compared with other investigators * results in order 
to indicate the degree of accuracy and adaptability that can be 
expected in the applications of the finite element method, as 
formulated here, to such problems.
Actual turbomachinery blades have tapered and asymmetric 
cross-sections and are pretwisted. Due to the complexity of 
the configuration, the calculation of the geometrical properties of 
the cross-section and the variation of those properties along the 
blade length make the problem more complicated. If the cross- 
sectional. properties of the blade is known at some discrete points 
along the blade than a Chebyshev polynomial is obtained by curve 
fitting procedure to represent the variation of the properties 
along the blade length.
When the blade is divided into a number of finite elements 
bounded by two terminal nodes the variation of the cross-sectional 
properties along the element expressed by the Chebyshev polynomial 
is approximated by a quadratic polynomial. This has been done to 
avoid mathematical complications and to reduce the computation 
time. One can easily notice that to obtain the actual represent­
ation of these properties there must be sufficient number of 
discrete points with known values along the blade length. The 
order of the Chebysev polynomials depends on the number of discrete 
points. If the number of discrete points with known values 
increases along the blade length, the representation of the 
properties along the blade length become more accurate.
In table (4.4) the measured and calculated values of 
Montaya (20) are compared with those calculated by the finite 
element method. Some additional coupling terms are considered 
in the analysis given by Montaya (20). It can be seen from the 
table (4.3) that the ratio of the inertias lyy/l^ is 9.7534 at 
the root and increases along the blade length. . Consequently when 
the blade has a large pretwist the second moment of inertia will 
increase along xx axis while decreasing along the yy axis. This 
makes the blade stiffer in the xx direction and more flexible in 
the yy direction thus the frequency of vibration of IF mode which 
has a predominant component of deflection in the xx direction will 
increase while the frequency of vibration of 2F mode which has 
the predominant component in the yy direction will decrease.
This can be observed in the finite element results but there is 
hardly any difference between straight and pretwisted blade frequen­
cies of Montaya's (20) calculated results. This raises a possibility 
that there could have been an error in his calculation of his 
theoretical results for the blade without pretwist. Finally in 
the case of coincidence of the shear centre and the centroid two 
finite elements and Montaya's (20) theoretical results are compared. 
It can easily be noticed that the finite element results are closer 
to Montaya's (20) results when the torsional rigidity increment due 
to pretwist is ignored, although this is not mentioned in his report. 
The author believes that this effect was ignored by Montaya (20). 
Apart from these discrepancies, the results are very close to each 
other.
In figure (4.4) the convergence characteristics of the first 
four modes of the tapered and pretwisted beam are shown. As seen 
from the figure, at lower number of elements, there is an abrupt 
change in the rate of convergence. The quadratic expression used
will tend to approximate very closely to the variation of the 
cross-sectionad properties along the blade when the length of 
the elements is very small. However if the blade is divided 
into a very small number of elements and consequently with large 
elemental length, the quadratic expression may not closely 
approximate to the variation of the cross-sectional properties.
. This will effect the convergence characteristics of the element 
models. v
To verify the accuracy of the element, one rectangular and 
one square cross-section, tapered beams are analysed by using 
this finite element formulation. The calculated eigenvalues 
are compared with those calculated by the finite difference 
technique. The finite difference results have been obtained from 
Thomas (36).
In table (4.5) results for a straight beam and beams with 
two different pretwists obtained by finite difference method and 
by the present method are compared. In spite of the possible 
rounding off errors caused due to the calculation of constant 
« coefficients of each element, very good agreement is obtained at 
the lower modes. At the higher modes the finite difference method 
gives results lower than those given by the finite element method 
which is caused by the nature of the finite difference method.
The actual values are expected to lie between the finite difference 
and finite element results.
In table (4.6) eigenvalues of flexural and torsional modes of 
vibration of a square cross-section tapered beam are calculated and 
compared with those calculated by the finite difference method.
Very good agreement is obtained between these results. Although 
the difficulties of the representation of the element properties and 
rounding off errors caused by the computer are inevitable, the
finite element model developed here gives very good results when 
compared with results of other investigators (20, 36).
Figures (4.5)» (4.6), (4.7) show the mode shapes of 
first five frequencies with coincident shear and mass centres, 
non-coincident shear and mass centres and non-coincident shear 
and mass centres but including correcting terms respectively.
It can be observed from the figures that when the mass and shear 
centres coincide there is no coupling between bending and torsion 
displacements but they occur independently.. When the mass and 
shear centres do not coincide the coupling between bending 
displacements and torsional displacement takes place as seen 
from the figures.
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1 VIEW OF TAPERED AND ASYMMETRIC CROSS-SECTION BLADE
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Details of the blade are given in table 4.3
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Details of the blade are given in table
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Details of the blade are given in table 4.3 
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CHAPTER 5
CURVED FINITE ELEMENTS FOR IN-PLANE AND 
OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION
5.1 Introduction
The vibration problem of complete and incomplete rings has 
been the subject of interst of several investigators due to its 
importance in many practical applications. Especially in turbine 
desing, the blades are often joined together to reduce the resonant 
amplitude by a single shroud ring either at their tips or at some 
intermediate points.
It is well-known that the shrouding significantly alters 
the natural frequencies of the system (Disc + blade + shroud).
The analysis of curved beam gains importance in the design of 
turbine blade packets.
In the flexural vibrations of a curved beam the central 
line of the undeformed beam is assumed to be a plane curve and 
its plane a principal plane of the beam at each point. These 
assumptions lead us to the uncoupling of the in-plane and the 
out-of-plane vibrations of complete or incomplete rings.
The in-plane vibration of curved beams have been analysed 
using Rayleigh-Ritz, Finite difference and other methods by many 
authors. Lamb (37)» Archer (38) and Lang (39) solved the exact 
differential equations. Lamb (37) considered the case of beam 
with small curvature. Archer (38) studied the beams with 
subtended angles of 7r and 2 Tr radians with the assumption that 
the centre line to be inextensional, and Lang (39) studied the 
vibration of curved beams using both extensional and inextensional 
centre lines. Den Hartog (40) used Rayleigh-Ritz method to obtain 
the natural frequencies of in-plane vibration of the first two 
modes for curved beams with subtended angle for the range 0 - 2Tf 
radians. Ball (4l) used finite difference method to obtain the 
fundamental frequencies of vibration for different modes and
calculated the exact frequencies. Love (t+2) improved the analysis 
by suggesting a solution containing a correction for the axial 
length of the ring but thickness to radius ratio was kept small. 
Philipson (43) has extended the Love's work and established a 
more complex differential equation for the tangential and radial 
displacement components. Rao (44) examined the in-plane in­
extensional vibrations of a free ring and included the secondary 
effect of shear deformation and rotary inertia in his analysis.
Recently by the introduction of finite element method 
several authors have developed various curved beam elements to 
obtain the natural frequencies of arches and rings for the in­
plane vibration. Petyt and Fleischer (45) compared three 
different finite element models with the following shape functions
V 88 a.^  + a2y
W = a.j + a^y + a^y2 + a6y3 (5.1)
V = a^y + a2R (Cosp Cosgf-lJ-a^  Sin0 + a^ Cos0
W = 82** Cos)3 Sin0 + a^ Cos0 + a^ Sin0 + a^y2 + a^p (5*2)
V = a^ + a^y + a^y2 + a^p
W - a^ + a6y + a^y2 + ag p  (5-3)
The comparison of the above mentioned shape functions 
showed the superiority of the third shape function over the others.
Ahmed (**6) has studied the in-plane vibrations of curved 
sandwich beam and applied three different polynomial shape 
functions. Two of them were Petyt and Fleischer's first and 
third functions while the third shape function was
V = a1 + a2y + a^y2 + a^p
W = a^ + a^y + a^y2 + aQy^+ a y^ + a^Qy5 (5.4)
Ahmed (46) has concluded that even for the prediction of
I
the natural frequencies of curved sandwich "beam Petyt and 
Fleischer's third function was superior among the others.
Sabir and Ashwell (47) compared four shape functions to obtain 
natural frequencies of a ring vibrating in its plane and found 
the order of increasing effectiveness between them* Their 
first shape function was a two-dimensionaT form of Gantin and 
Clough's (48) shape function for cylindrical shells given as
V * a^ Cos^ + a~> Singf - a^R (l - Cosp Cos0) + a^y
(5-5)
2 3W = Sin0 + a2 Oos0 + a^R CosjB Sii$ + a^y + a^y
Second shape function was the same as the one given by the
equation (5»3)« The third shape function is called reduced r
cubic and obtained by eliminating the strains and consequently
the degrees of freedom at internal nodes. The fourth and final
shape function based on simple strain functions is given by
2V = a^ Singf + a^ Costf + a^ + a^ + a^
(5.6)
W ■ a^ Cos0 + a^ Sin0 + a^ - a^ 0
The comparison of the four shape functions showed the 
fourth one converges more rapidly than the others. Davies et. al 
(49) developed an element based upon the integration of the exact 
differential equations of an infinitesimal element in static 
equilibrium.
The first study of out-of-plane vibration was undertaken 
by Peterson (54) for the case of a free ring in connection with 
the study of gear noises. Differential equations and the exact 
solution for the lateral vibration of a thin curved beam has 
been given by Culver (55) • In the case of simply supported beam
it was assumed that the normal stresses resulting from bending 
and torsional warping are zero at the support. Obviously this 
type of "simple” support differs from that ordinarily encountered 
for straight beams. He also used the Rayleigh-Ritz method to 
obtain the approximate frequencies with other boundary conditions. 
Morell and Volteira (56) used Rayleigh's method to obtain 
approximate values of the lowest natural frequencies of vibration 
of elastic arcs with clamped or hinged ends having the centre 
lines in the form of a circle, cycloid, catenaries or parabolas 
for the cases of vibrations occurring either in the plane of 
initial, curvature of the arcs or perpendicular to the plane of 
initial curvature of the arcs. Later Chang and Voltera (57) 
obtained the first four natural frequencies of elastic arcs, with
built-in ends, which vibrate in a plane perpendicular to that of
\
the initial curvature of the arcs where the centre lines of the 
arcs were in the forms of circles, cycloids, catenaries or 
parabolas.
A stiffness matrix for out-of-plane motion of a thin curved 
beam was obtained by Lee (58) by applying Castigliano's theorem 
and using transfer matrices to express the equilibrium of forces 
at the element nodes. Rao (59) used Hamilton's principle to 
develop the differential equation for the coupled bending and 
torsional vibration of a curved beam including the secondary 
effect of shear deformation and rotary inertia. Davies et. al., 
(60) has solved the exact differential equations of an infinit­
esimal element in static equilibrium to develop an out-of-plane 
element. Thomas and Wilson (6l) used straight beam finite element 
to get a satisfactory solution for the analysis of curved beams 
but required a large number of elements and the convergence was
very slow. El Amin and Brotton (62) developed the stiffness 
matrix of a horizontally curved beam element including the 
warping effect. Thomas and Belek (63) applied the simple 
strain functions concept to develop an out-of-plane element 
which gave better results than those of other investigators!
In the present analysis two different finite elements are 
developed for the analysis of free vibration of thin arches 
and thin and thick rings. The shape functions used are the 
extension of Petyt and Fleischer's (45) third and Sabir and 
Ashwell's (47) fourth shape .functions by considering an internal 
node at the mid-point of each element in the case of in-plane 
vibration. For the case of out-of-plane vibration of the 
curved beam, the shape function is developed based on simple 
strain functions along the lines suggested by Thomas and 
Belek (63). An internal node at the mid-point of each element 
is considered. 1
To analyse the vibration characteristics of blade packets 
and shrouded-bladed-disc assemblies one in-plane and one out- 
of -plane curved beam element without any internal node are 
also developed to represent the shroud in the analysis.
5.2 Theoretical Analysis
I
In this section finite elements are developed for analysis 
of curved beam in the in-plane and out-of-plane vibration.
Their shape functions are derived for the case of in-plane and 
out-of-plane vibrations with and without internal node 
respectively.
5.2.a Curved Finite Elements for in-plane and out-of-plane
Vibration with an Internal Node
5.2.a.l In-plane curved beam element
5.2.a.i.a Displacement (Shape) functions
a.l Extension of Sabir and Ashwellfs (47) displacement 
function (Present Element l)
Two deflection functions have been investigated based on 
strain function concept and the internal node notion has been 
introduced. One internal node is taken at the mid-point of 
each element as shown in Figure (5*7)* rigid body dis­
placements are represented by the displacement function. The 
nodal degrees of freedom are Vf W and rotation of the tangent,
Each element has 9 degrees of freedom including internal node 
degrees of freedom as shown below
(5-7.a)
(5-7.b)
For a curved beam the circumferential strain £_ and thes
change in curvature in zy plane, are given in reference (63) 
as follows
If £g - I^y * Of equation (5*8) can be integrated to
give the complementary functions which represent the rigid-
\
body displacements.
If £r / 0. and 0, the following assumptions can be
(5.9.a) 
(5.9.b)
By substituting these in equation (5.8) the particular 
solutions are obtained. Addition of particular solutions to 
the complementary solutions yields the complete shape functions 
as
V “ -a^ Sin0 + a^ Oos0 + a.^  +
ao <£- 20) + a„ (6 - 302 + £ ) (5.10.a)
3 4
W = Cos0 + a*£ Sin0 + a^ + a - a^ - a^0 + a^(2-^ ) 
+ a9 (6.0-03) (5. lO.b)
where a^ , a^ are constants of integration as well
expressible coefficients in terms of displacement vectors
0 = Z 
' R
a.2 Extension of Petyt and Fleischer*s displacement (shape)
functions (Present Element 2)
Petyt and Fleischer (45) investigated three curved beam 
finite elements in relation to the problem of radial vibrations
a.$ + ay - 1) +
i4
made
es - +
R R
*lzy 2 2R R R R
In the present analysis their third and best displacement 
function is extended by introducing an internal node notion 
as shown below.
2 + a.up + a.y* + a ^  (5.11.a)W - ^  + a^y + a^y ^y^ ^  ;^
V - 3y + agy + a^y2 + a1Qy3 + a ^ ^  + a^y5 (5.11.b)
The coefficients to a^2 are expressible in terms of
W, dW , V, at the two ends and at the internal node, hence 
ay ay
each element has 12 degrees of freedom as shown below
k/  - [ m  a. %  g ,  g u  ,ltl ^  vwl
(5.12)
5.2.a.l.b. Strain energy of a curved beam vibrating in 
its own plane
Having derived the shape functions the stiffness and mass
matrices of the elements can be obtained readily.
The strain energy T  of a curved beam undergoing deformation
in its plane, neglecting shear deformation as given by Petyt
and Fleischer (^ 5) Is 
s^h
T = i  Es As r ( K  + a-i2 + Q + R J i  V 1 dy (5.13)
I ' s J  EJ R 35^
where
The co-ordinates shown in figure (5*7)» equation (5-13) 
can he rewritten as
Y - V s  [c'f [fc] [Cj1 {q. (5.1*0
2 R2
For the two shape functions given in sections (a.l), (a.2) 
the strain energy equation (5*1*0 can be written respectively as
Y -  V s  [C^f [1^1 CG^ 1 K'r } (5.15.a)
2 R2 1
Y  = V s  {Ij^ [CjjF [£>3 [Cjl1 {<1^ .} (5.15.b)
2 R2 2
Where fcxj1 • [kj] > [Gj^- , [kg] axe given explicitly in
matrices. (5.26), (5*27a), (5*25)» (5«2?.b) respectively.
The stiffness matrices then become
[S^] - [Cjljf [kj] [CjJ1 ' (5.I6.a)
V^zl “ Cci3T Ck2] t0#  (5-l6.h)
The general form of the potential energy of a curved beam 
element is
Y  - V s  { * /  £ kj] h x] 
2R2
(5.17)
5.2.a.I.e. Kinetic energy of a curved beam vibrating in its
own plane
The kinetic energy T of a curved beam undergoing deformation
v
in its plane neglecting the rotary inertia effect as given by 
Petyt and Fleischer (^ 5) is
J-sh
T - V s  (V +ir)dy (5.18)
0
Referring to the co-ordinates shown in Figure (5*7) the equation 
(5.18) can be rewritten as,
T = V sp ^  [mite"]1 £q . (5.19)
The kinetic energy equation (5*19) can be written as 
2
T = W  {ijf [Cj-jp [ «1][CIJl [qjJ ' (5.20.a)
T = V £  {qtf [Ct3T [ mg] [CjJ1 (ijl (5.20.b)
2 2 2
for the shape functions given in sections (a-l) and (a-2)
respectively.
The mass matrices then become
[ mT1] = CCjjF [ mi13 [G^J1 (5-21.a)
[ m ^ ]  = ^12^ [ ^12^" (5*21.b)
where CGjJ1 » are given in matrices (5-25),
(5.27.a), (5-2^ ), (5.27.b) respectively.
General form of kinetic energy of a curved beam element is
2 T
[°iS=
"1 0 0 0 0 0 ■
0 1 0 0 0 0
-22 TA -3T 4 TA -4T
S TA
-T
2
£ A B
^ TA
-4 AB 8 TA
I f  “ r A
- f AC
«2 AB 
2
AG -5 AB 12 AC -AB
1.
. 6 AG
T
0 AG
1 "
AG 
4 -
(5.23)
Where
T = 2__ TA - 4
**h '
AB = 8  AG - 16 AD - 32
sh sh ‘sh ‘sh
[ . f e J 0
r  -1 -i
0 LGI22J
(5.24)
-1
C < y  is the inverse matrix of the coefficient matrix 
which is given as follows.
[<y=
0 1 1 0 0 0 -1 0 6
0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0
R R
1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 2 0
-Sinf Gos'f 1 0 0 (-1+/) (-2f+l3)(6-3-?2+#) 
2 3  ¥
0 0 -1 0 1 - T -■£ -2! 4-S L
R R R 2R 3R 4R
Cosrf Sirif 0 1 T -1 - ? ( 2 - f ) (61- f 3)
-Sin^ Cosp 1 0 0 ? (-l+|2)(-2^ +|3) (6-3/+|)')
0 0 -1 0 T_ - £ ~£-R R R 2R jR hR
_ GosjB Sirjp 0 1
f
-1 (2- / ) (6p-^3) _
(5.25)
Where
? = / / 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o
p  / d /2 -op -op2/2 -op3/3 - q / A
Symmetric
/d/3 -q//2 -o//3 - q / A  -Qp?/5
p  p\/2 p\/3 p\ A
\ • f
/<l/3 / q A  p\/5
p\/5 /<i/6 
/ V z
(5-26.a)
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Where in matrices (5.26.a), (5*26.b), (5.27.a) and (5*27.b)
S - -Cosp + 1
51 = Sin/B - p Cos/3
52 = 2/3 Sin£ - 2 S - ^ 2CosJB
53 = (3^2 - 6) Sin/3 + (6^ - /B3) Cos/3
C - Sin/B
Cl = Qosp • 1 + p SinJB _ ,
C2 = 2 £ Cos/3 + (pZ - 2) Sin/B
C3 .= 3/B2 Cos/3 - 6 (Cosp -l) + (p3 - 6p) Sin/3
S4- = -p Cosg + 4 C3
cA - JB Sinp - 4 S3
= fi2D - 1 + Q Z1
S1
S3 fl
sh
Z2
= S2 R2
S2 = 12 /zsh7
Z3
2
= S3 R
s3
= /3
sh' .. z4 - ^  R2
= I* Ash' Z5 = S- R2 D
S5 = 4 / 5 z6 - S6 R2
s6 - 4 / 6 Z7 = S„ R2
S7 - 4 ^ z8 “ s8 r2
s8 - 4 * V
2
- S9 R
S9 - "sh/9
S10 ■ " s > T1
= Sx R
S11 = O 11 T2 = S2 R
h
R2
r3
R<t
- S1 R
k= S2 R
—  Sj R^
“ fy.H*
T3
T5
t6
« S_ R
- % R 
= S- R
= Sg R
5.2.a.2 Curved beam element for out-of-plane vibration
5.2.a.2.a Displacement (shape) function
The results obtained from two shape functions have been 
investigated based on the strain function concept and internal node 
notion introduced. One internal node is taken at the mid-point of 
each curved element. The rigid-body displacements are represented 
by the shape functions. The nodal degrees of freedom are U, 0 and 
the slope of U, (J = - du) (5*28)
d y
Each element has got 9 degrees of freedom including internal node 
degrees of freedom.
The strain-displacement equations for a curved beam element 
vibrating out of its plane are given by Thomas and Belek (63) as 
follows.
E «... - 1 dU + d9 (Torsional strain) (5.28.a)
R dy dy
= - & U - 9 (Curvature) (5.28.b)
dy2 B
In order to satisfy the rigid body displacements equations 
(5-28.a), (5*28.b) are equated to zero and complementary functions are 
obtained for U and 0. To derive satisfactory shape functions following 
assumptions have been made
%  = + ti &
R R
%  + f2 0 + fs 02+ fg. S^3
R R H Rxy
(5.29.a)
(5-29-b)
where,
By substituting these equations (5.29.a, b) in equations 
(5.28. a, b) and solving the differential equations, particular 
solutions are obtained. Addition of particular solutions to the 
complementary solutions yields the complete shape functions as
© * a^ Cos^ + ag Sin0 + a^ - - a^0 + ag (2 - $2) + a^ (6$ - 0p)
=[?l{a}
v n
U = R Cos^ + ag R Sin^ - a^ R^ + a^ R (l-£ ) - a^, R 0 +
R (2 - 0Z) + a,, R (60 - 03) = [U 1 {d}
7 * (5.30)
Where a a 2 .... a^ are constants of integration as well as
expressible coefficients in terms of displacement vectors.
5.2.a.2.b Strain energy of a curved beam vibrating out 
of its -plane.
The strain energy of a curved beam undergoing coupled bending 
and torsional vibration, neglecting the shear deformation is given 
by Thomas and Belek (63) as follows
T -T
■sh
V r  + \
9i-U1/R
It T
S I
s yyc
0
G J
S X X J  s
u
9/R + If
L % H V r J
ayK o?  u j
(5.31)
Referring to the co-ordinates shown in Figures (5«7) the 
equation (5.31) can-be rewritten as
r  -  ! { J  [ c j  [ k 0] [ g  U 03 (5.32)
T -1
Where {q0} , [ c  ] , [ kQ] are given explicitly in (5.35)> (5-36),
(5*37) respectively.
5.2.a.2.c Kinetic energy of a curved beam vibrating out of 
its plane.
The kinetic energy of a curved beam undergoing combined bending 
and torsional displacements neglecting the rotary inertia effect is 
given by Thomas and Belek (63) as follows.
T =
T -T
H O f c J
/-> sh T
\  •
0
*sAs 0
Ip/A^
-| ' 1 -
> <iy L
- 9* R .
:o3 U J
Referring to the geometric configuration of the element shown 
in Figure (5*7)» the equation (5*33) can be rewritten as
T -T -1
T " f  K l  D J  l > o H c0] ( 0 (5.3*0
Where
1J  - [ui Ji 9i uid Jid eid ui+i Ji+i 9i+i] (5.35) 
-1
[Co] is the inverse matrix of the coefficient matrix 
which is given as
t -
* R 0 R 0 R 0 0
0 -1 0 l 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 -1 0
R Gos-f R Sinf R -Rf R(l-X)
2
0 -Rf
Sinf -Gos-f 0 1 f 0 1
Cosf Sinf 0 . 0 1 -1 7
R Cos^ J R Sin£ R -Rp H(l-£2)
2
0 -ip
Sinp -Cos£ 6 1 P , 0 i
Qosp SinjB 0 0 1 -1 P
where
-r-j»
1“ E i I ayys
R
2 -
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
tip Ip2 0 0
0
p
0
f
Symmetric f
Where
D = G Js xx_
— .. 3
E I
3 yys
' 2R 0
0 -6
2 0
R(2-2) H(6T-fty
2f (-6+3/)
(2-T) (Sf-f3)
CM
>s-/ R(6/3-/33)
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5.2.b Curved Finite Elements for In-plane and Out-of-plane 
Vibration Without Internal Node.
The shroud is one of the major parts of the shrouded-bladed- 
disc assembly. Sometimes there may be up to a hundred blades of 
different types on a single disc. This then may cause the sub­
tended angle between two blades to be very small. When the sub­
tended angle is very small, numerical, instability may arise in the 
calculation of the inverse matrix of the out-of-plane element with 
one internal node due to rounding off errors. To avoid this 
numerical instability, in the present analysis, a curved beam 
element without internal node but having a rectangular cross?- 
section is used as a shroud. It is known that if the mass and 
shear centres of a symmetric cross-section, i.e., square, 
rectangular, etc., coincide there is no coupling between torsion and 
bending modes of vibration. This means that for a curved beam, 
although torsional and out-of-plane vibrations are coupled, in­
plane and out-of-plane vibrations are independent of each other and
i
can be examined separately. For curved beams with small width/ 
thickness ratio, thin beam theory is applied by neglecting shear 
deformation and rotary inertia effects.
In this analysis, the two independent motions are dealt with 
separately and combined together to form the shroud element before 
the shroud to blade assembly is made.
5.2.b.l In-plane vibration of the shroud element without 
internal node.
In this section in-plane vibrations of a curved beam element 
without internal node is examined.
5-2-b.l.a Deflection functions for in-plane vibration of
A curved finite element is developed, whose shape functions are 
derived from independent polynomial expressions for the general 
strains rather than displacements. The necessity for the exact
Two deflection functions are used, given in reference (^ 7)» based 
on the strain energy concept. In order to derive a satisfactory 
shape function, simple strain functions are assumed and the strain 
displacement functions are integrated. Uniform strain and linear 
increase in curvature is assumed, hence using equations (5*9-a) 
and (5-9.13) and integrating these equations for W and V, the 
following functions are obtained.
W = a^ Gos 0 + a£ Sin0 + a^ - a^ 0 m Cwjfa 1
where, 0 = ^/R 
5-2-b.l.b Strain energy expression of in-plane vibration
Strain energy of a curved beam element vibrating in its own 
plane is given by Belek (133) as
a curved beam element without internal node
representation of the rigid-body displacement is then satisfied
(5-39)
of a gurved. team
* - i Cgi3
T -T
V#/R + [ 0 3SAS] [ V*/R + J
(5.4o)
o
Equation (5-40) can be written as
(5-41)
Where
g_
n sh
v“ - t f >  
v»/r + wi- J
rs i os xxs
E A s s-4
u 1 / . 
V, - W*/R
y j a  + w i
dy (5.^1.a)
{ijf - [Vi ii Vi+1 Wi+1 ii+1]
[kj] - B IS  X X  ,
R3
0
Symmetric
Where
Q = 12 R2 / t2
op
f / Z
f i b
(5A l.o)
[ ^ ]  =
-B* ■h -R ^ -B5 ~ h
-R B,
-b3 h
-R B, - h - h -R B,
% -h R B, h h .
R Bj^
B4 "B3
R B^
B5 h
R B3
b6 R Bg b6 B7
R B9
~ h % -R B1 ~ h ”B2
-R B,
(5.4l.d)
Where
D =*2 Qosp - 2 + p Slip 
Bx ="(Cosp - l)/D
B2 « Sin^/D
B^ = (1 - p SinJB - Cos^)/d 
B^ * (Sinp - p CosJB)/D 
B5 - Qb - Sinp)/D 
B6 - \ ? / Z
B? = h ? / z
b8 “ s6 + 1//b 
b9 - B6 - 1/^
5.2.b.l.c Kinetic energy expression of in-plane vibration
of a curved beam
The kinetic energy expression of a curved beam under 
combined bending-bending displacements is given in reference 
(133) as follows 0
T - i  { i f  [c;f i  As
.shT
■v -
s ‘ 1 «■
0i v w. .
-1
dy [ai] [ ij] (5.«)
Equation (5-^2) can be written as follows
T-ffi'/ t*i3 Ccf  {ill (5>3)
Where the transformation matrix and [q f  have been
given in equations (5.^1.d) and (5.*KL.b) respectively.
The mass matrix Cmj} is :
3 - i AsR
' (5.^)
where
CQ » (pZ - 4) Cos£/2 - 2 p Sin^ B + 2
G1 = (pZ - 4) Sin^/2 + 2 ^  Cos£
5.2.b.2 Out-of-plane vibration of the shroud element
without internal node.
In this section out-of-plane vibration of a curved beam 
without internal node is examined.
5.2.b.2.a Deflection functions for out-of-plane vibration
of a curved beam without internal node.
\
The out-of-plane curved beam element used in this analysis is
given in reference (63), and is based on strain functions. The
strain displacement equations are integrated by making an assumption
of uniform torsional strain and linear increase in curvature.
Using equations (5.28.a) and (5.28.b) integrating these equations
for U and 9, in order to satisfy the rigid body displacement
andk' are equated to zero and the complementary solutions are 
l*y
obtained. Adding these to the particular solutions of equations 
(5.28.a), (5.28.b), the complete shape functions are obtained.
0
1—
11
o
T
*
O0 SLip p CosyB-Sinp Co
f Sin p 1-Cos^ Gos^ +pSir^ B-1 ci
' f 0 p2/2
Symmetric f 0
C
M
f b > 00
U s a^ R Cos$ + R Sin0 + a ^ R - a ^ R ^ - a ^ R ^  =CullaI (5*^5»a)
9 = a^ Cos0 + sl^  Sin0 - a^ - a=f®j|a} (5.^5.b)
where 0 m Y 
R
5.2.b.2.b Strain energy expression for out-of-plane 
vibration of a curved beam.
The strain energy expression for an out-of-plane curved beam 
under combined bending and torsional displacements is given in 
equation (5*31) which can be written as
(5.46)
where
{4/  - C W '  J± 8i+i D i+ Ji+1] (5.46.a)
the stiffness matrix £ kQ3 is given by
0
Symmetric
0
c2e
0
P f t 2
^3/3
(5.46.b)
where
c2 - J s i a i
s yys
and the transformation matrix £GJ^ is given byo
tfj'-
0 -pM B2 0 B1/B B3‘
0 -Byfe -b4 0 b5/b -®L
0 V R -% 0 -B ^ R -B3
-1/? l/B ^ 0 x/f -l/E p
0
-1 -^/r h 0 b1/r B3
2Bj/R ^ - h -1# -2B1/R  B -Bl.
where
h  “ 
%  -
B3 “ 
%  “
B5 “
D
(Cosp - 1) /D
(]B Cosfi - Sinji) /D
(SinjB - p) /D
(1 - Cosp - B SinjB) /D
SinB/D
2 - 2  Cosp - p SinjB
5.2.b.2.c Kinetic energy expression for out-of-plane vibration 
of a curved beam.
The kinetic energy expression of a curved beam under combined 
bending and torsional displacements is given in equation {533) 
which can be written as
(5-47)
(5.46.c)
Where the corresponding degrees of freedom and the
transformation matrix have been given in equations (5 .^ 6.a)
and (5,k6.c) respectively, and the mass matrix [mo3 is
Where
*l
%
”3
G/+M1 G ^ Strip M3 -G^ Sinp <Vb '
s m6 •°3M5
f . -ft2 0 -f-/z
Symmetric f/1 0
C3f ; G3f 2/2
~ C^3/3
Mr. =
M/
Go =
p/z + Sin Zpfa 
Sin Zp/Z 
1-Cosp - p Sirip 
p/Z - Sin Zp/^ r 
1 - Cosp 
p Cosp - Slip
Z
(5-^)
5.2.b.3 Increase of strain energy in the shroud due to the
A curved beam, in a centrifugal field, acting as a shroud 
attached at the tips of the rotating blades, increases its own 
strain energy as well as the strain energy of the whole system. 
The centrifugal force effect of the shroud mass on the blade has 
been examined, and the derivation of the strain energy in the 
shroud, due to the centrifugal force, is given in Appendix 6.
The increase in strain energy in the shroud element is 
written as
Where A_, = Area of the cross-section. If the width of 
the shroud is kept constant and integration is carried out along 
the thickness of the shroud, this yields the increase in strain 
energy of the shroud.
Using the deflection functions given in equation (5-39) and 
substituting in equation (5*^ +9) yields.
centrifugal force.
ish
s
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(5-51-a)
\
(5.5l.b)
(5.51.0)
[ Cj3 given in equation (5.^ 1.d).
Where
C2S - 0.5 (JB + 0.5 Sin ZJ>)
GS = 0.25 (Cos 2JB - 1)
C - Sinp
Cl - CosJ3 - 1 + ^  Sinp 
G2 * Zp CosjB + (pZ - 2) Sin^
S2S - 0.5 (p.- 0.5 Sin Zf)
S = -(CosJB - 1)
51 = Sinp - Qosp
52 - 2jB Sinp + 2 (Cosp + l) - p Z Cosj3
In our analysis the centrifugal force effect is assumed to 
be in the plane of the in-plane vibration of the curved beam, 
so the potential energy of the curved beam vibrating in its 
own plane can be written, by using equations (5*^ 1) and (5*5 )^ 
as
T - i f r J b J  0 IG] ICjf U J  (5-52)
where
[ y  - y  + £ _  o sf]
s xxs
The strain and kinetic energies for the complete beam are 
obtained by‘the summation of the energies of the individual elements.
5.3 Applications and Discussions.
5*3.1 Application with in-plane element 
a. Test for rigid body modes.
It is known that the three lowest modes should represent 
the rigid body modes with zero frequency. A check on the 
accuracy of the rigid body representation can be obtained by 
calculating the vibration of a free beam represented by one 
element. The results obtained are compared with those of 
Petyt and Fleischer's (45) using three deflection functions 
as shown in the table (5.1).
TABLE 5: i
Comparison of the natural frequencies of in-plane 
vibration of a free curved beam. '
Petyt and Fleischer (45) Present F.E. with one 
internal node
Mode
No.
Frequency (HZ) 
First Second Thirc
Frequency (HZ) 
Element 1 Element 2
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0
3 1042.28 0 0 0 0
4 1060.13 1090.38 195.18 154.88 164.15
5 - - / 436.52 484.77
6 - - - 1534.93 1625.88 ■
Petyt and Fleischer's (45) second and third deflection functions, 
and present finite element 2, which contain only an approximate 
representation of rigid body displacement, have all produced 
three zero-frequency modes. Present finite element 1 which
contains an exact representation of rigid body displacements 
has also produced three zero-frequency modes as would be 
expected. For the first displacement function of Petyt and 
Fleischer (45), the first two modes are non-straining, but 
the third is definitely straining.
b - Convergence Study.
The convergence characteristics of the elements derived from 
both deflection functions are now investigated for different 
boundary conditions.
In the case of simple supports the boundary conditions are
£V - 0 , W - 0 , j|w = 0
*  3y2
For clamped supports they are
V = 0 , W  = 0 , ' £ W ~ 0
dy
and for hinged supports they are
V = 0 , W = 0 , = 0
<sr
One quarter of the ring with the corresponding boundary 
conditions was used to analyse the vibration of the complete ring. 
The ring was constrained so that W = 0 at both ends of the quarter 
ring but with no constraint against V or rotation.
In Table (5*3) the frequencies of vibration of a ring 
vibrating in various number of full waves for n ■ 2, 4, 6, 8 
obtained from the present finite element 1 is compared with exact 
values, finite difference results given by Ball (4l) and finite 
element results given by Sabir and Ashwell (47). The ring is 
"thick" in the sense used in reference (47) and by Sabir,
Ashwell and Roberts (52).
It can be seen in Table (5*3) that the present finite 
element 1 can give the same results with two elements and 13 
degrees of freedom on a quarter ring when compared with Sabir 
and Ashwell's (47) shape function® with seven elements and 
22 degrees of freedom on a quarter ring. In tables (5.2) and 
(5*3) convergence characteristics of the element are shown.
Figure (5*1) shows the convergence curves for n = 2 for 
a thick ring is plotted against the number of degrees
of freedom for a quarter ring. In the four elements given by- 
Sabir and Ashwell (47) elements [Tj , and | 4 | have six 
degrees of freedom at their two nodes while element 2 has
eight degrees of freedom and present element —  1, 5 has nine
degrees of freedom at its three nodes. Elements and
show almost identical fast convergence characteristics.
Figure (5*2) shows the convergence curves for the same ring 
when vibrating in six full waves mode and leads to the conclusion 
that, as might be expected, the convergence characteristics of 
all shape functions are slower than for the same ring vibrating 
with two full waves. However the present element - l j 5 [ has 
converged much faster than the others. When the number of full 
waves increases, convergence characteristics of the present 
element - 1, QT| shows its superiority over the others.
The comparison of the frequencies of a simply supported 
curved beam, obtained using the three displacement functions 
with the exact solution by Petyt and Fleischer (45) and present 
element - 1 and element - 2 is shown in Table (5.4). Present 
element - 2 shows better convergence than even Petyt and 
Fleischer's (45) third displacement function. When the mode 
number increases, present element - 2 gives better results with 
less number of elements and less overall degrees of freedom.
It can be noticed from the same table that present element - 1 
gives lower results than the others and lower even than the 
exact values. This proves that for a very thin arch or ring 
(R/t =* 2308) present element - 1 becomes very flexible and 
under estimates the frequencies but still shows very fast 
convergence. This can also be seen in Figures (5*l) and (5*2) 
and in reference (47). But in reference (47) this peculiarity 
of the element has not been mentioned.
Table (5.5) shows the comparison of the frequencies of 
vibration obtained by using three displacement functions given 
by Petyt and Fleischer (45) and the present element - 1 and 
element - 2 for a fixed-fixed curved beam. Table (5*6) shows 
the comparison between present element - 1 and element - 2 for 
a hinged-hinged curved beam. It can easily be observed that 
the present element - 2 gives better results with less number 
of elements and less overall degrees of freedom than Petyt and 
Fleischer's (45) third element but as might be expected, present 
element - 1 gives lower results than the others but shows very 
fast convergence characteristics.
The conclusions to be drawn from this work are
1 - Present element - 1 which is based on simple strain functions, 
with one internal node, is better than any other elements for the 
cases of thick, in the sense used in references (47) and (52)»
and thin rings or arches but gives slightly lower results than 
the exact values for the case of very thin rings or arches.
2 - Present element - 2 represents the rigid body motion and 
gives very good results for the case of very thin arches.
The mode shape of vibration obtained for various modes of 
vibration of curved beams agree closely with those given by 
Petyt and Fleischer (45).
n/M 1 2 3 4 5
2 8.6161 8.6110 8.6109 8.6109 8.6109
4 255.4253 253.4123 253.2643 253.2612 253.2609
6 3149.4226 1433.9200 1426.2952 1425.4909 1425.4507
8 14334.2513 4713.4680 4685.7144 4676.8604 4673.9509
TABLE 5*2 Convergence characteristics of present element 1 
for the case of thick ring.
See Table 5*3 far the legend.
Mode
No
n/M
r
Frequency (HZ)
Present Element - 1
Exact
Solution
m
Finite
Differ­
ence
Sabir
Ashwell
(^7)1
Number of Elements
2 3 4
• 1
5
0 0
\
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 71.451 7.429 71.429 71.429 71.429 71 68 71
4 389.030 387.494 387.381 387.379 387.379 387 301 388
6 L366.052 921.752 919.298 919.039 919.026 918 552 921
8 2914.335 1671.176 1666.249 1664.607 1664.156 1660 654 1670
NDF (7) (13) (19) (25) (31) - - (22)
TABLE 5*3 Comparison of the frequencies of a thick ring.
Radius, R - 1 2  in. (30.48 cm.)
Linear density = 4.275 x 10--5 lbf s2/in? (2.945 x lO-2 Ns2/m2)
6
Extantional rigidity, AgEs = 4.75 x 1° lbf (2.113 x 10' N) 
Bending rigidity, E_I = 2.48 x 10^ lbf in? (7.12 x 102 Nm2)
s xx_ s
Boundary Conditions
V = 0 at both ends of the quarter ring.
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5.3*2 Application with the out-of-plane element
The out-of-plane curved beam element has been applied in 
several examples for which the results can be compared with the 
existing results of the other investigators.
In Table (5*7) the natural frequencies of a circular arch 
with fixed end conditions and three different subtended angles 
are compared with Belek's (63) and Rao's (39) results. Rao has 
also taken into account shear deformation and rotary inertia 
effect. Those results are also tabulated. It can be seen from 
the table that the present element with internal node and 21 
degrees of freedom gives lower results than Belek's (63) and 
Rao's (59) classical theory results and higher than Rao's thick 
circular arch results.
In Table (5*8) the convergence characteristics of the element 
for the first five modes, with different subtended angles are given 
It can be seen that with three elements and 21 degrees of freedom 
the convergence is achieved. Experimental tests on the free out- 
of-plane vibration of rectangular cross-section rings have been 
carried out by Peterson (3^ )*
Rao (39) has derived the differential equation of motion by 
taking into account the shear deformation and rotary inertia.
Later Davies (60) has also developed a thick finite element by 
solving the exact differential equations of an infinitesimal out- 
of -plane element in static equilibrium. They both compared their 
results with the experimental results of Peterson (3^ )* Rao's (39) 
theoretical results for classical theory* rotary inertia considered 
rotary inertia and shear deformation considered and the present 
out-of-plane curved beam element results are compared with exact 
results and also with the experimental results of Peterson (3 )^ in
Table (5*9). It can be seen that the present element which is based 
on thin formulation, gives better results than Rao's classical 
theory and closer to the experimental results of Peterson (5*0 •
It can also be noticed from the table that when R/b ratio 
increases, in other words, when the element becomes thin, the 
agreement of the results becomes better, as expected. The 
correction applied by Rao for the shear and rotary inertia effects 
makes his theoretical frequencies get closer to the experimental 
frequencies especially for thick beams.
In figure (5.3) the effect of E_I,„ /GeJ ' on the first two
5 JJS ^ s
frequencies of a circular arch with fixed end conditions is shown.
The present finite element results are compared with Rao's (59)
classical theory results. It can be seen that an increase in the
value of the stiffness ratio EsI__. /GgJ^ correspond to an
s s
increase in the value of the first two frequencies. It can also 
be noticed that present finite element results are lower than 
Rao's (59) classical theory results.
The frequencies of a cantilevered ring segment are given and 
compared with the results of Ojalvo and Newman (66) in Table (5-10). 
The frequency factors are taken from the graphs and converted into 
the corresponding frequencies. There could be a slight error in 
reading the frequency factors from graphs which could cause slight 
discrepancies between actual results and results read from the 
graphs.
In spite of that, the agreement between.the results of 
Ojalvo and Newman (66) and present results is good. The first five 
mode shapes of out-of-plane vibration of cantilevered curved beam 
are also shown in Figures (5.^.a,b,c). It can be noticed that all 
modes are coupled and dominated by the out-of-plane displacement 
but torsional displacement effect increases at the higher modes.
It can also be observed that out-of-plane displacement lines cross 
the natural line at certain points. The number of these points is 
one less than the mode number.
In Figures (5.5-a,b) and (5*8) the first five mode shapes of 
an arch with clamped-clamped end conditions and different subtended 
angles are shown. It can be seen from the figures that when the 
subtended angle 270°, first two modes are slightly dominated by 
out-of-plane displacement whereas the third mode is slightly 
dominated by the torsional displacement. Fourth mode almost 
purely torsional and the fifth mode is a coupled one but dominated
/
by the torsional displacement. On the other hand when the sub­
tended angle is 180° it can be noticed that apart from the fundam­
ental mode the rest of the modes axe dominated by the torsional 
displacement. One other thing can be noticed that, in the case 
of 180° subtended angle, the almost purely torsional mode takes 
place at lower mode than the 270° subtended angle case. It can.be 
said that a decrease of subtended angle stiffens the system and 
causes the domination of torsional displacement.
The first in-plane and the out-of-plane curved beam finite 
elements which are formulated from the strain functions concept 
of thin beam theory and second in-plane curved beam finite element 
which is developed by using polynomial deflection functions show 
good convergence characteristics.
Numerical stability of the in-plane elements is very good 
even for a very small angle. But the same thing can not be said 
for the out-of-plane element. The numerical instability of the 
out-of-plane element occurs in calculation of the inverse matrix 
due to rounding off errors when the subtended angle becomes less 
than 8°. The author has tried to develop a new element based on
the same concept with the two internal nodes but numerical 
instability became worse even for the bigger subtended angles.
The reason is thought to be that when the number of nodes
increases the subtended angle of each element is divided
into small angles. The numerical calculation of functions 
based on tiese small angles causes more rounding of error and 
consequent instability. A second attempt has been made to 
develop a new element by using polynomial functions considering 
an internal node in the element. The chosen shape functions 
were,
U = a1 + y + y2 + a^ y^ + a^ y^ + a^ y^
© = + ag y + y2
Although there was no instability of the element, the 
convergence characteristics were too poor.
In spite of all the numerical instabilities, the developed 
out-of-plane curved beam can be used in the analysis of thin rings 
and arches with a large subtended angle (larger than 8°) and give 
quite good results.
TABLE 5-7
Natural frequencies of circular arch with fixed end conditions.
(SI /g J - l.o, k - 0.833, b/t = 1.0 b/R » 0.3) 
s yy s
Value of ft =PinsAsRif/EsIyy g
Sub­ Mode Rao. S.S. (59) Belek(63) F.E.(M-3) 
with one 
internal 
node
tended
Angle Rotaryinertia
Shear.defor.
also
considered.
Classical
Theory
F.E.
1 1.769 1.647 1.839 1.802 1.8000
2 778 4.178 5.305 5.009 5.0473
T1 — - - 7.086 7.07350 0 
00 1—1
3 9.360 7.701 11.108 10.188 10.1658
T2 - - 11.7^1 11.6461
if lif.8ifl 11.676 19.006 l6.76if
1 0.7^7 0.729 0.758 0,758 0.754
2 1.888 1.758 2.000 1.9if6 1.969
270° 3 3.997 3.624 if.if06 if. 208 4.234
T1 - - - 5.9ifif 5.936
if 6.778 if. 898 7.822 7.3^0 7.446
1 0.433 0.if2if 0.if38 0.if38 0.4355
2 0.918 O.887 0.952 0.9ifif 0.9576
360°
3 2.003 1.892 2.137 2.08 7 2.1193
if 3; 661 3.312 3.965 3.828 3.9160
TABLE 5*8 Convergence characteristics of circular arch with 
fixed end conditions
Value of 7\ =
No.
of *i *2 *3
A 4 * 5
El. Subtended angle 180°
1 1.8734 5.5610 7.0910 - -
2 1.8281 5.0845 7.0777 10.6017 11.6689
3 1.8000 5.0473 7.0735 10.1658 11.6461
if 1.7963 4.9991 7.0717 10.1987 11.6269
5 1.7953 4 .9886 7.0712 10.1094 11.6126
Subtended angle 270°
l 0.810 2.149 5-9if2 - -
2 0.772 2.015 4.355 5.942 8.059
3 0.75if 1.969 if.23if 5.936 7.446
if 0.753 1.938 if. 22if 5.936 7.288
5 0.752 1.932 if. 181 5.936 7.309
Subtended angle 36O0
l 0.if706 1.0500 5.5007 - -
2 0.ifif28 I.0083 2.1764 4.2333 5.4976
3 0. if355 0.9576 2.1193 3.9160 5.4954
if 0.4354 0.9362 2.0998 3.8128 5.4954
5 0. if 352 0.9327 2.0689 3.8170 5.4950
See Table 5-7 for the legend
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TABLE 5.10
Comparison of out-of-plane frequencies for a curved 
cantilever beam.
Details of the curved beam.
Geometric properties
2
Square cross-section Ag = 0.5 -x 0.5 in .
R = 10 in.
© - 3TT/2
Material properties 
7E„ * 10 psi.s
Gg = 3-6 x 10^ psi. '
■^s = 0.10 lb/in^.
Out-of-plane frequencies (HZ)
Present thin 
F.E.
From ref 
( 66 )
9.69 Q M
23.08 22.26
70.21 72.56
175.97 171.50
\
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rig.5*1 CONVERGENCE CURVES FOR A THICK RING WHEN VIBRATING INTO TWO 
FULL WAVES MODES.
1 Cantin Clough(48 ); Q  cubic; [3] reduced cubic; pT| linear 
curvature constant circumferential strain;[FJ present 
element 1 .Elements {rJ []|] GO a**® given by Sabir&Ashwell- (4T)
See tableC3"for the legend.
CM
30 50
Total number of degrees of freedom
Fig.5.2 CONVERGENCE CURVES FOR A THICK RING WHEN VIBRATING INTO 
SIX FULL WAVES MODES 
See Fig.5*1 for the legend.
5.0
9JO
2.0
4.0
0.0
22S 270
Subtended ang le  of th e  arc (deg)
F ig#5«3  E f fect  of E l / c  on the frequencies of a circular arc  
with f ixed end condit ions b/4 = 4.0 tyfas: 0.5
Rao, S.S. ( 59  ) Classical theory
Finite element method
where
E I/C = B  I  /G Js y y s s x x g
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MODE
SECOND
MODE
77777777777777777777
Fig.5.^-a MODE SHAPES FOR THE OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION OF A CURVED 
CANTILEVER
A =0.5xO#5 in^.,R=10 in.,©=3^/2.,E slO^psi.,G=3«6x10^psi.
/-0.10 W .
(— )Bending modes, (— )Torsional modes
Fig.5
THIRD
MODE
FOURTH
MODE
/777777777T77777
A-b MODE SHAPES FOR THE OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION OF A CURVED 
CANTILEVER.
See Fig.5.*f-a for the legend.
(— )Bending modes, (— )TorsionaX modes.
77777777777777
Fig.5.4-c MODE SHAPES FOR THE OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION OF A CURVED 
CANTILEVER•
See Fig.5.4-a for the legend.
(— )Bending modes, (— )Torsional modes.
Fig.5.5
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777777
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7777/7/
■a MODE SHAPES FOR THE OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION OF A FIXED-FIXED 
CURVED BEAM.
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s s
(— )Bending m o d e s ,  (— )Tors ional modes.
Fig.5.5
FOURTH
MODE
FIFTH
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/7T7777
-b MODE SHAPES FOH THE OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION OF A FIXED* 
FIXED CURVED BEAM.
See Fig.5.5-a for the legend.
(•— )Bending modes, (— )Torsional modes.
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Fig.5.7 COORDINATE SYSTEM AND THE DISPLACEMENTS:OF. THE CURVED 
BEAM FINITE ELEMENT*
CHAPTER 6
UNIFORM AEROFOIL CROSS-SECTION BLADE PACKET 
UNDER ROTATING CONDITION.
6.1 Introduction.
Turbine blades are usually joined together, either at their 
tips or at some intermediate location, by steel bands. The band 
is called a shroud when it connects the blades at their free tips. 
The shroud may be continuous, joining all the blades in a row, or 
segmented such that only a group of adjacent blades are connected. 
In this case it is said that the blades are grouped in packets.
In practice, the turbine blades are formed into packets by 
fitting an identical metal strip to the tip of each blade.
These strips come into hard contact under the influence of the 
centrifugal force of rotation and form a continuous shrouding 
band.
Blades may also be grouped into packets by using lacing 
wires. The number of lacing wires and their positions in the 
packet varies to reduce the resonant amplitude.
In this chapter the free vibration characteristics of 
rotating, shrouded, aerofoil cross-section blade packets are 
studied using the finite element method. The effects of stagger 
angle, shroud thickness, shroud width, rotational speed, disc 
radius, and distance of shear centre from the dentroid are 
investigated. It is illustrated that from a simple model of a 
two-bladed-packet the vibration characteristics of a multi- 
bladed packet can be predicted with reasonable accuracy for 
the lower modes by drawing the inference diagram.
Previous work s
As early as 1927, Stodola (73) and in 1933* Sezawa (7^ ) 
studied the problem, but, due to the algebraic complexity of the 
equations, exact solutions were not sought. Smith (75) intro-
duced a method for calculating the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of packets of shrouded blades. The blades forming a 
packet were assumed to be of uniform cross-section and parallel 
to each other. The mass of the blade was considered to be 
distributed along its length, while the shroud mass was lumped 
at the blade tips. The shrouding was considered to be of uniform 
section and attached to the blade tips. The effect of the 
shroud was thought to induce shearing forces and bending moments 
at the blade tips. The shearing forces and bending moments were 
expressed in terms of the displacements and slopes of the shroud 
deflection curves. Both the blades and shroud have flexural 
rigidity but were assumed to be inextensible.
Later, Jarrett and Warner (76) used Myklestad's adaptation 
of Holzer*s method to predict the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of a packet of blades. In their analysis they considered 
the blades as tapered and pretwisted beams. Therefore, the 
coupling between bending in two directions, edgewise and chord- 
wise, was included. The effect of rotation was also taken into 
consideration.
Prohl (77) extended and modified the procedure developed 
by Jarrett and Warner. In his analysis the blades were considered 
fixed at their roots and the whole packet was idealized by 
stations of lumped masses, forces and moments. Although the 
shear centre and centroid of the blade cross-section were assumed 
coincident, the axial and the torsional vibrations were coupled 
through the shroud, whereas the tangential vibrations remain 
uncoupled. The step-by-step Holzer's method was used to obtain 
the frequencies of the system. Deak and Baird (78) investigated 
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a laced group of rotating
steam turbine exhaust blades. In the analysis both flexural 
and torsional vibrations were considered. The bending moments, 
torsional moment, shearing force, flexural displacement, flexural 
slope and torsional displacement were taken as state vectors at 
the stations and by using the finite difference equations, which 
are derived from the differential equations of motion, the 
relationships between the state vectors at two adjacent stations 
were established. McCallion (79) used finite differences, based 
on the cyclic property of the system, to analyse the natural 
frequencies of the structure. In his model the blades were 
fixed at one end and assumed to be identical light cantilevers 
with stiffness k, carrying the shroud mass m, at their free ends. 
These masses were coupled by springs of stiffness S, which 
represents the shroud stiffness. He compared the blade and the 
shroud stiffness, showing that if the shroud stiffness is smaller 
than the blade stiffness, the coupling becomes weak.
More recently Srinivasan et. al., (8l) investigated the 
dynamic behaviour of locking-type laced fan blades which were 
assumed to be on a very stiff disc. The component modes 
procedure was applied to obtain the frequencies of the system.
By introducing a particular type of viscous damping mechanism 
the slip between the locking faces of the lacing was also 
accounted for.
Thomas and Belek (82) studied the free vibration character­
istics of straight shrouded blade packets using the finite element 
method. The effects of various weight ratios, flexural rigidity 
ratios and length ratios between the blades and shrouds on the 
frequencies of in-plane vibration of the blade packets were 
considered. They also showed that the in-plane vibration 
characteristics of a symmetric cross-section multi-bladed packet
could be predicted from the inference diagram of a two bladed 
packet.
The effect of shrouding was investigated by Gottney and 
Ewins (112) and Gottney (132) using a receptance coupling 
procedure. In their investigations the effect of the disc, on 
which the shrouded blades were mounted, was included. A more 
detailed description of their works will be given in chapter 8.
Belek (133) also studied the vibration characteristics of 
a symmetrical cross-section curved packet. The effect of disc 
curvature on the frequencies of vibration was investigated and 
was shown that the vibration characteristics of a multi-bladed 
packet can be predicted from the in-plane and out-of-plane 
inference diagrams of a symmetric cross-section two-bladed- 
curved packet. Rotational effect and pretwist effect on the 
frequencies of vibration of the curved packet were not 
considered. The blades were assumed to have symmetrical 
rectangular cross-section and the coupling between bending and 
torsional vibrations was not taken into consideration.
6.2 Energy expression
Energy expressions of blade and shroud elements are derived 
under non-rotational and rotational conditions separately.
6.2.1 Energy expression of-a blade element.
The energy expressions of a beam under non-rotational 
and rotational conditions are given in equations (3*5)» (3»6) 
and additional energy expressions have to be derived due to 
the centrifugal effect of the shroud on the blade.
6.2.1.1 Deflection functions of blade elements.
Due to the complexity of the problem, and to achieve 
convergence rapidly, internal node notion is introduced. It 
was shown by Dokumaci, Thomas and Carnegie (ll) that an element 
with internal nodes converges more rapidly than the same element 
without internal nodes. As the number of internal nodes 
increases the convergence characteristic of the element 
increases.
i d i + 1
x--------------------- x-----------  x
where
d denotes internal node.
i,i + 1 denote terminal nodes.
Throughout this investigation an internal node is assumed 
at the mid-point of each beam element. When the number of 
internal nodes increases the order of the polynomial which 
represents the deflection also increases.
Taking fifth order polynomials for U and V, and quadratics 
polynomial for 9 and W of the form.
5
(6.1.a)
r (6.1.b)
2 r9 (6.1.c)
2 r
W (6.1.d)
6.2.1.2 Strain Energy
Strain energies of a blade vibrating under non-rotating 
and rotating conditions are derived for the blades joined 
together by a shroud, forming a packet, and rigidly fixed at 
the periphery of. a disc rotating at constant angular velocity.
As mentioned in chapter 3 there is an increase in potential 
energy due to the rotation in a single blade, this potential 
energy increase is also increased by the centrifugal force of 
the rotating shroud mass. All the theoretical expressions of 
the energies are derived as follows.
6.2.1.2.1 Strain energy of stationary blade
The strain energy of a stationary beam element has been 
given in equation (3»2).
6.2.1.2.2 Increase in strain energy of blade element due to 
centrifugal force effect
A rotating shrouded blade, mounted encastre at the periphery 
of a rotating disc has its potential energy increased by the 
rotation. For a single blade the effect of rotation on the 
strain energy has been examined by Carnegie (15)* When the 
shroud is fixed at the tip of the blades, the centrifugal 
force effect of the shroud mass increases the strain energy of 
the blade and the shroud.
Referring to Figure (6.3) the centrifugal force, caused 
by the rotation of shroud mass along the £ direction, can be 
written as
from the figure
Sin^~ = $ max where Smax * $n (6.3)
R
If the centrifugal force is written as
F *  5 S As Lsh Ruj2 = R{J^  ( 6 .4 )
Substitution of equations (6. 3) and. (6 .4 )  into equation 
(6.2) gives
F, = w 2 (6 .5 )
Force component F^ in the Z direction is
Fz = F Cosp1 (6.6)
Since is small Qosp^ ¥  1 (6.6.a)
F, R u? 1 (6.6.b)
These forces F and F  ^will be acting on each element of 
the blade. Due to differing transverse deflections the component 
F does different amounts of work for each element of the blade, 
as follows s
duS -  -  “ ^ max dZ (6. 7)
Where 8 is the deflection in the plane of disc for each 
element. Since the deflection and force are in the same direction, 
the gain in potential energy becomes negative. Integrating over
an element it becomes
U.
s
&  2- 1 M m
2g S
(6.8)
This can also be written in the following form to make the 
global matrix symmetric
a  = - 1A>3^  to2 — si 2g ii
The strain energy dU^ due to F^ force on the element is :
dUz = FZA
Referring to Figure (6.3) the total displacement, A of the 
element at Z is :
1
2
'{(g ,2 * , |£ ,2 ]  - (6.10.a)
For small displacement A  , the potential energy in ^ blade 
element can be written as
u7 =  i- 
Z 2g
^ z
A s RoJ f { # 2 + # 2) dz 42 (6-io -b)
Thus, for the entire blade, the total strain energy increase 
caused by the centrifugal force can be obtained by the addition 
of the equations (3*3)» (6.9) and (6.10.b)
Using the relationship 
"T = Cosgf + Sin0
£ =* Sin$ - Cos0
(6.11.a)
:thThe total, strain energy of the k element along the blade 
can be written as
T  -
JL
r 5 s  (— 2)2+ 5 a  A ) + - (-)2+ -  A  ] 32 +— . ?/ \ r>4
2 b Z 2 7)2 2 c)Z 2 $Z
WU£
2g 
1
l(r2 + (k - l)l+Cshl + Zk) [ A l /  dZ1 + ---+ f J||k)2 dZfe +
1 1  k
n Z k
/3Vi n2 dZ, +----+1 /bVkN2 dZ. 1 dZ -wu/ (n2 SinV -
J 2g I
2 Ux Vj_ s W  Cos!* + Vl2 GO320) dZ - CshJ |  (UXT Umax+ Ux) Sin2*
T T T T t T
- (V, U + U Vn + V U, + U, V ) Singf Costf + (Vn V +V V-,) v 1 max max 1 max 1 1 max' r v 1 max max l7
Cos
* ] ]
dZ (6.12)
where
Using deflection functions from equations (6.1.a, b),
(6.1.cf- d) and substituting into equation (6.12) and replacing 
the coefficients a^t br (r = 0, 1, 2, 3* 5) and. cr> dr
(r 53 0, 1, 2), the strain energy expression of a shroud 
attached at the tip of the blade becomes
T =  EIXX ( 4  [£] [ [Ss] + KJ + LEa] + fEi] + w w ]
2 IT
rsf t«) (6.13)
where
{ 0  ■ ['vi vi vd V  Vi+1 Vi+1 ui ui ud ud Ui+1 °i+1
®i ed ei+i wi %  tfi+i3 (6.13.a)
-1
Taking [C j and [c“] from Appendix 2, the inverse matrix
r GI is formed as shown below
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Where 
RT -
A1 = 
A2 =
A3 = 
Ak =
A5 - 
A 6 - 
A7 = 
A8 -
A9 =
A10 = 
All =
In matrices (6.13-c, d, e, f, g)
IYY GT *_C__ GL * A__ L3 = L3
T  "ClT" t
xXX XX XX
L3 I B1 - RT A1 G1 = GT A1
L3 !L2 B2 = RT A2 C2 = CT A2
2
L3 <L3 B3 = RT A3 G3 - GT A3
L3 ^  B^ f = RT A4 D1 - GL A1
5
L3 i5 B5 = RT A5 D2 = GL A2
5
L3 I6 B6 = RT A6 D3 - GL A3
L3 I7 B7 = RT A7
5
a?
7
L3 I8 
H
L3 S.9 
9
11
UV - dx2 + dy*
SS = Cos2gf 
10 GG - Sin2ji
GS ■ SinjZf Cos0
L3 ii 'ft
10
L3 li1 SRB = ^  SS - dy GS
GRB = dy GG - dx GS
2 co ^ j 2
'T*YUCU> dx SS + dy GG - 2 dvd,r GS
H (jAix?) / (EIxxg)
6.2.1.3 Kinetic energy
The kinetic energy T of a blade vibrating in combined 
bending-bending-torsion mode is given in equation (3*36).
When the shear centre distance from the centroid is constant 
along the blade and there is no pretwist, the equations (3- 8)* -
(3.9) simplify to
Substituting equations (3-8) and (3*9) for centre of 
shear distance and equations (6.1 a, b, c, d) for the deflection 
functions into equation (3•38) and replacing the coefficients
(6.1*0
(6.15)
ar, br (r - 0, 1; 2, 3, 5) and cr, dr (r = 0, 1, 2) the
kinetic energy expression becomes
2 L LA L
(6.16)
The kinetic energy can be written as
T -T -1
T (6.17)
a
T -1
where{q"} and [c*] are given in equations (6.13.a) and 
(6.13.b) respectively. The mass matrix
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6.3 Assembly procedure and theoretical considerations.
The finite element model of the curved packet of blades having 
aerofoil cross-sections is formulated as follows.
The shroud is represented by a curved beam element whereas the 
blades are modelled by beam elements with 18 degrees of freedom 
which represent the coupled bending-bending-torsion vibration. 
However, to ensure that the compatibility conditions are satisfied 
at the shroud-blade connections, the in-plane and out-of-plane 
curved beam element matrices are combined to give overall matrices 
which give the vibration characteristics of the curved beam in 
three directions.
In-plane and out-of-plane curved beam stiffness and mass 
matrices are given by equations (5«52), (5-^3) and (5*^)#
(5*^7) respectively.
To form the combination of the matrices, in-plane mass and 
stiffness matrices can be written as follows
Similarly, out-of-plane mass and stiffness matrices can be 
written as
Corresponding degrees of freedom of in-plane and out-of-plane
(6.19)
E l E l
sh
(6.20)
elements are given in equations (5.^1.b), (5*^6.a) as
K i  = [ vi wi k  vi+i wi+i h +i I
iq 1 = f 9. U. J. 9. ,, U.^ J.,_ 1I I- 1 1 1 1+1 l+l l+l J
(6.21)
respectively.
Finally, in-plane and out-of-plane matrices are combined as follows
’sh
si C^xc] ! 0
(6.22)
Similarly
[ msl = W s h
[ ” l  J
*Z W .
(6.23)
As defined previously, the sequencies of generalized 
co-ordinates are given by
T T T
£«J - t W  I H o i ] (6.24)
and to normalize the two matrices, the appropriate factors are 
written as
3
!i = r
- l/f
S2 = RZ f  Iyyc
XX.
(6.25)
H  '  s2//5
To make the blade shroud assembly easier, the sequence of 
generalized co-ordinates of the curved beam are listed node 
by node as shown below
[is] = Ufa i] j {a i+ll ] (6.26)
Or more explicitly
{ J  = ( A  V. U. 9. J. i, W.+1 Ti+1 U.+1 9.+1 J.+1 i.+1]
(6.27)
An explicit view of the blade-shroud connection is shown in 
Figure (6.2) with shroud and blade local co-ordinates and 
the global co-ordinates of the system.
To normalize the shroud and the blade matrices the following 
appropriate factors are given and shroud stiffness and mass 
matrices become
[k]=* Cs [ks] (6.28.a)
i?
[ m ] - $ A L  Cm [mJ (6.28.b)
Where
E l  * sh a J’XX
J = ^sAs^sh m
S a l
A_ Area of shroud cross-sections
A Area of blade cross-section
Eg Elastic modulus of shroud
E Elastic modulus of blade
1^ Second moment of inertia of blade cross-section
about XX axis
I Second moment of inertia of shroud cross-section
s
about xx axis 
L Total length of blade
Element length of the shroud.
To ensure that the compatibility conditions are satisfied 
at the shroud-blade connections the displacements in the local 
co-ordinates have to be converted to those in the global system. 
{<3Ll] = [A] {q 3 (6.29)
This is done by the use of transformation matrices which 
are given as follows
For the blade matrices,
0 \ 0 
0
o  o  [ A j ]  o  
o o o  [ A j l  j  o (6.30)
For the shroud matrices,
[A ]-
r f A , !  o
o  [ A , ]
0 0 
0 0 
o o [zg o
o o o
(6.31)
Where
[AJ -
r r
LAo-a
[Aoj] 
[A 0J
1 m nox ox ox
1 m n° y o y ° y .
l m noz oz oz
(6.32.a)
(6.32.a.l) 
(6.32.a.2) 
(6.32.a.3)
They show the matrices of direction cosines for the 
Of 0&, OZ directions measured in the global axis system.
If $ is the stagger angle of the blade as shown in 
Figure (6.1) then the direction cosines of the blade element 
can be written as follows
^ x - 0° mox = 90° nox 90°
1oy - 90° moy
= *
noy
= 90° +
- 90° moz
II VO 0
 O 1
noz
ax 0
(6.33)
Similarly the direction cosines for the 
written as
shroud are
"ox 90°
mox = 0° nox
= 90°
1oy = op moy '= 90 n°y
= 90°
OOONII moz
ooONn
noz ** 180°
(6.34)
Therefore, before assembling the blade and shroud matrices 
the transformation into the global axes system has to be made 
by using the well-known transformation operation,
1 * 1  I>]
(6.35)
[m G]  - [ A ]  [ m ]  [ A ]
suffix G denotes the transformed matrix in the global axis 
system.
Having formulated the mass and stiffness matrices of the 
packet structure, eigenvalue evaluation procedures are applied 
to these matrices .
6A Applications and Discussions.
For a better and ideal representation of turbomachinery 
blade packets, the shroud is represented by the curved beam 
element whereas the blades are reprsented by asymmetric aero­
foil cross-section beam elements. To show the accuracy and 
improvement of this representation several blade packets are 
tested experimentally. The effect of the internal node on the 
convergence characteristics of the element is shown in Tables 
(6.1) and (6.2). The experimental and theoretical results of 
two rectangular cross-section, six-bladed curved packets are 
given by Belek (133)- It can be seen from the table that the 
frequencies obtained for a six bladed packet model having 102 
degrees of freedom made up of assembling elements with one 
internal node has the same accuracy as that obtained from a 
model having l6k degrees of freedom made up of assembling 
elements without internal node.
in Tables (6.5) and (6.8j the frequencies of two different 
two-bladed packets of aerofoil cross-section blades with 
different shroud width are compared with experimental results 
and good agreements are found. All the details of the packets 
are given in Tables (6.^ ) and (6.6).
In Table (6.9)> experimental and theoretical results of 
an aerofoil cross-section 30°“staggered-two-bladed-packet are 
shown and the agreement between experimental and theoretical 
results is reasonably good. The same packet under various 
rotational speeds- is also tested experimentally. The comparison 
of experimental and theoretical results is shown in Table (6.10), 
and same agreement between the experimental and theoretical 
results is obtained. Due to the interference of external effects
such as root fixing, friction of bearings, heat and the random
noise which is picked up through the slip-ring the experimental
results of rotating packet; are slightly effected and are not
as accurate as the standstill values of the same packet which
is fixed on a rigid base. Hence some of the experimental
frequencies with weak signal have not been observed as seen from
«
the table.
The eigenvalues of an aerofoil cross-section two-bladed 
curved packet are calculated for different Dr ratios, which is 
the ratio of disc radius to the blade length. The main purpose 
of this investigation is to find the accuracy of the approximation 
made when the packet is represented by parallel blades. To do this, 
the span length of shroud between two adjacent blades and the blade 
lengths have been kept constant; only the radius of the disc has 
been changed. As it is shown in Figure (6.4) when the Dr ratio 
is increased the first three natural frequencies approach 
asymptotically from below the corresponding natural frequencies 
of the equivalent straight packet, whereas fourth, fifth and 
sixth frequencies, which are dominated by the shroud in-plane 
mode, coupled out-of-plane and torsional modes, approach 
asymptotically from above the corresponding natural frequencies 
of the equivalent straight packet. As expected when the Dr ratio 
increases curvature of the shroud will decrease, so the shroud 
becomes more flexible in the in-plane direction and coupling 
effect between out-of-plane and torsional modes of the shroud 
also decreases. Consequently the system also becomes more flexible 
towards the out-of-plane direction causing a drop on the fourth, 
fifth and sixth frequencies of the packet. It can be noticed 
from Figure (6.4) that the Dr effect on frequencies almost dies 
out when this ratio becomes six or more.
In Figure (6.5) for a Lr ratio of 0.2 a two-bladed packet 
exhibits a similar phenomenon to that explained above, the only 
difference being in the second batch mode which in this case 
approaches asymptotically from below the corresponding natural 
frequencies. The reason is that the shroud length is shorter 
and it is almost like a straight beam. The frequency is 
dominated by the blade vibration and not effected by the shroud 
curvature.
Figures (6.6) and (6.7) show, for two different two-bladed 
packets with ratios of 0.5 and 0.2. The system becomes more 
flexible in the out-of-plane direction as the stagger angle 
increases. This decreases the lower natural frequencies and can 
cause coupling between some higher modes depending on the Lr 
ratio. It can also be noticed from the same figures that when 
the Lr ratio decreases all the frequencies increase. Figures 
(6.8.a) and (6.8.b) show that when the distance between shear 
centre and centroid increases, the coupling between bending and 
torsional modes becomes more effective at higher frequencies 
and less effective at lower frequencies.
The effect of rotation on the natural frequencies of the 
packets with different Lr ratio is shown in figures (6.9.a) and 
(6.9.b). The natural frequencies always increase with the 
increase of rotation. This increase becomes more pronounced 
at higher angular velocities. It can be noticed from the same 
figures that the increase of the torsional and out-of-plane 
frequencies is very small. This is because the centrifugal 
force effect in the out-of-plane direction and torsional 
rigidity increment due to the disc rotation are assumed very 
small and ignored in the analysis.
Frequency inference diagrams of two curved-shrouded 
packets with different shroud width are shown in Figures (6.10) 
and (6.11). In both inference diagrams blade clamped-free 
frequencies are calculated by assuming the shroud mass to be 
acting at the tip of the blade. Shroud clamped-clamped in-plane 
frequencies are calculated using straight beam theory. Packet 
frequencies are shown by broken lines. When the blades have 
asymmetric aerofoil cross-section, the out-of-plane and the 
in-plane vibrations of the packet are coupled through the shear 
centre and can not be examined separately, so the in-plane and 
out-of-plane inference diagrams have to be shown together, 
whereas for the case of rectangular cross-section blade packets 
they can be examined separately as their vibration characteristics 
are independent of each other. The relevant independent modes for 
the blades in the frequency range considered are "clamped-pinned" 
and "clamped-free" with the total shroud mass assumed as a 
concentrated mass at the blade tip.
For a very short shroud length blade torsional and edgewise 
bending modes are coupled and coupling dies out with the increasing 
shroud length and the frequencies of vibration of the packet come 
close to the edgewise clamped-free blade bending frequency with 
the shroud mass at the tip and edgewise clamped-free bending 
frequency of the blade as seen from the figures. At low Lr ratio 
the frequency curves on the inference diagram starts off as a 
blade mode frequency until the curve meets a shroud mode.
At this junction the frequency curve follows the shroud mode 
frequency until it meets another blade frequency. A change of 
mode shape takes place and the curve changes direction again.
There are one or two frequency curves which started off as 
blade torsional mode frequencies comes into the picture as 
coupled mode due to a series of coupling and change of directions.
These tend to change the general pattern slightly. At the lower 
modes the coupling between bending and torsional vibration is 
very small. Hence, the in-plane vibration characteristics of 
a two-bladed packet can be synthesized from the inference 
diagram drawn from the independent modes of the blades and the 
shroud for those lower modes.
Figure (6.12) the frequency inference diagram of a curved 
shrouded packet under constant rotational speed is shown.
In the inference diagram blade clamped-free frequencies are 
calculated by assuming the blade to be rotating with constant 
speed with the shroud mass acting at the tip of the blade.
The blade clamped-free edgewise frequency is calculated by 
considering the rotational speed effect on the frequency.
Shroud clamped-clamped frequencies are calculated using straight 
beam shroud. Packet frequencies are shown by broken lines.
The same phenomenon repeats itself as explained in figures
(6.10) and (6.1l) in a slightly different manner. Especially the 
in-plane vibration frequencies increase with the rotation since the 
centrifugal force effect in the out-of-plane direction and 
torsional rigidity increment due to rotation are assumed to be 
very small and ignored in the analysis. It is also seen from 
the figure that an increase of shroud length under rotation, makes 
the system stiffer and increases fundamental frequency more than 
when a blade rotates with the same amount of mass attached at its tip. 
The in-plane vibrational frequencies of a packet with large number 
of blades can be predicted from an inference diagram of a two-bladed 
packet. The spread of frequencies of batch modes of a multi-bladed 
packet is about the mean value which is the batch-mode frequency 
of a two bladed packet. The ratio between number of batch mode
frequencies of a multi-bladed packet and that of a two-bladed 
packet is (N^ - l) for the same Lr ratio, where is the number 
of blades in the packet. The number of batch modes for different 
number of blade packets can be observed from Tables (6.1), (6.2) 
and (6.3.a,b). The axial and torsional batch mode frequencies 
of the packet are coupled through the shroud inter-action and 
become more complicated by the non-coincidence of shear centre and 
centroid. This coupling makes it rather complex to predict those 
frequencies for a multi-bladed packet from a two bladed packet. 
Those frequencies can also be seen in Figures (6.10), (6.1l) and 
(6.12).
Figures (6.13»a) and (6.13.b) show the first eight mode 
shapes of an aerofoil cross-section two-bladed packet.
As mentioned before the lower modes are not markedly effected 
by the coupling between torsional and bending modes. The first 
four modes are predominantly the in-plane vibrations of first 
blade, first batch, second blade and second batch modes 
respectively. Fifth, sixth and seventh modes are predominantly 
the out-of-plane vibrations. As seen from the figures that 
out-of-plane and torsional frequencies axe coupled as expected.
The eighth mode is almost entirely the in-plane vibration of the 
packet. The sequence of these frequencies depends on shroud 
length, shroud thickness, shroud width and stiffness of blades 
and shroud in two planes.
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TABLE 6.5 Comparison of experimental and theoretical 
values of two aerofoil cross-section bladed 
packet.
Details of the two bladed packet are given in 
Table 6.*f.
Frequencies in HZ.
Mode No. Theoretical Experimental % Error
1 80.0 80.0 0.0
2 380.0 383.0 -0.7
3 538.9 540.0 -0.2
4 598.9 - -
5 678.6 684.0 r 0 • 00
6 752.7 - -
7 1376.1 -
8 1460.5 1454.0 0.4
9 1522.5 -
10 1863.6 1849.0 0.7
11 2084.9 - -
12 2122.2 2220.0 -4.4
13 2826.7 2756.0 2.5
14 3096.6 3026.0 2.3
15 3438.2 - -
16 3594.4 3513.0 2.3
17 4l66.2 4174.0 -0.1
18 4217.3 - -
19
.  20 ,
4273.5
4844.6 4720.0 2.6 ------- _ _ A;
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TABLE 6.8 Comparison of experimental and theoretical 
values of two aerofoil cross-section bladed 
packet.
Details of the two bladed packet are given in 
Table (6.6).
.....
Frequencies in HZ. -
Mode No. Theoretical Experimental % Error
1 87.9 88.0 0.0
2 389.8 390.0 0.0
3 552.1 548.0 0.7
4 694.0 690.0 0.5
5 698.9 726.0 -3.7
6 809.9 - -
7 1429.7 1397.0 2.3
8 1445-9 1419.0 1.8
9 1765.0 - -
10 1896.9 1879.0 0.9
11 2062.1 2141.0 -3.6
12 2466.5 2348.0 5.0
13 2841.6 2733.0 4.3
14 3114.5 2983.0 4.4
15 3673.4 3608.0 1.8
-----—i
TABLE 6.9 Comparison of experimental and theoretical values 
of two staggered aerofoil cross-section bladed 
packet.
Details of the two bladed packet are given in 
table (6.7).
Frequencies in HZ.
Mode No. Theoretical Experimental % Error
1 9^.2 97.0 -2.8
2 405.9 404.0 0.4
3 579.6 592.0-608.0 -2.1
4 764.8 718.0 6.4
5 780.0 - -
6 823.5 801.0 2.8
7 1285.4 1290.0 -0.3
8 1491.2 1498.0 ■?0.4
9 1612.9 1628.0 -0.9
10 1880.8 - -
11 2128.3 - -
12 2439.3 2516.O -3.0
13 2947.1 2882.0 2.2
14 3276.4 3258.0 0.5
15 3691.3 3885.0 -4.9
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D • ratio (Disc radius/Blade length)
Fig.6.4- EFFECT OF DISC CURVATURE ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FRUQUENCY 
PARAMETER.
Details of the packet are given in table 6.^
(L =0.5, t=l/32 in., b=1.0 in.)
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D ratio (Disc radius/Blade length)
Fig.6.5 EFFECT OF DISC CURVATURE ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY 
PARAMETER.
Details of the packet are given in table 6.4.
(L =0.2, t=l/32 in., b=1.0 in.)
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Fig.6.6 STAGGER ANGLE EFFECT ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY 
PARAMETER.(Lr=0»5«it=l/32 in.,b=1.0 in.)
Other details of the packet are given in table 6.4^
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Fig.6.7 STAGGER ANGLE EFFECT ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY
PARAMETER.(Lr=0.2.,t=1/32 in.,b=l/2 in.)
Other details of the packet are given in table 6*4-
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Fig.6.8.a THE EFFECT OF DISTANCE OF SHEAR CENTRE FROM THE CENTROID 
ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETER
Lr=0.5, t=1/32 in.,b=1 in.
Other details of the packet are given in table 6.^
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Fig.6.8.b •- THE EFFECT OF DISTANCE OF SHEAR CENTRE FROM THE CENTROID 
ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETER
See fig.6.8.a for the legend.
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Fig.6.9.a THE EFFECT OF DISC ROTATIONAL
230 O 3000 3500
SPEED ON THE NON-DIMENSIONAL
FREQUENCY PARAMETER. (L -o.5(__) L a \
r uoi » p=0.2( ) ,b=1 in., t--1/32 in.)
Other details of the packet are given in table 6 .4
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Fig.6.9.b THE EFFECT OF DISC ROTATIONAL SPEED ON THE NON' 
DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETER
See fig.6.9«a for the legend
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Fig.6.10 IN-PLANE AND OUT-OF-PLANE INFERENCE DIAGRAM OF A CURVED 
PACKET.
Details of the packet are given in table 6.^
( t=1/32 in., b=1.0 in.)
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Fig.6.11 IN-PLANE AND OUT-OF-PLANE INFERENCE DIAGRAM OF A CURVED
PACKET.
Details of the packet are given in table 6.4. 
( t=l/3 2  in., b=l/2  in. )
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Fig.6.12 IN-PLANE AND OUT-OF-PLANE INFERENCE DIAGRAM OF A ROTATING 
CURVED PACKET.
Details of the packet are given in table 6.Zju 
( t=i/32 in./b=1~.0 in.^Irisc 'rotational speed=2000 rpm)
FIRST MODE SECOND MODE
IN-PLANE
FOURTH MODE
IN-PLANE
THIRD MODE
IN-PLANE IN-PLANE
Fig.6.13-.a MODE SHAPES OF AN AEROFOIL 
PACKET,(---) Bending modes
CROSS-SECTION TWO-BLADED 
(— ) Torsional mode.
Lr=0.5, t=l/3 2  in.,b=1.0 in.
Other details of the packet are given in table 6.^-
FIFTH MODE SIXTH MODE
OUT-OF-PLANE OUT-OF-PLANE
SEVENTH MODE EIGHTH MODE
OUT-OF-PLANE\ IN-PLANE
Fig.6.13 .t> MODE SHAPES OF AN AEROFOIL CROSS-SECTION TWO-BLADED 
PACKET. (--- ) Bending modes, (---) Torsional mode.
See figure 6.12.a for the legend.
PLATE 6.1
Experimental model of aerofoil cross-section blade 
packets
PLATE 6.2 Rotating rig

CHAPTER 7
PRE-TWISTED AEROFOIL CROSS-SECTION 
BLADE PACKET UNDER ROTATING CONDITIONS
7.1 Introduction
Turbine blades,are- usually pretwisted and also have asymmetric 
cross-section. In practice turbine blades are formed into packets 
by joining them together at critical locations by shrouding or 
lacing, which alters the vibration characteristics of the blade.
This avoids some of the dangerous resonant frequencies of single 
blades and reduces the stresses induced in the blades by excitation 
under gas and dynamic forces.
In chapter 6 the free vibration characteristics of rotating, 
shrouded, asymmetric cross-section blade packets have been studied. 
If the closer representation of actual turbine blades is to be 
investigated the pretwist angle effect on the frequencies of the 
packet is the next parameter to be considered. In this chapter, the 
free vibration characteristics of rotating, shrouded, pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section blade packets are investigated. The effect 
of pretwist,stagger angles, rotational speed, shroud length, shroud 
thickness, shroud width and the distance of shear centre from the 
centroid are considered. The summary of relevant publications on 
blade packet vibration was presented in chapter 6. There is no 
available publication on pretwisted asymmetric cross-section blade 
packet vibration in the existing literature. The summary of other 
publications related to pretwisted blade packet vibration is 
given in chapter 6.
7.2 Energy expression
7.2.1 Energy expression of a pretwisted blade packet.
When the individual energy of each part of the packet is 
considered separately, it can be noticed that the energy of a 
curved beam element is not affected by the blade pretwist in the 
packet, although the pretwist alters the characteristics of the
system. Energy expressions of a curved beam have been given in 
chapter 6 and are not repeated here. Considering only the effect 
of pretwist on the blade energy, the energy expressions of the 
blade are given as follows.
7.2.1.1 Strain energy of a shrouded-blade element in a
The equations for strain and kinetic energies of a rotating 
pretwisted uniform beam have been given in chapter 3- When the 
blade and shroud assembly axe formed the blade and shroud elements 
must be analysed by using dimensional form, otherwise the compata- 
bility conditions can not be satisfied unless the blade and shroud 
have the same length. This is of course a special case and can not 
be encountered in practice very often.
The strain energy equation of a rotating shrouded pretwisted
"btlblade element can be written in dimensional form for the k 
element as
centrifugal field
Cob? + V j W r t  a z  + Csh2 | ( U ^ S i n V  - U ^ V j W  Cos0 - Sin0
(7.01)
where
C = ^ s  .
The pre-twist along the blade length can be written in-, 
dimensional form as
X -  (k - l ) *  I  + o < z  ( 7 . 0 2 )
L L
where k is the order number of the element.
By using the relationship between 1 , 1  , I and IYY,xx xy yy a a
I„„ from appendix (5)j
Ixx = (S - H Gos 2!f) 1 ^  (7.03.1)
Iyy = (S + H Gos 2<f) 1 ^  (7.03.2)
Ixy - H Sin 2jf 1 ^  (7.03.3)
where
i (hi + !)
Ixx
H “ i - 1'(■
'XX
By using the relationship between U-^ and U, and V from 
equation (3*7) and the sign convension of figure (3.1) dx and 
d becomey
dx = dj Gos (pZ + f^) - dy Sin (pZ + JZf±) (7.0^.a)
d - dy Sin ipz + 0j) + dy Gos (pz + J^) (7.0*Kb)
For the representation of deflections using equation (^.20) 
and substituting into equation (7.0l) and replacing the 
coefficients ar, br (r * 0, 1, 2, 3) and cr, dr (r = 0, l) and 
also using Appendix (l) and integrating from 0 to JL, we have the
stiffness matrices of non-rotating and rotating blade elements 
[kg] and [ kr] respectively, whose elements are given in 
dimensional form as follows
V T 3.3) = AA
ks O A )  - BB
ks (3.7) - FF
k3 (3.8) - GG
ks A  A) = DD
ks A ,7) - GG
ks (M) - HH
ks (7,7) - PP
ks (7,8) = QQ
ks (8.8) = BH
ks (10,10)= GT A1
ks (12,12)= CL A1
k
r (1.1)
= SS A1
k
r (1.2)
= ss A2
k
r (1.3)
£= SS A3
k
r (1.4)
ss A4
k
r (1.5)
= GS A1
k
r (1.6)
= GS A2
k
r (1.7)
= GS A3
k
r (1.8)
= GS A4
k
r (1.9)
= TS R15 + R3 115
k
r (1.10) = TS Rl6 + RS 116
k
r
(2,2) ** SS A3 + V  A1 + A23
k
r (2,3)
= SS A4 + 2 lj) A2 + A34
k
r
(2,4) s SS A5 + 3 ^  A3 + A45
(7.05)
(7.06)
kr (2.5)
SS GS A2
kr
(2.6) SS GS A3
kr (2,7)
= GS A4
k
r
(2,8) = GS A5
kr (2.9)
SS TS R25 + RS 125 + H (A G25 + P FI25 + FS25) GG
kr (2,10)
SS TS R26 + RS 126 + (A G26 + T FI26 + FS26) GG
kr (3,3) - SS A5 + 4 T|J A3 + 4 A45 3
kr (3.4) SS a6 + 61p a4 + 1 .5 A56
kr (3,5) = GS A3
kr (3.6)
= GS A4
kr (3.7)
S3 GS A5
k
r (3,8)
SS GS A6
kr (3.9) = TS R35 + RS 135 + H (AG35 + r FI35 + FS35) GG
kr (3,10)
=3 TS R36 + RS 136 + H (A G36 + T FI36 + FS36) GG
kr (4,4) = SS A7 + 9 y  A5 + 1.8 A67
k
r (4,5)
GS A4
kr (4,6)
= GS A5
k
r (4.7) -
GS A6 (7-06) Continued
kr
(4,8) SS GS A7
kr (4,9)
= TS R45 + RS 145 + H (A G45 + P FI45 + FS45) GG
kr (4,10)
a TS R46 + RS 146 + H (A G46 + p FI46 + FS46) GG
kr (5,5) - GG A1
k
r (5.6)
= GG A2
kr (5,7)
a GG A3
kr (5,8) - GG A4
kr (5,9)
= TG 115 + RS R15
kr (5,10) - TG 116 + RS Rl6
kr (6,6)
= GG A3 +y A! + A23
kr (6,7) - GG + Z1f A2 + A3^ f
kr (6,8) - GG A5 + 3 ^  A3 + A^5
k (6,9) = TG 125 + RS R25 + H (A Z25 + p TI25 + TS25) GGr
k (6,10) =* TG 126 + RS R26 + H (A Z26 + T TI26 + TS26) GGr
(7.7) = CC A5 + 4 V A3 + ft a45
r 3
(7.8) - GC A6 + 6 Tjl A4 + 1.5 A56
kr (7,9) = TG 135 + RS R35 + H (A Z35 + p TI35 + TS35) GG
K. (7,10) = TG 136 + RS R36 + H (AZ36 +P TI36 + TS36)GG
kr (8,8) - GG A7 + 9 A5 + 1.8 A67
kr (8,9) = TC 145 + RS R45 + H (A Z45 + r Tl45 + TS45) GG
k (8,10) = TC 146 + RS R46 + H (AZ46 + T TI46 + TS46) GG
kr (9,9) - TC 155 + TS R55 + 2 RS Y55 + H (A.(z55 + G55) +
(TI55 + FI35) + TS55 + FS55) GC
Rr (9.10) - TG 156 + TS R56 + 2 RS Y56 + H ( (Z56 + G56) +
T(TI56 + FI56) + TS56 + FS56) GG
k,, (10,10)= TG 166 + TS R66 + 2 RS Y66 + H (A.(Z66 + G66) +
r(T!66 + FI66) + TS66 + FS66) GC
r
(7.O6) Continued 
Where
RT = IXX//lYY
GT = (G + Cc f )  / (EIXX) j
CL = A/I^
A =A+(r2 Al + 2A2 (k-l) )/l? + A2/L3+L3(t b R2 Bit )/(l80 A$ Al)^
A Area of the blade cross-section
$ Density of the blade material
Density of the shroud materials
L Length of the blade
r = (r2 A1 + (k-l) 2 A2)/l3+ L3(t b R2 f  $s'ft)/(lBO A$)
V -A h
H - (f AC02)/(E g Ixx)
A6 = L3 SL6/6 
A7 - L3 l7/7 
A23 = H (T A2 + A3)
A3^ =* H ( r  A3 + A*0
p&5 = h ( r  + A5)
A56 = H ( r  A5 + A6)
A67 - H ( r  A6 + A7)
Addition of equations (7-05) and- (7-06) yields the stiffness matrix 
of the blade which can be written as
GG = L3 
TG - GG L3 
TS = SS L3 
RS = GS L3
GG - -H 0.5 (1 - Cos20) 
SS = -H 0.5 (1 + Cos20) 
GS = H 0.5 Sin 20 
A1 - Q. L3 
A2 = L3 l2/2 
A3 - L3 l3/3 
A^ = L3 
A5 = L3 l3/5 (7.07)
L-
(7.08)
Where
(7.09)
[ 5 ] is given in Appendix (3)
7.2.1.2 Kinetic energy.
The kinetic energy expression of a pre-twisted blade element 
under combined bending-torsional vibration is given in dimensional 
form in equation (3*36)• As the distance of the flexure centre 
from the centroid is varying along the length of the blade due 
to pretwist, the expressions of these variations can be written 
in dimensional form, as in equations (7.0^.a), (7.0*f.b).
Using equations (7.0*ha) and (7.0^.b) and also for the 
representation of the displacements equation (^ .20), substituting 
into equation (3*36), and replacing the coefficients ar, br 
(r =» 0, 1, 2, 3) and cr» dr (r * 0, l), the kinetic energy of 
a beam element becomes
T -T . , -1 T  ^ -T -1
T -T -1 T -T -1
T -T -1 T -T - -1 T -T
L
M  [cV(J  [ u j  + i  {©} [ f f  [ t v t ] [ g v . J  £ v j ]  (7. 10)
Using Appendix (3) and forming the equation (7*10) yields
T
T (7.11)
Where
•T -1
The matrix [* ] is given in Appendix (3). The matrix form and 
elements of fm) are given as
la K2 K3 K4- VI V2 *
K3 K4 K5 0 V2 V3 0
K5 K6 V3 yZf
K7 yif V5
KL K2 K3 K4 U1 U2
[“]■ Symmetric K3 K5 U2 U3 0
K5 K6 U3
K7 U4 U5
0 0 0 0
G9 0 ( 0
0 0
- KL
Where
KL = S./L , K2 -  5.2/2 L  , K3 = t 3/3I<  , -  i f y t i  . K5 -  %?/%
0 8 " ^ = i i  *?--
&L 7)
Using Appendix (l) *-
S - Sin^ j G « Cosj^
A9 23 S G01 + G SI1
B9 S3 G G01 - S SI1
C9 = S G02 + G SI2
D9 S3 G G02 - S SI2
E9 = S C03 + G SI3
F9 = G C03 - s SI3
G9 S3 S CC& + G SI4
H9 S3 G GC& - S Sl4
19 = S C05 + G SI5
J9 = G G05 - s S15
VI h  A9 + dY B9 U1 = dx B9 - dy A9
V2 = + dY D9 U2 =f dx D9 - dy C9
V3 S + dy F9 U3 - *x F9 - % E9
V4 S3 ^ 0 9 + (^ H9 - dx H9 - dy G9
V5 = 3*19 + dy J9 u 5 = *x J9 - dY 19
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7.3 Assembly procedure and theoretical considerations.
The finite element model of the curved packet of pre­
twisted blades having aerofoil cross-sections is formulated 
as follows.
The shroud model is represented by a curved beam element 
which is the same as has been used in chapter 6. The blades 
are modelled by pretwisted beam elements with 12 degrees of 
freedom which represent the coupled bending-bending-torsional 
vibration.
The assembly procedure of the packet is the same as has 
been used in chapter 6, the only difference being that blade 
transformation matrix will have twelve degrees of freedom 
since the blade elements are represented with 12 degrees of 
freedom beam elements.
7.k Applications and Discussions.
The investigation, in the past, has been directed towards 
analysing the vibration characteristics of a rectangular cross- 
section blade packet. In chapter 6, the more complex configuration 
of an asymmetric aerofoil cross-section blade packet has been 
investigated. The effect of rotation has also been considered. 
Turbine blades encountered in practice have a pretwisted 
asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section. The pretwist effect on the 
vibration characteristics of the blade packet is the major 
problem to be considered. Due to the complex configuration of 
the blade cross-section, the problem becomes more difficult to 
analyse because the blades have pretwisted asymmetrical cross- 
section and the coupling between bending-bending-torsional vibrations 
takes place and becomes more complicated through the shroud inter­
action. When a curved beam is used as a shroud, it is known that 
out-of-plane bending and torsional displacements of the curved 
beam are coupled. Hence none of the frequencies of the assembly 
can be expressed as an independent mode. The vibration 
characteristics of an asymmetrical cross-section blade packet is 
coupled bending-bending torsional type.
To verify the method, the finite element model is applied to 
various problems. Theoretical results obtained by the finite 
element method are compared with a set of experimental work 
results since there is no other available results of other 
investigators in the existing literature. The effect of 
rotational speed on the vibration is also considered in the 
analysis.
In Table (7.2) experimental and theoretical results of a 
pretwisted blade packet are shown. There are some discrepancies 
between calculated and measured frequencies of about 3* 5% and in
one mode 6.9/o. Some error was probably caused by uncertainty 
over the correct values of Young's modulus and density but the 
major source of error was the effect of residual stresses in 
the test piece. These residual stresses were mainly caused 
by the crude pretwisting procedure of the blades, and results 
in the change in flexural and torsional rigidity.
In Table (7*^) experimental and theoretical results of an 
aerofoil cross-section 30° staggered and 30° pretwisted two 
bladed packet are shown. The comparison of experimental and 
theoretical frequencies of the same packet under various 
rotational speeds are also shown in Table (7*5). Discrepancies 
can be seen between experimental and calculated values. The 
same reason, which has been explained above, can be said for 
the causes of these discrepancies. It was concluded that present 
results are sufficiently accurate for engineering calculations, 
especially when the complex blade configurations are 
considered.
In Figure (7.2) the increase of frequency parameter with disc 
rotational speed is shown. As mentioned in chapter 3* there was 
a slight increase in the fundamental frequency ratio of a single 
blade with increase in pretwist angles. This was due to the 
coupling between bending in the yy and xx directions since 
torsional movement was negligible. In the blade packet case, 
although all the motions are coupled through shroud inter­
connections the fundamental mode is predominated by the blade 
vibration and consequently similar phenomenon, as seen for the 
single blade vibration, can be seen. When the rotational speed 
increases the fundamental frequency also increases. It can be 
concluded that fundamental frequency increases with the increase
of rotational speed and pretwist angle. Second mode corresponds
to the first batch mode, which is predominated by the shroud 
out of plane vibration. It can be seen that there is a 
decrease in the frequency parameter as the pretwist angle 
increases. This is due to the flexibility increase in the out- 
of-plane direction with the increase of pretwist which causes a 
drop in the second frequency parameter. Third frequencies are 
torsional and out-of-plane coupled mode frequencies. This 
coupling increases with the increase in pretwist consequently 
non-dimensional frequency parameter also increases. As seen from 
the figure that third mode frequency of 90° pretwisted blade 
packet is higher than the third mode frequency of ^ 5° pretwisted 
blade packet. For the fourth mode the vibration is a coupled 
one between torsional and out-of-plane vibrations but ^ 5° pre­
twisted bladed packet mode is predominated by the torsional mode 
while 90° pretwisted bladed packet mode is predominated by the 
out-of-plane vibration. For the case of fifth mode the pretwist 
effect is still seen on the frequencies. 90° pretwisted bladed 
packet mode is predominated by the out-of-plane coupled vibrations 
of shroud and blade where as ^5° pre twisted bladed packet mode is 
predominated by the in-plane coupled vibration of shroud and blade. 
A similar phenomenon, with different Lr ratio, can also be seen in 
figure (7.3)« When the comparison is made between the two figures, 
it can be seen that in the stationary blade packet case an increase 
in Lr ratio or mass ratio decreases the fundamental frequency while 
in the rotational case, the percentage increase of the frequency 
increases with Lr ratio, when the disc rotational speed increases. 
This is due to the increase of the centrifugal force effect of the 
shroud mass on the system. The conclusion can be drawn that all 
the frequencies are increasing with the increase in rotational 
speed. Fundamental frequency increases when the pretwist, shroud
length and rotational speed increases. Figure (7-^ ) shows 
the effect of pretwist on the frequencies of the packet with 
different stagger angle. In the case of first mode, the 
frequency parameter increases with the increase of pretwist 
angle hut decreases with stagger single. 90° staggered bladed 
packet is more flexible towards the out-of-plane direction 
consequently the fundamental frequency decreases with an 
increase in stagger angle, whereas sm increase of pretwist 
makes the system stiffer and consequently the fundamental 
frequency increases. For the second mode there is a small 
increase in the frequency parameter with pretwist angle.
For 90° stagger angle this mode is predominated by coupled 
out-of-plane shroud-blade vibration whereas for 0° stagger angle, 
at the lower pretwist angle, this mode is predominated by coupled 
in-plane shroud-blade vibration. But at the higher pretwist 
angle, the mode becomes coupled out-of-plane shroud and blade 
vibration. As seen from the figure this mode is more affected 
by the stagger angle rather than the pretwist. For the third 
mode there is always a decrease with the increase of pretwist 
angle for the two cases. When the single blade vibration was 
analysed in chapter 3 it was noticed that the frequency of 
second mode was decreasing with an increase of pretwist. It 
may well be said that the similar phenomenon is happening here 
although there is a coupling through shroud interaction. The 
fourth mode is also a coupled one and slightly predominated by 
the shroud vibration. These variations of frequency parameters 
are, of course, related to the flexibility of the system in the 
relevant direction, depending on the stagger angle and pretwist.
When the blades are pretwisted and have asymmetrical 
aerofoil cross-section, out-of-plane, in-plane and torsional
vibrations of the packet are coupled due to the blade configuration 
and non-coincidence of shear centre and centroid of the cross- 
section, as well as through the shroud interaction. As a 
result they may not be easily synthesised by independent modes, so 
it becomes more complex to predict these frequencies for a multi- 
bladed packet from a two-bladed packet inference diagram.
Figure 7«5 shows the inference diagram of a 15° pretwisted 
two bladed packet. The independent frequencies of vibration of 
a pretwisted blade and shroud in plane frequencies are shown in 
solid lines while the packet frequencies as shown in broken lines. 
It can be seen that the packet frequency curves tend to be 
asymplotic to the blade frequencies and shroud frequencies in 
turn changing at every junction between the blade and shroud 
independent frequencies.
This curve is then useful in synthesising the vibration 
characteristics and assessing qualitatively the frequencies and 
mode shapes of blade packets from the frequency characteristics 
of individual components.
For higher rate of pre twist the coupling may be more severe 
and such close approximation may not be obtainable.
Figure (7.6) shows the effect on the frequencies of a 
pretwisted blade packet caused by the distance of the shear 
centre from the centroid. It can be seen that this effect 
becomes pronounced in the higher modes, as expected, but does 
not markedly affect the lower modes.
Figures (7.7.a), (7*7."b) and (7.7.c) show the first six 
modes of a ^ 5° pretwisted, asymmetric cross-section two-bladed 
packet. As seen from the figures that, although out-of-plane and 
in-plane vibrations are coupled due to the pretwist of blades 
the lower modes are not very much effected by the coupling which
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occurs "between "bending and torsional displacement due to the 
non-coincidence of shear centre and centroid. Higher modes, 
i.e. third, fourth, fifth and sixth modes all are coupled between 
the bendings as well as the torsion with bendings in two planes 
as seen from the figures.
\
TABLE 7.1 Details of pretwisted two-bladed packet used in the 
experiment where blades have aerofoil cross-section.
NB » 2 N = 6
M = 5 Disc radius r^ = 8in.
Blade cross-section, A = 0.0914 in?
Blade length, L = 6 in.
Stagger angle, * = 0°
Pretwist angle, oC
OII
Young modulus, E - 31.0X106 lb/in.2
Blades Blade density, - 0.283 lb/in.3
zxx = 0.000084 in.**
Second moment of inertias*
IYY = 0.00671 in.**
A - O.OO76 in.
Shear centre distance
from centroid 1
A - 0.047 in.
Torsional rigidity G = 3240 lbf in.
Increment of torsional
rigidity Cc = 392 lbf
Shroud thickness t * l/l6 in.
Shroud width b ** l/2 in.
Shroud Young modulus
n ?
E = 31.0KL0 lb/in.
Shroud length Lsh " '+•39823 in.
Shroud density 5S = 0.283 lb/in.3
TABLE 7.2 Comparison of experimental and theoretical values
of pretwisted two-aerofoil-cross-section bladed packet.
Details of the blade packet are given in Table 7»1
Mode No. Frequency (HZ)
Theoretical Experimental % Error
1 88.5 92.0 - 3-8
2 389.9 380.0 2.6
3 395.3 405.0 - 2.3
4 643.0 656.O - 2.0
5 912.4 868.0 5.0
6 975.8 - -
7 1396.5 1305.0 6.9
8 1506.1 1483.0 1.5
9 1780.6 - -
10 1894.3 - -
11 2114.7 1993.0 6.1
12 2529.6 2505.0 0.9
13 2851.3 2775.0 2.7
14 3049.4 3140.0 - 2.8
15 3707.0 3879.0 - 4.4
TABLE 7.3 Details of the pre twisted two-bladed packet used 
in the experiment, where the blades have aerofoil 
cross-section.
Nb - 2 N * 6
M - 5 Disc radius =
Blade cross-section,
l±
A « 0.0914 in.
Blade length, L ■ 6 in.
Stagger angle, 0 = 30°
Pretwist angle,
OO0^II*
Young modulus, E - 31.O 10° lb/in.2
Blades Blade density $ - 0.270 lb/in.3
4
IXX “ °-oooo8Zf in-
Second moment of inertiaJ
1 4 
1^  - 0.00671 in.
- 0.0076 in.
Shear centre distance
from centroid ^
-dy * 0.047 in.
Torsional rigidity G - 3240 lbf in.
Increment of
torsional rigidity Cc = 392 lbf
Shroud thickness t = O.O625 in.
Shroud width b - 0.25 in.
Shroud Young modulus Es - 31. 106 lb/in.2
Shroud length Lsh " 4.16967 in.
Shroud density « 0.270 in.
TABLE 7.4 Comparison of experimental and theoretical values 
of pretwisted two aerofoil cross-section bladed 
packet.
Details of the packet are given in Table (7.3).
Frequency (HZ)
Mode No. Theoretical Experimental % Error
1 95-5 97.0 - 1.5
2 470.0 476.0 - 1.2
3 490.4 501.0 - 2.1
4 ' 652.9 585.0 +11.4
5 822.4 829.0 - 0.7
6 946.8 910.0 + 4.0
7 1249.8 - -
8 1622.2 l606.'0 + 1.0
9 1633.9 1671.0 - 2.2
10 1912.8 - -
11 2116.6 - -
12 2490.5 2616.0 - 4.7
13 3013.1 2927.0 + 2.9
14 3354.9 3298.0 + 1.7
15 3806.6 3867.O - 1.5
TABLE 7*5 Comparison of experimental and theoretical values 
of a pretwisted packet with different rotational 
speeds.
Details of the two bladed packet are given 
in Table (7-3)
Mode Rotational speed r.p.m.
No 500 1000 1500 2000
Theo. Expe. Theo. Expe. Theo. Expe. Theo. Expe.
1 97.2 97 102.1 100 109.7 106 119.6 114
2 471.4 475 .3 481.5 489.6
3 491.7 506 495.6 507 502.0 509 510.5 512
4 653.6 586 655.4 587 658.2 589 661.5 591
5 823.8 827.5 832.3 836.9
6 947.4 899 949.3 900 952.3 902 956.6 905
7 1250.2 1251.0 1252.2 1252.9
8 162^ .2 1603 1629.7 1608 1637.7 1615 1646.7 1628
9 1635-7 1641.0 1649.4 1660.5
10 1913.0 1912.6 1909.6 1899.9
11 2125.1 2147.8 2178.5 2209.5
12 2490.9 2491.0 2487.2 2473.3
13 3015.8 2902 3023.I 2912 3033.6 2925 3044.8 2938
14 3358.2 3270 3367.2 3272 3380.0 3276 3392.9 3292
Fig.7.1 LOCAL AND.GLOBAL COORDINATES OF A SECTION OF A PRETWISTED 
BLADE PACKET.
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CHAPTER 8
VIBRATIONS OF ASYMMETRIC CROSS-SECTION 
STRAIGHT AND PRETWISTED BLADES AND 
SHROUDED BLADES ON ELASTIC DISCS
8.1 Introduction
The subject of the work presented in this chapter is the 
study of free vibration characteristics of bladed and shrouded- 
bladed-disc assemblies. First, the free vibration characteristics 
of turbine discs will be considered and then a more comprehensive 
study made of a whole assembly.
In practice, turbomachinery discs cover a very large range 
of variation in dimensions. Depending on their dimensional 
peculiarity, they are treated as thin or moderately thick plates.
In most cases, turbine discs have thick hubs and rims to provide 
the mounting on the rotor shaft and the rigid attachment of the 
blades around their periphery, respectively.
Depending on the environmental conditions the turbine 
discs are subjected to the influence of rotation, thermal stresses 
and initial stresses which have to be taken into consideration in 
the design stages.
The work of previous investigators in the study of the free 
vibration characteristics of discs under different conditions is 
too numerous to be mentioned. A summary of the most significant 
contribution will be given briefly and special attention will be 
directed to the application of the finite element method.
As early as I85O Kirchoff (86) studied the natural frequencies 
and vibration modes of a free uniform circular thin plate.
Lamb and Southwell (87) studied the vibrations of a spinning 
disc; in their analysis the transverse vibrations of a circular 
disc of uniform thickness rotating about its axis with constant 
angular velocity was investigated. Later Southwell (88) studied 
the free vibrations of a rotating uniform circular disc clamped 
at its inner radius and free at the outer radius. The assumption 
made in regard to "central clamping" was that the clamps would
prevent transversed displacement without introducing additional 
stresses. Vogel and Skinner (89) extended Southwell's work and 
presented a general expression for the frequency equations for 
the other combinations of boundary conditions such as clamped, 
simply supported and free on the inner and outer edges. Mote (90) 
applied the Rayleigh-Ritz method to investigate the free 
vibration characteristics of heated, centrally clamped, rotating 
annular discs of variable thickness. The effect of rotational, 
thermal and the initial in-plane stresses, on the natural 
frequencies of vibration of the disc was studied. Mote and Nieh (91) 
studied the alteration of the dynamic behaviour and stability of 
circular discs by membrane stresses. The relationship between the 
disc-membrane stress, rotational speed and the frequencies of 
vibration in radially symmetric disc problems was investigated 
theoretically and experimentally using both finite difference and 
finite element methods.
Ehrich (92) applied the Myklestad technique to obtain the 
natural frequencies of vibration of an arbitary thickness disc.
The arbitary thickness was simulated to be composed of circumfer­
ential strips. Some of the strips were considered to be massless 
and having the average local elastic properties of the original 
disc. Other intermediate strips were incorporated to have the 
properties of mass and polar moments of inertia. Tobias (93) 
investigated the vibration of "real" discs, that is discs which 
contain small imperfections, and showed that the imperfections 
eliminate the indeterminancy of the angular position of the 
radial nodal lines which are characteristic of perfect discs.
Tobias and Arnold (9*0 studied the vibration of discs, particularly 
the phenomenon of 'stationary waves' which can develop in a 
rotating disc by the application of a stationary axial force at
the periphery. They showed that a non-linear stationary wave 
might exist in a rotating disc over a wide speed range depending 
on the magnitude of the applied force. As speed increases this 
wave finally collapses and in doing so becomes a travelling 
wave which accelerates slowly in the direction of disc rotation 
as its amplitude subsides. They presented some experimental 
results with stationary and rotating discs, covering forced 
vibration in the linear and non-linear zones.
In the last decade, with the introduction of the finite 
element method, various finite element formulations have been 
developed to solve the problem. They can be grouped in two 
main headings.
a. Annular elements.
b. Sector elements.
Annular elements are semi-analytical elements, since the variation 
of the displacements in the angular direction is exactly represented 
by trigonometric functions. The variation of the displacements 
in the radial direction is approximated by polynomial functions.
The two-dimensional problem is thus transformed into a one-dimensional 
problem, which reduces considerably the number of degrees of 
freedom of the element and increases its accuracy and efficiency. 
Kirkhope and Wilson (95) have developed a very efficient semi- 
analytical annular element by assuming a different cosine function 
to represent the displacement function in the tangential direction 
for each particular vibration mode. This element has 2 nodes and 
degrees of freedom. The two nodes lie on the diameter with 
maximum displacement, at the inner and outer radii of the anhulus.
The element was applied to several examples of constant and 
variable thickness disc and the calculated frequencies showed very
good agreement with the exact values. Later Kirkhope and Wilson (96)
extended their work, including pre-stresses and rotation effect 
on the vibration of thin discs. The stress analysis of thin 
symmetrical disc was simplified by making plane stress 
approximations. Pardoen (97) has also developed an efficient 
annular element. His displacement functions were the exact 
solutions of the plate bending equation and he claimed that with 
such an approach the vibration modes would be closely represented. 
This element was used for the solution of static, vibration and 
buckling axisymmetric problems. Later Pardoen (98) further 
extended his work to solve the asymmetric bending problem.
Recently, several annular finite elements have been developed 
to model thick discs. Kirkhope and Wilson (99) have developed an 
element, for analysis of moderately thick discs, based on their 
previous formulation. The element required the addition of four 
more degrees-of-freedom to account for transverse shear and rotary 
inertia. The variation of thickness in the radial direction and the 
effects of in-plane stress resulting from rotation or thermal effects 
were easily incorporated. Hinton (100) has developed an annular 
thick element for the axisymmetric vibrations of arbitary discs.
The element has 3 nodes, 6 degrees of freedom and parabolic 
thickness. The degrees of freedom per node are the displacement 
and slopes. Mota Soares, Petyt and Salama (101) have developed both 
a semi-analytical thick element with parabolic thickness, which has 
3 nodes and 9 degrees of freedom, and also an annular thin disc 
element by assuming cosine functions to represent the displacements 
in the angular direction and an analytical function which satisfies 
the bi-harmonic equation, to represent the displacements in the 
radial direction. The element has two nodes and four degrees of 
freedom and hyperbolic analysis of rotating and pre-stressed disc.
In the case of sector elements, the displacements are 
approximated by two dimensional functions, and the total number 
of degrees of freedom of a complete disc are more than the 
number of degrees of freedom of corresponding annular models.
The size of the eigenvalue problem can.be considerably reduced 
by applying the wave propagation techniques of periodic structures 
and sector elements have certain advantages when analysing bladed 
discs or shrouded-bladed-discs.
Several sector finite elements based on the thin plate theory 
have been developed. Olson and Lindberg (102) have developed a 
sector element based on a polynomial function to represent the 
displacements. The annular element has k nodes, 12 degrees of 
freedom and uniform thickness. A similar element with sixteen 
degrees of freedom containing higher order co-ordinates at its 
four nodes, and with arbitary thickness has been developed by 
Pulmano (103). Sawko and Merriman (lO*f) have developed a sector 
element with 16 degrees of freedom at its four nodes based on 
sinusoidal and polynomial functions to represent the displacement 
in the tangential and radial directions, respectively. Kwok and 
Cheung (105) have developed two sector elements based on thick 
plate thoery. These are one annular and one circular sector 
elements and are employed in the static analysis of moderately 
thick laminated or sandwich plates. Also Mota Soares, Petyt and 
Salama (lOl) have developed a thick sector element with 8 nodes,
2*f degrees of freedom and parabolic thickness variation based 
on Mindlin's thick plate theory.
In most of the previous studies the blades and discs have been 
treated as separate components having independent vibration 
characteristics. Considerable research has been carried out to
develop mathematical models capable of predicting the dynamic 
behaviour of complex shaped blades being considered as 
cantilevered at their roots. Also, many investigations have 
been carried out to predict the vibration characteristics of 
turbine discs.
When a complete bladed disc or shrouded-bladed disc 
assembly is considered the coupling effect between blades, 
shroud and disc plays a significant role in the vibration 
characteristics of the whole assembly.
In 192^ , Cambell (119) did some experimental work to 
investigate the causes of failure of a number of turbine wheels 
manufactured by the General Electric Company. Stodala (73) 
attempted to solve the vibration problems of bladed disc 
theoretically. In his theoretical approach, firstly, the 
differential equation governing the free vibrations of discs was 
considered and the blading effect was assumed to impose distributed 
bending moment and shearing forces around the outer edge of the 
disc. Large numbers of very stiff blades were considered to 
derive the bending moment and shearing force expressions.
Having made these assumptions, the deflection shape of the blades 
in any mode of vibration was assumed to be a straight line 
having a slope equal to the radial slope at the disc outer edge. 
Rayleigh's method was applied by selecting the different deflection 
curves for different modes.
Ellington and McCallion (120) studied the effect of coupling 
through the rim of the disc on the frequencies of vibration 
of the blades. In their analysis, the blades were assumed to 
be uniform beams and fixed to the rim of the disc. In-plane 
vibration of the assembly was considered by neglecting the effect 
of twist and taper. To simplify the analysis, three adjacent
blades were assumed to be parallel to each other and the portion 
of the rim which joins them was taken as a straight continuous 
beam. The mass of the rim was either neglected or considered 
as being concentrated at the roots of the blades. Armstrong (l2l) 
used the receptance technique to analyse the dynamic behaviour 
of bladed discs. In the work, it was assumed that the mode 
shapes of a bladed disc were similar, in the angular direction, 
to the mode shapes of the disc without blades. This analysis 
was kept to a very compact form as the blades were assumed 
identical and treated as a single component. The receptance 
coupling was applied to a point, where the blading and disc were 
matched. The validity of the method was restricted by making 
it applicable only for modes of lower number of nodal diameters 
and discs with large nuiiibers of blades. Ewins (122), (123) 
extended and modified Armstrong's method by removing its limit­
ations and making it more general for the dynamic analysis of 
bladed discs. The receptance coupling was introduced to every 
blade-disc junction to analyse the effects such as shrouding and 
detuning in bladed and shrouded-bladed discs. Ewins (123) also 
studied the influence of some important geometric properties of 
blades and discs on the vibration characteristics of bladed disc 
assemblies. The shrouding effect on the vibration characteristics 
of bladed discs was studied by Gottney (l2*f), and Gottney and 
Ewins (l25). They discussed the possibility of eliminating some 
coupling co-ordinates joining the three different components, 
to reduce the size of the problem without effecting the accuracy 
of the results too much. Although the receptance technique has 
shown a good agreement with the experimental values in those 
particular models it has some disadvantages. Firstly, it is not
capable of representing, with good accuracy, bladed discs with 
arbitary geometrical configurations. Secondly, the effects of 
rotation, pre-stress and temperature gradient can not be easily 
considered. Thirdly, when the flexural and centroidal axes of 
the blades do not coincide, the phase angle between the bending 
and torsional modes can not be accounted for.
Moreover, the finite element method is probably the most 
powerful and versatile numerical technique and can easily 
accomodate the effects of rotation, thermal stresses and the 
coupling effect of asymmetric cross-section blades. Kirkhope 
and Wilson (126) applied the finite element method. An annular 
disc element was used for modelling the disc and a simple beam 
element was used to represent the blading, for the dynamic 
analysis of bladed discs. The semi-analytical procedure, 
presented by the authors, gave excellent results compared with 
the experimental values but some limitations exist for accomod­
ation of the phase angle change due to separation of flexural and 
centroidal axes of the blades and the model must have large 
numbers of blades. Only the frequencies of lower number of 
nodal diametral modes were obtainable. Salama et. al., (127) 
applied the finite element method and developed an annular 
model which is very similar to the procedure presented by 
Kirkhope and Wilson (95)» where the sector element is based on 
the wave propagation technique of Orris and Petyt (138) and 
Thomas (139) for an assembly with rotationally periodic 
symmetry.
8.2 Theoretical Consideration
In practice, turbine and compressor blades have aerofoil 
cross-section and it is well known that the dynamic characteristics 
of blades are considerably effected by the flexibility of the disc. 
Therefore, the prediction of the dynamic behaviour of the complete 
aerofoil cross-section bladed disc assembly is of practical 
importance in the design of turbomachinery. The blades are 
assumed to be rigidly fixed at the disc periphery. They can also 
be pretwisted and have asymmetrical cross-section. Coupled 
bending-bending-torsional vibrations or bending-torsional 
vibrations of a bladed disc are considerably more difficult and 
complicated to analyse than the uncoupled assembly.
There are twar finite elements developed for the analysis of 
bladed disc assemblies. In the first method, annular ring type 
elements are used to idealize the disc, and the blade loading 
around the disc periphery is assumed to be continuously distributed. 
However, there are some disadvantages of this method, namely:
a. blades can not have any asymmetrical cross-section and must 
have simple configuration to avoid any coupling between bending 
and torsion.
b. there must be a sufficient number of blades around the
periphery of the disc so that the resulting loading on
the disc periphery (rim) can be considered to be continuously 
distributed.
c. the shroud can not be easily included in the analysis.
d. sufficient information can not be obtained for the mode shapes
of the blades.
In the second method annular sector type elements are used 
to idealize the disc. Using the wave propagation technique the
natural frequencies and mode shapes are obtained without these 
limitations.
In particular, the first limitation mentioned above for 
the annular type of ring element, makes it impossible to use 
the element for the idealization of the disc when the blades 
have asymmetric cross-section.
In the present analysis an annular sector finite element 
is used to idealize the disc. By using this it is possible 
to calculate the exact phase angle between the bending and 
torsional modes of the blades when the centroidal and shear 
sixes do not coincide. The only disadvantage of the method 
is that the number of frequencies of higher nodal diameter 
configurations is limited by the number of blades present, as 
the number of nodal diameters cannot exceed the half number of 
blades in the cyclic symmetry analysis.
In practice discs have sufficient numbers of blades, 
to make the calculation of the most important natural 
frequencies of the system possible. The deflection function 
used for the vibration analysis of the disc .is the same as that 
has been used for the analysis of thin and thick stationary 
disc vibration and given in references (102, 105, 133).
In the present analysis of efficiency of the displacement 
function in analysing the vibration characteristic of rotating 
disc and rotating straight and pretwisted aerofoil cross-section 
bladed and shrouded-bladed disc assemblies is also studied.
8.3 The wave propagation technique
Many structures encountered in practice consist of a series 
of identical sub-structures linked together in identical ways. 
The dynamic behaviour of such structures may be described by 
a characteristic "Propagation constant". For a periodic 
structure it is easier to analyse its behaviour using a wave: 
approach rather than the usual model techniques.
In a recent paper (138) Orris and Petyt discussed the 
wave propagation technique in periodic structures such as 
"long chains" of identical substructures. Later Thomas (139) 
applied the same technique to rotationally periodic structures.
The case of a bladed-disc or shrouded-bladed-disc 
assembly having N_. number of blades represents a rotationallyD
periodic structure. When a harmonic wave of frequency p 
travels along the structure there is a constant ratio between 
the amplitude of the motion in one section and that at the 
corresponding point in the adjacent section, the amplitude 
ratio being equal to e/\ where Jl is the complex propagation 
constant.
Consider a periodic sub-structure which consists of one 
blade together with a sector of the disc or with a sector of
as shown 
in Figure (8.2).
When the periodic sub-structure vibrates harmonically 
this leads to the following equation of motion.
([k] _ p 2 [ m ]  ) { q j  - {pj ■ (8.01)
Where [k ] and £»] are the stiffness and mass matrices 
of the sub-structure respectively.
the disc and shroud subtending an angle B = 2TP/N
The column matrix of nodal degrees of freedom of a substructure 
can be classified into three groups, namely, those on the left 
boundary, { q^l, internal freedoms { q^j, and those on the right 
hand boundary Similarly the generalized forces corresponding
to each nodal displacement are classified into CfJ, {fT3» f f rJ •1  it
The propagation of free wave motion is effected by { f ] 
the left hand and 'the right hand boundary generalized forces,
while {fj] -is zero.
Thus, if the node numbering sequence of the substructure is 
identical at its right and left boundaries the nodal displacement 
and generalized forces are related by
(8.02)
■UH] - e {^qL?
(fR) =-e*MfLJ
substituting equations (8.01) into (8.02) and eliminating £ f J
yields
[CK (jo ] _p20  ( jD ] j  f  JL J -  o (8.03)
where
[ k  (p)]  =
+ + ^  *1* + er “rL { + ^  *RI&
KI L + e r K IB KII
(8.03.1)
[m (p] =
M.LL + %  + ^  mlr + &  Nrl ! mli + &
I
^ 1
~T
MII
(8.03.2)
The matrices [k (jl)] and [m (jl)] are real functions of the 
complex variable JUL
2
Equation (8.03) represents an eigenvalue problem for p 
corresponding to a given value of J1
Since the propagation constant Ji is, in general, complex 
it can be written as
J1 = p ?  + j  j j1 (8 .Oil-)
where e< represents the amplitude ratio and the phase 
difference of the motion in adjacent sub-structures.
By plotting J? and JJt1 against frequency Sen Gupta (1^0) 
showed alternate pass bands (jjf = 0, JjF ^ 0) and stop bands
(ji0 / 0, JjF + nTT , n » 1,2.....) The pass band waves
propagate with constant amplitude where as for the stop band 
only non-propagating motion is possible which decays from one
sub-structure to the next. If in a pass band JI is purely
imaginary, then [K (ji)] and [M (jl)J become Hermitian matrices.
As described by Wilkinson (l^l) the solution of the 
complex eigenvalue problem is reduced to that of a real symmetric 
matrix.
Let
[ k ( j i) ]  = [ i f  + jK 1]
[m (u)] - [m* + 3 M1] (8.05)
*1-
{ir + j I1]
Substituting (8.05) into equation (8.03) and separating 
real and imaginary parts gives
’ K1* -K*" M* -M1’ f r lCL
2
“P - >
i
H* L M1 ff
i
- 1  J
' «  0  (8.06)
Where
^LL + *BR + C0SP  <*1* + W  J KLI + KRI GoS^ '
kil + ^ R  aosP- 
SinJI (Kjjj - KjjL)
Kir SinJI
KII
(8.0?)
- % !  Sin fi
I -
I
0
(8.08)
an°l- [M1 3 are given similarly, if [K (jl)] and [m (]l)3 are
Hermitian matrices in equation (8.03) then [K^  j ■ ~[Kj and 
[ M1J = -[M1^  Thus equation (8.06) becomes a real symmetric 
eigenvalue problem. The solution of a real symmetric eigen­
value problem is easier and more efficient than the complex 
eigenvalue problem although the size of the matrix is double.
For any value of J1 there will be a set of frequencies with 
associated eigenvalues defining the wave motion in the periodic 
section at that frequency. Any normal mode of vibration of a 
rotationally periodic structure can be regarded as a standing 
wave, the imaginary propagation constant of which must satisfy,
e V  - 1 (8.09)
Where N is the number of identical sub-structure forming a 
closed ring. There are N independent values of the imaginary 
part of ji between -7T and IT. For even N these are;
-2 IT (n/2 - 1)/N,....-4TT/N, -2TT/N, 0 , 2‘TT/n , ^TT/n,___ 2TT(n/2-1),TT
and for odd N they are
-2 IT (N - 1)/2N....21T/S, 0, ZTT/n, ^TT/n 2lT(H-l)/2N
By considering a single sub-structure it is possible to obtain all 
the natural frequencies of a rotationally periodic structure and 
it is sufficient to consider the positive values of pL including 
zero.
8.4 Theoretical formulation of strain and kinetic energies 
of a disc with annular sector finite element.
The stiffness and mass matrices for the annular sector disc 
element are derived. Once the energy expressions and displacement 
functions are known the finite element model which is based on the 
annular sector finite element is easily developed.
The strain energy of a thin plate in polar co-ordinates is 
given by (99).
{ X3 [ { X } r dr d&
T
(8.10)
where
y  i o
o o q-sp
(8.10.1)
2 J
[x] = -i.au
r dr
(8.10.2)
2^U
rdr&O
-2 dU
and D is the plate flexural rigidity (D = Eh*Vl2 (l — &) and 
is Poisson's ratio.
The kinetic energy is given as
where
% ■ mass density of the material
h * the plate thickness at any radius r.
When the sector element is considered, the integration takes 
place over the angle from 0 to where p is the included angle 
of the sector element, and the integration of the radius is 
carried out from r-^ to r^ , where r^ and r^ are the inner and 
outer radii of that particular sector element, respectively.
The element configuration of the annular sector finite 
element with inside rsdius r^ and outside radius r^ and included
angle JB is shown in Figure (8.1). The corners are numbered from
1 to ^ as shown.
The displacement and two slopes are taken as the generalized 
co-ordinates at each corner. Then the displacement vector for 
the annular sector finite element is represented by the twelve 
term column vector.
U )  =C U1 \  \  U2 ur2 u02 u3 ur3 ue3 \  \  \  ] (8-12)
The assumption for the displacement function of the element 
can be made as
U (r, 9) = a-^ + a^r + a^9 + a^rO + a^r^ + a^9^ + a^r^9 + agr9^ +
a^ r*^  + aio^ + ^ l 1^ 9 + a12r9"^ (8.13)
If the r and 9 polar co-ordinates are replaced by the x and y 
cartesian co-ordinates, the aforementioned function becomes the 
well known twelve-degree-of-freedom rectangular plate bending 
element displacement function (102).
Using equation (8.13) for the displacement and slopes and
applying the boundary conditions at each corner by following the
numbered sequence, leads to the matrix equation:
{q} - [c](aj (8.14)
where[a}is the column vector of polynomial coefficients.
T
{a] m (3^ , a^t a.y a^ » a^.........a^)
and [G ] is the coefficient matrix
tc]
1 r l 0 0
2
r l 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 2 r l 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 r l 0 0
2
r l 0 0 0 * 1 3 0
1 r 2 0 0
2
r 2 0 0 0 r  3  2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 2 r 2 0 0 0 0  2  3 r 2 0 0 0
0 0 1 r 2 0 0 0
2
r 2 0 0 , 3 0
1 r l p r l ?
2
r l f
„  2  
^ 1 A r  3  r l p3 Prl A
0 1 0 P 2 r x 0 zp r x f 3 r l 0 1P\ p3
0 0 1 r l 0 zp
2
r l ZP \ 0 3PZ * 1 3 A
1 r 2 p r 2 P
2
r 2 / P \ A xz p3 P*£ A
0 1 0 P 2 r 2 0 ZP*Z / 0 3 p * 2 2 p 3
0 0 1 r 2 0 zp
2
r 2 ZP \ 0 3PZ xz 3 A
Substituting equation (8.13) into equation (8.10) and integrating 
yields the strain energy as
T  = |D[af [k][a} (8.16)
and the kinetic energy as
T
T = jrfh p {a} [m]{a] (8.1?)
Using equation (8.1*f) and substituting into equations (8.16),
(8.1?) yields 
T
v  “ i D {1} [ K H i] (8.18)
and
T = ?$h p2jB (q) [M ] [qj (8.19)
where
[k ] =  tc] [ k ]  tdf
and
-T -1
Cm] = [c l [ m} [ 0]
r k ] and [ m ] are the stiffness and mass matrices whose elements 
are given as follows.
k (2/2) - M
k (2A) - ftjz
k (2.5) S3 2 (1 +V) ffx
k (2.6) = -ZPh
k (2.7) S3 (1 +^ ) f'$1
k (2.8) - p A + 2 f/3) ^/2
k (2.9) ■» 3 p (1/2 +^)tf.
k (2.10) - H1
k (2.11) s 3 (1+2/)/ V2A
k (2.12) = /  (3 + /A) *0
k (3-3) =
k (3.6) * (V- 1) /  JT_2
k (3.7) = 2 (V"- 1) /} 3f6
k (3.10) or-1) jb3/^
k (3.11) = 4 (V- 1) ^
k (HA) s F3V 3
k A.5) = (1 +lT) /32 ^
k (4.6) “ - f
k (4.7) - 2 (1 +v) p3 tx/3
k A.a) - f  (1 + f/k) f0 
k (4.9) - 3 (i + 29) ^ 2 jr2A
k (4.10) “ -2 JB3 ^
k (4.11) = (1 /2 +V) p3 tz
k (4.12) - f{2  + f/5 ) t Q 
k (5.5) - 4 (1 +y) p fz
k (5.6) “ 4(1 +S0p 
k (5.7) - 2 (1 +S0 /s2 / 2
k (5.8) - 2 (1 +9) p (2 + ^ 2/3)
k (5.9) = 6 (1 +9) p ^
k (5.10) = 6 (1 +9) pZ y0
k (5.11) = 3 (l +9)
k (5.12) - (l +9) ^ 2 (12 + jb2) f x/z
k (6.6) = -2  ^ ^2[l + 2 (1 -V) JB2/3]
k (6.7) = 4 *7 ?$,
k (6.8) ~ -p A +  ^pZ/3)t_x
k (6.9) = 6 (1 + 2V) p ^  
k (6.10) - -3 f $_2 [l + (1 -9-) /32/2] 
k (6.11) = (ioV- 1) f  f x
k (6.12) =- -(1 2 + pZ) pZ $x/2 
k (7.7) = 2 p f2 [(l ~t)/2 + 2 (1 +T) f h ]  
k (7.8) = (1 +V) pZ (2 + pZ/2)tx
(8.20).
k (7-9)
k (7.10) 
k (7.11)
k (7.12)
k (8.8)
k (8.9)
k (8.10)
k (8.11)
k (8.12)
k (9.9)
k (9.10)
k (9.11) 
k (9.12)
k (10J0)
k (nil)
k (1Q12)
k(ll.ll)
k(ll.l2)
k(l2.12) -
3 (i +vr)
2 (1 + 3 P) f  0
ptjfy (1 + 2 (l + T) pZ]
2 (1 +V) f? (2 + p Z/5)
P'ik + k p z/3 + p v/5)t0
(1/2 +*!?■) JB (6 + ^ 2) 
-3 f i!* + ^ 2) ^ 72 
3 (1 + 2V) pz (if + pZ)tz/8 
f(6 + 2 pZ + / / 6)
9 (5 + <fV) ^
9 (1 + 2)J")
9 (5 + 4?) /  V 8
3 (1 + 2V) /  (3 + f/W) tz/z
-2  ^ 3 £ 2 [3+9 (l -^) ^ /lo]
2 (1 + 8f)
-6 p 3 ( 2 + f/5)t_x
2 JB ^  [3 (5 + 4 f) / / 8  + 1 -if]
3 (1 + 2^0 ( l+^2/l0) / 2
(12 + 12 / / 5  + ft/7) t0
(8,20) continued.
where £k] is a symmetric matrix and all undefined elements are zero. 
^  = r^  - r ^  for i « -2, -1, 1, 2, 3, k and - In
in
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
in
m
m
The elements of mass matrix [m] are given as followss
1.1) = \/z
1.2) = r3/3
1.3) =
1.4) = ptj/6
1.5) - ^ A
1.6) -
1.7) = p\/8
1.8) = ftj/9
1.9) - tc/5
1.10) - p \ / 8
1.11) = ptfjio
1.12) = f t J l Z  
2.2) -
2-3) = p$}/6
2.4) - p y 8
2.5) - Jfg/5
2.6) =
2.7) = ^ / 1 0
2.8) = p2y i z
2.9) = y6/6
2.10) = Y ’tjYl
2.11) =
2.12) = p \ / l 6
(8.21)
m (3.3) “ f\/*> 
ra (3.4) = ^ ^ 3/9
■ (3.5) -
m(3.6) =
m (3.7) = ^2V 12 
m (3.8) = ffj/lZ
m (3.9) - pfylO 
m (3.10) = ^V2/l0 
m (3.11) - ^ 3/15 
m (3.12) - foj/l5 
a (4.4) = p2ft/l2 
m (4-.5) = pXl/10 
m (4.6) “ B^j /12
n (4.7) =
m (4.8) “ B^^/l6 
m (4.9) - pf6/ 12 
m (4.10) = p t /15  
m (4.11) - y ^ / l 8 
a (4.12) = jstyy20
m (5.5) = ^/6
m (5-6) = /3%/l2
B (5-7) = ^Jg/12
b (5.8) = y ^ y i 5
b (5-9) - tjh
(8.21) Continued.
5.10) - p \ / l6
5.11) = pt?AlA
5.12) - j?$5/zo
6.6) - f\/X 0
6.7) “ p \ / l6
6.8) =
A / 15
6.9) “ JB2/5/l 5
6.10) = p%/l2
6.11) - fittjzo
6.12) =
7.7) “ f t 6/l8
7.8) - f?t5/20
7.9) -
7.10) = p\/zo
7.11) - ^2^ /2 1
7.12) = f t 5/Z5
8.8) = A / 20
8.9) = A /18
8.10) =
00
'rca.
8.11) = f \ /Z k
8.12) = p%/zk
9.9) - y8/8
9.10) = p?K/ 20
9.11) = pTg/16
(8.21) Continued
m (9.12) - J?\/Zk
m(l0.10) *» p6tzM
m(lO.ll) - f t 5/zs
m(l0.12) -
m(ll.ll) =
m(ll.l2) - p % / 3 0
m(l2.12) = P % / Z 8
where ^  =
i
' r2 - rl
(8.21) Continued.
/
symmetric matrix.
8.5 Evaluation of the in-plane stresses due to rotation
The radial and tangential stresses 0^, derived for a
rotating disc of hyperbolic thickness, is given in classical 
form by Biezeno and Grammel (128). These can be rewritten for 
a constant thickness disc as
2
tfjj. - E [(V + 1) A  + (V - l)B r2 - (l-'Vy (l+'/lj’tt/ r2 j (8.22)
(1 -)r) 8E
^qq =  E_ f (1 +y-)A + (1-y) B  T2 (l-#)(l+3V)fuJ2 r2 } (8.23)
1 - V2 *■ 8E J
tf4  -[ y p  [(.t.,2 -1] <8.»,D
n _ n=n
[? „ ]  - [ ! ? „ ]  ““  f < _ = _ / 1 (8.24.2)
o o L n 7 Jv max J
where
r t f  ?L rrJ^ is the inner radial stress at arbitary speed n,
is the inner radial stress calculated at the static 
condition.
is the outer radial stress at speed n.
o
is the outer radial stresses calculated at the
o
maximum speed nmax.
8.6 Element Geometric matrix
The additional strain energy due to the in-plane stresses 
at the mid-surface of a thin disc is given by (96)
Substituting equation (8.13) and equations (8.22), (8.23) into 
equation (8.25) and integrating, yields the geometric stiffness 
matrix as
Vd *i{.a} [k j (a] (8.26)
Using equation (8.14) and substituting into equation (8.26) 
yields
T
2 il r,
r t
$ r$2.\Z h r dr d© (8.25)
^  ^r' r 2 >^©'
(8.27)
Where
[Kr ] = [ o f  [ k j  [c"]1 (8.28)
[ kj is the geometrical stiffness matrix whose elements are given 
as follows:
k (2.2) 
r
= Al + A2 p#n/k + A3yB t0
kr(2.if) a Al / 2]P2A  + A2 tkf/8 + A3 fQ f/Z
fc(2.5) = Al 2 tff/3 + A2 2/5 + A3 p ^  2
kr(2.7) = Al t^Z/3 + A2 V f^/5 + A3 pz ^
kr(2.8) = Al tz p3/6 + A2 ^  p3/12 + A3 ^  yB3/3
kr(2-9) = Al ^  p 3 A  + A2 ^  ^ /2 + A3 jB 3/2
kr(2.1l) = Al ^  ^ 2 3/8 + A2 )lg / A  + A3 2^  3 A
kj.C2.12) = Al X ^ / 8  + A2 ^  ^ /l6 + A3 ^  ^ A
kr(3-3) = B1 \p + 22 p \/Z - B3 y 2 ^ /2
kr(3.^ ) =» B1 yx ^  + B2 p x/j - B3
kr(3.6) = B1 pZ ^  + B2 pZ/Z - B3 pZ &_Z/Z
kj.(3-7) = B1 \ p/2. + B2 p/n + B3 X p
kr(3-8) = B1 X pZ + B2 X ft3 ~ u3 f ^-1
kj.(3.10) = . B1 yo JB3 + B2 p3/2 - B3 p3 t_z/2
k.(3.1l) = B1 X p/i + B2 2^ ^ /5 + B3 ^  p
k (3.12) 
r
= B1 Xvp3 + B2 2^p3/3 - B3 Vi!/3
k (4.4) 
r
= Al Y2 p3/6 + A2 X B3/l2 +B1 /2 p/2 + B2
(8.29)
<*V/A
+ A3 )£ p 3/j + B3 1C0 ^  
kj.A-5) = Al ^ ^ 2/3 + A2 ^  ^ 2/5 + A3 y 2
r^ (^ *6) = B1 >1 f + B2 ^  pZ/ 3 - B3 f  t_x
k. (4.7) = Al ^  p 3 2/9 + A2 ^  ^ 3 2/15 + B1 V3 /)/3 + B2 B ^/5
A3 ^  p 3 2/3 + B3 ^  ^
2^ y V s  + A2 2^ ^ V 16 + B1 p Z tjZ +BE B2A  
+ A3 \  f f a  + B3 f0 2
+
k (4.8) = Al
kr(4.9) - Al %  ft 3/8 + A2 Z6 p2/4 + A3 2£ p2 3/4
kr(4.10) = Bl ^  p3 + B2 ^  p 3/3 - B3 ^  f t
y'+.n) = Al \  ft + 42 3^ p 3/6 + Bl ^  p/4 + B2 ^p/6
+ A3 ^  / 3/2 + B3 4  ?/2
kr(4.12) - Al \  ft/10 +A2 ^  ft/ZO + Bl ft )/z/Z + B2 B3 2^/4
+ A3 ^  f 5/5 + B3 ^  p 3
^(5-5) = Al ^ + A 2 ^ 2 / 3  + A 3 ^ B 2
\(5.7) - Al 2^ ft/z + A2 \  ft/3 + A3 ft y2
kr(5.8) = Al ft Z/9 + P2. f5 ft 2/15 + A3 2(^p3 2/3
kr(5-9) = Al ^  ^  6/5 + A2 p  6/7 + A3 2*3 P 2
kr(5.H) = Al J^p2 3/5 + A2 £, p 2 3/7 + A3p 2 ^3
y5.12) = Al ^  pVfi + A2 ^  pVlO + A3 ft ft/Z
kr(6.6) = Bl ft 4/3 + B2 ^  ft 2/3 - B3 p 3 2/3
kr(6-7) = B1 ^  B2/2 + B2 ^  p2/4 + B3 )/Qft (8.29) (
kr(6.8) - B1 ^  ft V 3  + B2 p 3 ^  4/9 - B3 4 p 3 ^ 3
kr(6.10) - B1 ^  ft 3/2 + B2 ^  3/4 - B3 3 p^ t_z/k
kr(6.1X) = Bl ft/ 3 + B2 V5 /32/5 + B3 \  ft
kr(6.12) - Bl ^  ft 3/2 + p2 tj ft/Z - B3 ft t_x 3/2
kr(7.7) = Al ^  f/3 + A2 Y6 / 3 2/9 + Bl 2^ p/4 + B2p ^/6
+ A3 p 3 2/3 + B3 2^>p/2
kr(7.8) = Al ft/6 + 42 Jj pVlO + Bl 8 3 ^ / 3  + B2 ft t^5
+ A3 ^  ft/z + B3 Yx ft 
kr(7.9) = Al ^ p 2 3/5 + A2 p2 3/7 + A3 ^ p 2
kr(7.10) = Bl ft/z + B2 ^  ft/k + B3 </Q ft
kr(7.1l)
kr(7.12)
kr(8.8)
fcr(8.9) 
kr(8.10)
y8.ll)
kr(8.12)
y9.9) 
y9.ll) 
kr(9.12)
yio.10)
kr(l0.1l) 
kr(l0.12)
yii.n)
kr(ll,12) 
kr(l2.12) = 
where [ kr ]
Al ft ft 2/5 + A2 ft ft 2/7 + Bl ftft5 + B2 ftp/7 
+ A3 ft ft 2/3 + B3 ft p/3
/
Al ftp5 2/15 + A2 ft ft 2/25 + Bl ft ft/3
+ B2 ft ft/5 + A3 ftp5 2/5 + B3 ftp
Al ft ft/10 + AZ ft ft/ZO + Bl ft ft 2/3 + B2 ^  ft/3
+ A3 ft f 5/5 + B3 ft ft 4/3
Al ft ft /4 + AZ ft ft/6 + A3 2£ ft/Z
Bl ^  3/2 + B2 2^  ft/Z - B3 p4 ^  1.5
Al ^  p^ 3/16 + AZ ft ft/S + Bl 2f^  p 2/4 + B2 ft ft/6
+ A3 ft ft 3/8 + B3 ft ft/Z
Ai ft ftfrz + A2 ^  p 6/24 + Bl ft ft 3 /4 + B2 ftft 3/8
+ A3 ft ft/iz + B3 ft ft 1.5
Al ftp 1.5 + A2 tfg p  9/8 + A3 (f/,. p 9/4
Al ft ft 3/4 + A2 2g p 2 9/16 + A3 ft ft 9/8
Al ft ft 3/16 + A2 ft ft/6 + A3 3^ p4 3/8
Bl p5 9/5 + B2 p5 2^ 9/10 “ 23 p 5 £ 2 9/10
Bl ft ft/3 + B2 2*5 p 3/5 + B3 2^ p 3
Bl ^  p5 9/5 + B2 ^  P 5 3/5 - B3 p 5 ^  9/5
Al p 3/2 + A2 ^  ft 3/8 + Bl P/6 + B2 p  ^3/8
+ A3 ftp3 3/4 + B3 ^ p / 4
Al ftp5 3/20 + A2 bg p 5/lO +B1 ^  ft/k + B2 ft
ft/6 + A3 2| p3 0.3 + B3 p 3/2
Al ^2 p7/l4 + A2 2^ ft /ZQ + Bl 2(^ p 5 9/10 
+ B2 ^  p 5 9/20 + A3 /0 p 7/7 + B3 ftp5 9/5 
is a symmetric matrix and all undefined elements are
zero.
i - o.2 - ^  for i - -2, -1, 1, 2, 3, 4 and » In (r2/r
CK = (V^- 1) ^ _2
CG = (1 - y Z) (3 +V0 j 1f2O)f/(7200 Eg)
TRSI “ (L.1 (<*£ - 1)
2
% a x
TRSO = tfj* u£_
ui~#max
B = (TRSO - TRSI) (1 - y )  / ( E CK) + CC ^ /CK
A - (1 TRSI/E + (1 -V )  / (1 +>0 B/r-j2 + GG / (V  + l)
Al - E ()T+ 1) A h/ (1 - y )
A2 - - ECC h / (1 -y^)
A3 “ E (jT- 1) B h / (l -
Bl = E (V"+ 1) A h / (1 -y^)
B2 - - (1 + 3V) h^TT2UJ^ / (7200 g)
B3 = E (1 -)T) B h / (1 -y2)
E denotes the modulus of elasticity of disc material
g denotes accelaration of gravity
tt^denotes rotational speed of the disc in (rev/s).
C^ max denotes maximum rotational speed at which the radial 
stresses at the inner radius vanish (rev/s)
It must he mentioned that both radial stresses at the inner 
and outer radii of the disc are dependent upon the speed of 
rotation of the disc. The stress coefficient factors A and B 
can be calculated by substituting the values of radial stresses 
at the inner and outer radii of the disc at the relevant 
rotational speeds.
8.7 The assembly procedure of bladed and shroud.ed-bladed-d.isc.
By using the wave propagation technique it is possible to 
obtain the natural frequencies of the system.
In the wave propagation technique of solution it is 
sufficient to consider an identical substructure of the periodic 
system, and therefore the number of degrees of freedom of the 
system is not related to the number of blades.
In this analysis the disc is idealised by an annular sector 
disc element, as described before, with twelve degrees of freedom. 
The blades are represented by the straight and pretwisted beam 
elements. For the case of rotating and non-rotating shrouded- 
pretwisted-bladed disc assembly, the blade element used is 
given in chapter 7 • For the case of the shrouded-straight 
bladed-disc assembly, blade element used is similar-to the 
element given in chapter 6, but without internal node and it is 
represented by the twelve degrees of freedom beam elements.
The effect of shrouding on the assembly is also 
investigated using the curved beam element developed in 
chapter 5*2.b
The compatibility conditions of the blade tip with the 
shroud has also been given in chapter 6. The positive directions 
of the blade stagger angle and pretwist are shown in Figure (8.3).
By using the following relationship the compatibility 
conditions of the blade root with the disc can be ensured.
The torsional displacement of the blade at its root, 9^ , is 
expressed as a function of the radial rotation ue ^  efc " u0/r2 
where r^ is the outer radius of the disc.
The compatibility of the blade root displacements and 
rotations can be shown in a matrix form as shown in-equation (8.30).
11 1 
k f0 0 0 1 J
• r '
u
Vk 0 0 0 ^ ur
Uk 1 0 0 U9
9k
0 0 1/rJ 0
/
Uk 0 1 0
.
\ 0 0 o ! y
‘ Wk+1 f1 0
0 0 0 0 Wk+1
Vk+1 b i [
0 0 0 0 Vk+1
Uk+1 0 |0 0 1
0 0 0 uk+l
9k+l
V i
V iv 4 ' *
(o 0
Jo 0 
jo 0
0
0
0
1 •
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
Qk+l 
-  .
(8.30)
Using equation (8.30), the continuity condition is satisfied 
at the blade-disc attachment. Inclusion of the shroud is similar 
to the procedure described in chapter 6. As shown in Figure (8.2) 
the assembly procedure of the stiffness and mass matrices of the 
sub-structure can be formed.
By making use of the wave propagation technique the eigenvalue 
equation of the whole system is obtained. The number of degrees 
of freedom of the system is given as 
NDF = 2 (NDFS - NDLB)
Where
NDF = Number of degrees of freedom of the system.
NDFS = ’Number of degrees of freedom of the sub-structure.
NDLB * Number of degrees of freedom on the left boundary.
As explained in section 8.3, the deflection vector consists
of the deflections at the left and inner nodes, the magnitude of 
the deflections being resolved into real and imaginary axes.
The magnitude of the deformation is obtained by the vector 
summation of these compondents. The magnitude ratio of these 
components (imaginary/real) gives two different phase angles, 
one for the torsional and the other for the bending deformations.
The phase angle difference between these two deformations 
depends on the configuration of the blade cross-section.
If a blade has uniform straight asymmetrical cross-section, where 
shear centre and centroid do not coincide, and it executes 
coupled bending-torsion vibration, the variation of phase angle 
along the blade length depends on the distance of the shear
centre from the centroid. For the case of pretwisted asymmetrical
cross-section blades which execute coupled bending-bending- 
torsion vibrations, this phase angle variation depends on both 
the distance of the shear centre from the centroid and the 
pretwist. If symmetrical cross-section, straight or pretwsited, 
blades are used, the phase difference is always 90 degrees.
8.8 Applications
The turbine disc models analysed are listed as follows.
Table 8.1.1
Geometric Properties
Disc outer radius r^ = 8.0 in.
Disc inner radius r-^ *■ 1.28 in.
Disc thickness h = 0.3^ i-n*
Material Properties
Young's modulus E = 30 x 10 lb/in.
Poisson's ratio \T = 0.3
Mass density 3 -■ 0.283 lb/in.3
Other specifications
- The disc is considered free at its inner and outer boundaries.
Table 8.1.2
Geometric Properties
Disc outer radius r^ m 8.0 in.
Disc inner radius r-^ * 1.30 in.
Disc thickness h * 0.3^5 in*
Material Properties
Young modulus E 53 30 x 10 lb/in.
Poisson's ratio v- - 0.3
Mass density 8 =* O.285 lb/in. 3
Other specifications
- The disc is assumed to be free at its inner and outer 
boundaries.
Table 8.1.3
Geometrci Properties
Disc outer radius r^ ■ 1.0 m.
Disc inner radius r-^ ** 0,3 m,
Disc thickness h * 0.01 m.
Material Properties
p
Young's modulus E * 200.0 GN/m.
Poisson's ratio "f" ■ 0.3
Mass density 8 =* 78OO.O Kg/m. 3
Other specifications
- The disc is considered to be rigidly fixed at its inner 
radius and free at the outer radius.
Table 8.1.4
(Rotating thin disc)
Geometric Properties 
Disc outer radius 
Disc inner radius 
Disc thickness
Material Properties 
Young's modulus 
Poisson's ratio 
Mass density
r2 =* 0.2032 m. 
r^ 33 0.1016 m. 
h ■ 0.001016 m.
E - 200.0 GN/m.2
V - - 0.3
8 - 7800.0 Kg/m.3
Other specifications
- The disc is assumed to be rigidly fixed at 
radius and free at the outer boundary.
its inner
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TABLE] 8.3 Comparison of the frequencies of a thin disc
using different elements and the exact results.
Mode Salama (134) Present F.E. 
Frequency 
(HZ)
Exact 
Referenee(lkk)
Frequency (HZ)
NodaJ
Dia.
(»)
Nodal
Circle
(n)
By Sector el. 
Frequency (HZ]
By annular 
Element 
Frequency (HZ)
0 16.2k 16.2k 16.2k 16.2
0 1 10k. 3 10k. 3 10k. 0 103.9
2 309.52 309.52 302.56 -
0 15.99 15.99 15.92 15.4
1 1 109.22 109.19 108.71 108.8
2 315.1 315.0 307.75 -
0 19.5 19.4 19.28 19.4
2 1 12k. 9 12k. 5 123.38 124.1
2 333.1 332.1 323.74 -
0 32.6 32. k 32.4 32.3
3 1 153.0 151.5 149.34 151.4
2 366.6 361.8 351.55 -
0 54. 1 53.8 54.26 -
4 1 194.0 190.6 187.13 -
2 418.6 405.7 392.21 -
0 82.1 81.8 82.84 _
5 1 246.8 2kl.O 235.91 -
2 490.0 k6k.5 446.31
0 116.1 115.6 117.37 —
6 1 310.5 300.9 293.81 -
2 579.8 538.2 513.55 -
0 155.8 ■154.6 157.61 -
7 1 384.5 368.9 358.98 -
2 686.6 625.5 592.50 -
0 201.6 199.0 203.48 _
8 1 468.8 kk3.6 430.12 -
2 810.2 72k. 5 680.92
See Table 8.1.3 for the details of physical properties.
The following examples of bladed and shrouded-bladed 
disc models are analysed.
TABLE 8.4.1 Physical properties of a shrouded-bladed-disc 
assembly.
Disc Details of the disc are given in disc model 8.1.2
Blade
Number of blades Nb = 20
Area of blade cross-section A * 0.0914 in.2
Second moment of inertia r l ^  - 84xl0“6 in.**
1 Iyy " 671X10”-5 in.**
Blade length L = 6 in.
Young's modulus E - 30xl06lb/in. 2
Blade density 'S “ 0.285 lb/in.^
Torsional rigidity G - 3240 lbf in.
Increment of torsional rigidity C - 392 lbf.w
Shroud cross-section 
Shroud Young's modulus 
Shroud density
0.345x0.0625 in.
30x10° lb/in.2 
0.285 lb/in.3
TABLE 8,4.2 Physical properties of a shrouded-bladed-disc 
assembly.
<>< = 3 0 ° , 0
Disc Details of the disc are given in disc model 8.1.1
Blade
Number of blades N^ = 24
. -4 2Area of blade cross-sectxon A = 914 x 10 in.
-6 4Second moment of inertia r 1 ^  ■ 84 x 10 in.
YY " x in.^
Blade length L ** 6 in.
6 2Young's modulus E = 31 x 10 lb/in. 
Blade density $ - 0.283 lb/in.^ 
Torsional rigidity G ■ 3240 lbf in. 
Increment of torsional rigidity CQ = 392 lbf.
Shroud
2
Shroud cross-section Ag = 0.25 x 0.0625 In.
z 2
Young's modulus E = 30 x 10 lb/in.s
Shroud density -§ = 0.283 lb/in.*^s
TABLE 8 .5 Comparison of experimental and theoretical
frequencies of free vibration of a pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section bladed-disc assembly.
Details of the assembly are given in Table 8.4.2.
(M = 6)
Number of 
nodal Frequency (HZ)
Diameters Theoretical Experimental
100.5
-
389.0 494
568.4 634
968.4 915
0 1066.3 1045
1674.6 1600
2049.6 2093
3264.4 3225
335**. 5 3340
4664.4. 4418
97.8 116
532.4 512
862.5 893
IO65.O 1070
1 1131.4 1115
1683.2 -
2882.0 2741
3268.0 3279
3364.2 3385
Number of 
nodal 
Diameters
Frequency (HZ)
Theoretical Experimental
96.4 94
241.8 262
550.1 579
948.1 903
2 1066.7 1045
1651.0 1540
1790.1 1898
3262.5 3177
3348.9 3335
4025.3 4312
96.5 99
467.8 433
660.3 750
979.3 926
3 1070.0 1045
1679.8 1715
2633.1 2589
3267.1 327 6
3362.4 3360
5012.6 -
96.6 99.5
507.8 483
912.4 897
1050.6 1093
4 1163.4 1164
1693.9 1763
3253.4 3099
3327.4 3142
3649.5 35**6
5308.0
I
Number of 
nodal 
Diameters
Frequency (HZ)
Theoretical Experimental
96,6 100
514.4 504
954.5 905
1061.2 -
5 155**. 2 1486
1815.0 1939
3264.0 3240
335**. 3 3351
4577.1 4329
5484.2 5071
TABLE 8.6 Comparison of experimental and theoretical
frequencies of free vibration of a shrouded- 
pre-twisted aerofoil cross-section bladed-disc 
assembly.
Details of the assembly are given in Table (8.4.2). 
(N=4-; M = 2)
Number of Frequency (HZ)
nodal
Diameters Theoretical Experimental
87.4 90.5
373.5 352
509.8 578
854.3 842
0 1522.5 1462
2020.4 2019
2039.5 20 77
2121.0 -
3102.0 3146
3494.5 -
4143.4 4398
179.5 188
610.7 659
793.** 774
1074.4 1034
1 1478.6 1480
2027.4 2066
2482.0 2543
2851.2 2774
3179.6 3267
3499.8 -
4164.4 3882
Continued
Number of 
nodal 
Diameters
Frequency (HZ)
Theoretical Experimental
162.2 137
295-8 346
732.4 753
871.6 875
1406.9 -
2 1757.5 1707 .
2023.1 2057
2883.5 2713
3343.2 -
3501.1 -
4089.0 3964
4189.0 4102
192.9 174
' 613.7 655
772.4 772
914.1 907
1407.4 -
3 2013.8 2035
2603.1 2479
2962.0 2728
3475.9 -
3545.9 -
4253-5 -
4814.3 4799
Continued
Number of 
nodal 
Diameters
Frequency (HZ)
Theoretical Experimental
212.7 202
?81.8 773
910.1 887
1059.1 1104
1439.2 1514
4 2000.3 2001
2975.3 -
3277.6 3165
3514.8 -
3696.4 3615
4356.4 4324
4880.8 4894
283.9 263
796.6 778
932.0 927
1304.5 1277
1733.3 1807
5 1980.8 1954
2984.7 2782
3217.4 -
3507.6 3818
4247.2 -
4623.2 4525
5123.5 -
8.9 Discussions.
A finite element model developed in this chapter can easily 
represent the dynamic characteristics of the actual bladed or 
shrouded-bladed-disc assemblies. This model consists of: 
a uniform thickness annular disc with blades having asymmetric 
aerofoil cross-section and may be pretwisted or straight.
The stagger angle effect on the vibration characteristics of 
the assembly is taken into account. Shroud is assumed to be 
of a curved shape to represent the actual system as closely as 
possible. Therefore the curved beam finite elements are developed 
for the analysis of the shroud.
In Table 8.2 the comparison of experimental and theoretical 
results of a thin disc is shown. The sector half angle p/Z is 
taken as 5 degrees. It can be seen from the table that the 
agreement between experimental and theoretical values is very- 
good. In Table 8.3 Comparison of the frequencies of a thin disc 
obtained by using different elements by Salama (13^ ) and exact 
solution by Leissa (1^ 4) with the results obtained from the 
present element is very good. The sector half angle p/Z is 
taken as 5 degrees in both analysis by Salama (13^ ) and the author.
In Tables (8.5) and (8.6) comparison of experimental and 
theoretical frequencies of free vibration of a pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section bladed and shrouded-pretwisted aerofoil 
cross-section bladed-discs are given respectively. There are 
some discrepancies between the calculated and measured natural 
frequencies especially at lower modes of lower nodal diameters 
(n = 0,1). Some error was probably caused by uncertainty over 
the correct values of Young*s modulus, density and Poisson*s 
ratio but the major sources of error were the effect of 
residual stresses in the test piece and the crude pretwisting
procedure of the blades. It could also be due to the effect 
of the support used for the disc. The disc was supported on 
an inner tube of a bicycle. This produces some restraints on 
the motion of the disc. This would be more predominant in 
lower modes. This effect dies out when the assembly vibrates 
in the two or more nodal diametral modes. It was concluded 
that the present results are sufficiently accurate for an 
estimation of the frequencies.
Geometric and physical properties of the assembly, which 
are used in the theoretical investigations, are given in 
Table (8.4.1).
Figure (8.5) shows the computed, non-dimensional 
frequency parameters of a twenty bladed-disc assembly for 
various nodal diameters. Solid lines represent the disc 
alone frequency parameters. As seen from the figure, the 
frequency parameters of the assembly follow the pattern of the 
individual elements. When the stagger angle is 90°> the blades 
become more flexible towards the out-of-plane direction of the 
disc, and consequently non-dimensional frequency parameters of 
the assembly start to follow the non-dimensional frequency 
parameters of a clamped-free single blade at the lower nodal 
diameters. When the number of nodal diameters increase the 
disc provides a rigid base for the blade roots and the frequency 
parameters of the assembly come close to the frequency parameters 
of the clamped-free single blade. Blade clamped-free frequency 
parameters axe shown on the right hand side of the figure.
In Figure (8.6), it can be seen that when the stagger angle 
is 0°, the system becomes stiffer towards the out-of-plane 
direction of the disc due to the blade stiffness, but the blade 
itself becomes flexible due to the flexibility of the disc in 
that direction. As expected, all the non-dimensional frequency
parameters, which are related to these torsional and edgewise 
modes, decrease. There is a slight increase in some of the 
frequency parameters of the assembly which correspond to the 
flapwise deflection modes of the blade due to the stiff base 
of the disc in that direction. It can also be seen that the 
frequency parameters of the system tend to come close to those 
of a clamped-free single blade frequency parameters at the higher 
nodal diameters. Blade clamped-free frequency parameters are 
shown on the right side of the figure.
Figure (8.7) shows the stagger angle effect on the vibration 
characteristics of twenty, 45° staggered bladed-disc. Since the 
system becomes flexible with the increase of stagger angle, as 
expected, the non-dimensional frequency parameters occur between 
those of the 0° and 90° staggered bladed-disc assemblies. It 
can be seen from the figure that although non-dimensional 
frequency parameters of this assembly tend to come closer to 
the frequency parameters of a single blade at lower nodal 
diameters than those of a 0° staggered bladed-disc assembly the 
coupled non-dimensional frequency parameters dominated by the 
disc vibration come close to the disc non-dimensional frequency 
parameters. The deviation of the frequency parameters of 45° 
staggered bladed-disc assembly is not very much markedly seen 
than those of 0° staggered bladed-disc assembly. It may be 
concluded that stagger angle effect becomes effective at higher 
angles. This can also be seen in Figure (8.6).
In Figures (8.8) and (8.9), the coupling effect between 
bending and torsional vibration on the non-dimensional frequency 
parameter due to the distance of shear centre from the centroid 
is shown for twenty, 0° and 90° staggered bladed-disc assemblies 
respectively. Figure (8.8) shows that the higher modes are all
affected by the coupling, whereas there is virtually no effect at 
the lower modes. Figure (8.9) shows that the coupling effect 
occurs even.at lower modes, although the first and second modes 
of the system are not affected very much. The effect of d^ and 
dy on the frequency parameters is less marked for 90° stagger 
angle than for 0° stagger angle. One other fact, that can be 
observed from the figure, is that when the non-dimensional 
frequency parameter of the system is dominated by the disc 
frequency, the coupling effect dies out and only becomes marked 
when the blade vibration dominates the system vibration.
Figure (8.10) shows pretwist effect on the non-dimensional 
frequency parameters of a 90° staggered and 4*5° pretwisted 
bladed-disc. The pretwist angle changes the non-dimensional 
frequency parameters of the whole system. It exhibits similar 
phenomena to those of a 90° staggered-bladed-disc, but the system 
non-dimensional frequency parameters follow the non-dimensional 
frequency parameters of a ^ 5° pretwisted cantilever blade.
The non-dimensional frequency parameters of the system come 
close to the non-dimensional frequency parameters of a single
♦
l±5° pretwisted cantilever blade at lower nodal diameters.
Figure (8.1l) shows that when the stagger angle is 0°, a similar 
phenomenon as seen in Figure (8.6) repeats itself in a slightly 
different manner, this time.*, the system non-dimensional frequency 
parameters tend to come closer to the non-dimensional frequency 
parameters of a ^ 5° pretwisted cantilever blades at higher nodal 
diameters than the non-dimensional frequency parameters of the same 
assembly with 90° stagger angle.
In Figure (8.12), it can be seen once more that the non- 
dimensional frequency parameters of a 90° staggered and 90° 
pretwisted-bladed-disc assembly follow the same pattern as in
Figure (8.10). When the non-dimensional frequency parameters of 
the system are dominated by the blade vibration, they start 
following the non-dimensional frequency parameters of the 90° 
pretwisted cantilever single blade, as expected.
In Figure (8.13), the effect of the number of blades on 
the vibration characteristics of bladed-disc assemblies is 
investigated. Twenty and thirty six blades are considered fixed 
around the disc periphery. It can be seen from the Figure that 
the non-dimensional frequency parameters of a bladed-disc, which 
correspond to modes of lower nodal circles, are increased with 
the reduction of the number of blades. This is due to the 
reduction of the blades mass effect on the vibration characteristics 
of the assemblies with the decrease of number of blades.
The conclusion can be drawn that the effect of stagger angle 
on the vibration characteristics of the bladed-disc assembly is 
more dominant than the pretwist angle.
The vibration characteristics of the shrouded-bladed-disc 
are significantly different from that of the unshrouded-bladed- 
disc and can be analysed as a coupled vibration occuring between 
the main components. Shrouded-straight or pretwisted blade packets, 
which have been analysed in chapters 6 and 7, can be considered as 
the outer component of the assembly while the disc is the inner one. 
The outer component is usually found to be more flexible than the 
inner one. This flexibility of the outer component can increase 
or decrease depending on the stagger angle and secondarily on 
the pretwist of the blades. Therefore, for modes of large number 
of nodal diameters, the natural frequencies of the outer component 
are much less than the corresponding frequencies of the inner 
component.
Figure (8.1 )^ shows the computed non-dimensional frequency 
parameters of a shrouded-bladed-disc for various numbers of 
nodal diameters. Blades are staggered 90°, therefore the 
system is flexible in the out-of-plane direction of the disc.
It can be seen from the figure that although the vibration 
characteristics of the assembly are thought to be the vibration 
characteristics of the individual components, the overall 
pattern of the vibration characteristics of the assembly is 
altered by the shroud, which transmits the axial and circum­
ferential forces at the blade shroud junctions. Due to the 
coupling effect of the shroud, as seen in chapters 6 and 7» 
there are some additional families of frequencies which contain 
coupled bending-torsion vibrations of the blades. For the first 
family, the frequencies start from the flapwise clamped-free 
blade frequency parameter and convergence to the flapwise ■ 
clamped-pinned blade frequency parameter. Higher clamped-pinned 
and some of the clamped-free blade non-dimensional frequency 
parameters are indicated on the right side of the figure. Non- 
dimensional frequency parameters of clamped-clamped shroud 
vibration are also shown in the figure. Although the vibration 
characteristics of the shroud may. be altered by increasing 
number of nodal diameters and may well be different than the 
vibration characteristics of clamped-clamped curved beam. But 
it can be noticed from the figure that non-dimensional frequency 
parameters of the assembly follow a pattern close to the non- 
dimensional frequency parameters of the individual components. 
The non-dimensional frequency parameters of outer main 
component blade packet are also indicated on the left side of 
the figure.
Figures (8.15) and (8.16) show the variation of non- 
dimensional frequency parameters of the assembly with 0° and 
l±5° stagger angles respectively. As mentioned earlier for the 
bladed-disc case, the stagger angle alters the vibration 
characteristics of the assembly. When the stagger angle 
decreases, the flexibility of the system also decreases 
towards the out-of-plane direction and consequently this 
alters the vibration characteristics of the assembly. 
Non-dimensional frequency parameters of the assembly tend to 
come close to the individual non-dimensional frequency parameters 
of the clamped-pinned or clamped-free blade and clamped-clamped 
shroud components at higher numbers of nodal diameters with the 
decreasing stagger angle. The non-dimensional frequency 
parameters of outer main component with 0° and ^5° staggered 
blade packets are also indicated on the left side of Figures 
(8.15) and (8.16) respectively.
In Figures (8.17) and (8.18), the vibration characteristics 
of the shrouded and pretwisted-bladed-disc assemblies are shown. 
The coupling between the bending-bending-torsional vibration in 
two planes alters the vibration characteristics of the assembly. 
Due to the 90° stagger angle of the blades, the systems are more 
flexible than the systems with 0° stagger angle. Although the 
non-dimensional frequency parameters of the individual components 
are quite different than those of the assembly because of the 
transmission by the shroud of coupled axial and circumferential 
displacements of the blade as explained in chapter 7, the 
flexibility of the outer component still gives close results 
to those of the individual component results at higher nodal 
diameters. The non-dimensional frequency parameters of the 
outer main component blade packets with and 90° pretwisted
blades axe indicated on the left side of the figures (8.17) 
and (8.18) respectively.
Figure (8.19) shows the effect of the number of blades on 
the non-dimensional frequency parameters with various number 
of nodal diameters. As seen from the figure when the number of 
blades increases the increase of the mass effect tends to 
decrease some of the non-dimensional frequency parameters.
On the other hand the system becomes stiffer due to the 
shortened shroud length, and consequently the non-dimensional 
frequency parameters of the assembly, which are dominated by the 
shroud modes increase. One other fact that can be observed 
from the figure, is that due to different shroud lengths of 
the system the amount of coupling between bending and torsional 
modes is altered. Consequently the vibration characteristics of 
the system are quite different from each other, especially at 
higher modes. But as it is seen from the figure that the 
fundamental mode is not very much affected by these different 
amounts of coupling.
Figure (8.20) shows the coupling effect, due to the distance 
of shear centre from the centroid of the blade cross-sections, 
on the vibrational characteristics of the shrouded-bladed-disc 
assembly for various numbers of nodal diameters. As seen from 
the figure, the lower non-dimensional frequency parameters are 
not markedly affected. However, some of the higher modes are 
effected by the effect of the coupling, shifting from one mode 
to the next one with the increasing number of nodal diameters. 
Non-dimensional frequency parameters of the assembly which are 
dominated by the disc modes, are not affected by the coupling.
Figures (8.21.a,b) and (8.22.a,b) show the phase angle 
difference between bending and torsional modes. Mode shapes
of these particular modes are also shown in the figures. It is 
known that the phase angle difference between the bending and 
torsional displacements of the symmetrical cross-section bladed- 
disc is 90°. When the shear centre and centroid do not coincide, 
the phase angle for any one mode varies not only between the 
bending components and torsional component but also between 
the bending components in two planes with the distance of the 
shear centre from the centroid, the number of nodal diameters and 
the mode order. Vibration characteristics of an assembly alters 
with different nodal diameters and nodal circles around the
i
circumference as well as along the radial direction. Due to 
coupled motion of the assembly, for the same frequency mode, 
each blade may have different vibration characteristics. This 
different vibration characteristic causes different coupling and 
consequently different phase angle differences. For the case of 
pretwisted asymmetric cross-section blades, the variation of the 
phase angle along the blade length exhibits significantly different 
characteristics for each individual blade. This is due to the 
variation of the shear centre distance from the centroid in two 
planes, caused by the pretwist along the blade length, which 
causes the coupled motion between the bendings and the torsion.
The pretwisted symmetrical cross-section blade case exhibits 
similar phenomena to that of the straight symmetrical blade case 
and shows a 90° phase angle difference between the bending and 
torsional displacements. This is due to coincidence of shear 
and mass centres of the cross-section. It can be concluded that 
the phase angle depends on the distance of the shear centre from 
the centroid while the pretwist angle only affects the phase angle 
when the shear centre and centroid do not -coincide.
To investigate the vibration characteristics of blade 
packets on elastic disc, twenty, two-bladed packets are 
assumed fixed around the periphery of a disc. The main 
purpose of this investigation is to establish a means of 
estimating the vibration characteristics of the system 
rather than to obtain the accurate results. Due to the 
limited capacity of the computer used, the number of elements 
are assumed to bej two along each blade length, two radial 
and four circumferential directions of the disc and four 
along the shroud length, as shown in Figure (8.4). For the 
analysis of individual components of the assembly the same 
number of elements are also assumed.
Ihe vibration characteristics of the blade packets on 
elastic disc are slightly different from that of the 
continuous shrouded-bladed-disc and can be analysed as a 
coupled vibration occurring between the main compoenents.
The blade packets can be considered the outer main component 
of the assembly while the disc is the inner one. Figure (8.23) 
shows the computed non-dimensional frequency parameters of 
twenty, two-bladed packets on elastic disc for various numbers 
of nodal diameters. Solid lines represent the disc alone, 
frequency parameters. The blades are staggered 90°» therefore 
the system is flexible in the out-of-plane direction of the disc.
As can be seen from the figure that the vibration characteristics 
of the assembly is the coupled vibration characteristics of the 
individual components. Non-dimensional frequency parameters of 
the packet are shown on the right side of the figure. Figure (8.24) 
shows the computed non-dimensional frequency parameters of twenty,
two-bladed packets with 0° stagger angle on elastic disc for 
various numbers of nodal diameters. It can be seen from the 
figure that the frequencies are very much affected by the blade 
stiffness rather than the disc. The blade stiffness towards the 
out-of-plane direction increases with the decrease of stagger 
angle. Although there is a slight decrease on the out-of-plane 
and torsional frequencies of the assembly than the corresponding 
individual component frequencies. This is due to the root 
flexibility of the outer components towards the out-of-plane 
direction of the disc. When the stiffness of the blades 
dominates the vibration characteristics of the system, the non- 
dimensional frequency parameters of the system deviate from 
the individual non-dimensional frequency parameters of the 
disc and come close to the non-dimensional frequency parameters 
of the outer component as seen from the figure.
Having tested the accuracy and versatility of the theoretical 
model in predicting the natural frequencies of shrouded or un­
shrouded bladed discs, this method is applied to analyse the 
mode shapes of an experimental model, dimensions of which are 
given in Table (8.4**2). Throughout the manufacturing process
every care was taken to avoid detuning problems. To test the 
dynamic characteristics of the assembly the test piece was rested 
on a partially inflated inner tube and excited by using an electro­
magnet at low frequencies (f C^^QO HZ), a magnetic cartridge at 
medium frequencies (500 HZ<f*< 2000 HZ) and a piezo-electric 
crystal at high frequencies (f >■ 2000 HZ). Another piezo-electric 
crystal was used to display the output voltage on the oscillope 
and the resonance frequency was identified by observing the 
maximum amplitude on the scope and recorded by a digital counter 
simultaneously. Mode shapes were identified by observing the
327
sand patterns and compared with the corresponding theoretical 
ones. Theoretically calculated mode shapes of bladed disc 
for three different natural frequencies are given in Figures 
(8.25/to 8.27). The deflections of the disc and the blade and 
also the phase angle variation along the blade length are all 
illustrated in the figures. The angular position of the 
nodal lines with respect to the substructure concerned is also 
shown in the figures. Each figure is accompanied by the 
corresponding experimentally observed and photographed mode 
as shown in Plates (8.2 to 8.4). In all the cases agreement is 
very good and small difference in the singular position of nodal 
lines may be due to minor manufacturing inaccuracies and stress 
variations. Similarly, theoretically calculated mode shapes 
of shrouded-bladed-disc for three different natural frequencies 
are given in Figures (8.28 to 8.30). The phase angle variation 
along the blade length and the deflections of the disc and the 
blade are all illustrated in the figures. Plates (8.5 to 8.7) 
show corresponding experimentally observed and photographed 
mode shapes respectively. In all the cases agreement is very 
good. As has been mentioned before that the small difference 
in the angular position of nodal lines between the experimental 
and theoretical positions may be due to minor manufacturing 
inaccuracies and stress variations.
The effect of in-plane stresses on the vibration character­
istics of disc, bladed-disc and shrouded-bladed-disc due to 
rotation is next considered. The material and geometric 
properties of a rotating thin disc are given in Table (8.1.4). 
This disc has been studied experimentally by Mote and Nieh (9l). 
Also computed results using annular finite element are given by 
Kirkhope and Wilson (96). First three nodal diameter mode
frequencies have been compared with the experimental frequencies 
of the same disc by Salama (13*0 using annular and sector thick 
disc elements but the comparison of the fourth and fifth nodal 
diameter mode frequencies which are experimentally given by Mote 
and Nieh (91) has not been made with the calculated values in 
his analysis.
In the present analysis the disc is represented by 5 elements 
in the radial direction and the sector half angle p/2 is taken as 
5 degrees. The inner and outer radial stresses are assumed to be 
/zero?at any rotational speed. Figure (8.31) shows the variation 
of the resonant frequencies Pre, with rotational speed. The 
relationship between the resonant frequencies and the natural 
frequencies of rotating disc P^r»' is given as
Pr e = p tr? m W * (8-3l)
Where is the speed of rotation (rev/s).
The calculated values are seen to be quite close to the 
experimental values. Although there is a slight discrepancy 
between the calculated and experimental values at the higher 
rotational speeds. When the external effects, such as; 
bearings, fixation of the disc on the shaft on the vibration 
characteristics of a very thin disc, are considered it can be 
said that the agreement of the theoretical and experimental values 
is good.
In figure (8.32) calculated natural frequencies of a thirty 
six bladed-disc assembly with different pretwist angles are shown. 
When an assembly rotates, high radial and tangential stresses 
are generally produced in the disc by the centrifugal inertia 
forces of the disc,blades and the shroud. In the present analysis 
the inner radial stresses of the disc are assumed to be zero
initially. Outer stresses due to rim loading resulting from
blades are calculated as
^rr “ (NBro*<-tf2 %) / (21T r2 h)
o
*
Where m  represents the mass of each blade at centre of 
gravity at radius.Rg.
It can be seen from the figure that variation of pretwist 
angle alters the vibration characteristics of the assembly by 
causing the coupling between the bending components in two 
directions as well as between bending and torsional components 
due to non-coincidence of shear centre and centroid. The 
frequencies of vibration of the bladed-disc increase with speed 
of rotation for all modes. The first mode for all nodal 
diameters is predominated by the blade vibration. At zero 
speed of rotation the frequency of vibration increased by the 
pretwist angle; but this effect becomes smaller as the rotational 
speed increases as in the case of a single blade vibration.
The second mode is dominated by the blade vibration, and an 
increase of pretwist decreases the frequency. This has also been 
observed in the single blade vibration case. The third mode of 
vibration is a coupled mode and an increase in pretwist angle 
makes the system more flexible in the out-of-plane direction 
and causes a drop in the frequency. It is expected that when the 
number of nodal diameter increases the frequencies of the system 
come close to the frequencies of a rotating single blade with 
the same rotational speed as the system, since the disc becomes 
more rigid.
Figure (8.33) shows the variation of natural frequencies 
of shrouded-pretwisted bladed-disc assemblies for 0 and 1 nodal 
diameters with different rotational speeds. Inner radial stresses
are assumed to be zero initially. Outer stresses due to rim
loading resulting from blades and shroud are calculated as
Nb m* Eg + 2IT 4  t b (L + r2 + t/2)2}ti>/(2irr2 h) (8.33)
0 g
As mentioned before the coupling occurs due to pretwist 
and becomes more complex by the interaction of shroud. Shroud 
width, shroud thickness and shroud length play an effective role 
on the coupling and consequently on the vibration characteristics 
of the system. It can be noticed from the figure that the natural 
frequencies of rotating two, different shrouded and pretwisted 
bladed-disc assemblies increase with the increase of rotation 
in all modes although the vibration characteristics of the system 
are quite different due to different pretwist angles.
Fig.8.1 ANNULAR SECTOR FINITE ELEMENT
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Fig.8.2 GEOMETRY OF THE SUBSTRUCTURES OF (a )  UNSHROUDED AND 
(b ) SHROUDED BLADED D IS C . •
(a) Configuration of straight asymmetric 
aerofoil cross-section blade.
(b) Configuration of pre-twisted asymmetric 
aerofoil cross-sction blade.
Fig.8.3 EXPLODED VIEW OF DISC-BLADE AND SHROUD ASSEMBLY AND 
DISPLACEMENTS OF COMPONENTS.
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Fig. 8.4- GEOMETRY OF THE SUBSTRUCTURE OF A TWO-BLADED PACKET 
ON AN ELASTIC DISC.
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Fig.8.10 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF TWENTY-90* 
STAGGERED AND 45° PRETV/ISTED-BLADED-DISC .
(45* pretv/isted blade Clamped—Free frequencies are shown on 
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Fig.8.11 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF TWENTY-45* -
PRETWISTED-BEADED-DISC WITH 0° STAGGER ANGLE.
(45 pretwisted blade Clamped-Free frequencies are shown 
the right scale.)
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Fig.8.12 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF TWENTY 90* .
STAGGERED-90 PRETV/I STED -BL AD ED -D IS C .
(Blade Claraped-Free frequencies are shown on the right 
scale.)
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Fig.8.13. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF BLADES ON NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY 
PARAMETERS OF THIRTY-SIX BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY. 0=9.0°
( Blade Clamped-Free frequencies are shown on the right scale
Following notations are used in Figures ( 8i i 4) f ( 8 * 1 5 ) , ( 8 . 1 6 ) ,  
(8. 17) , ( 8 . 1 8 ) , ( 8. 19) , ( 8 . 2 0 ) .
BCF Straight or Pretwisted Blade Clamped-Free Frequencies.
BCP Straight or Ftetwisted Blade Clamped-Pinned Frequencies
SCC Shroud Clamped-Clamped Frequencies.
P Blade Packet Frequencies.
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Fig.8.1^ NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF SHROUDED-TWENTY 
90* STAGGERED-BLADED-DISC.
See page 3 ^  for the legend.
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Fig.8.15 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF SHROUDED-
TWENTY BLADED-DISC WITH 0° STAGGER ANGLE*
See page 3 ^  for. the legend.
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Fig.8.17 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETER OF SHROUDED-TWENTY 90%
STAGGERED AND h$-PRETWISTED -BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY.
See page Jkh for the legend.
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Pig.8.18 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF SHROUDED-TWENTY
90° STAGGERED AND 90° PRETWISTED-BLADED-DISC •
See page for the legend.
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Fig ."8 .19 EFFECT OF NUMBER OF BLADES ON NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY .
'• * PARAMETERS OF SHROUDED-90° STAGGERED-BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY.
(O) N^=20 , (A) Ng=2A- . Shroud Clamped-Clamped frequencies
shown on the right scale, are for the shrouded-20 bladed-disc
assembly. (See page Jkk for the legend.)
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Fig.21.b VARIATION OF PHASE ANGLE DIFFERENCE ALONG THE BLADE
LENGTH OF TWENTY BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY.
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Fig.22.a VARIATION OF PHASE ANGLE DIFFERENCE ALONG THE BLADE
LENGTH OF TWENTY 30*PRETWISTED-BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY. 
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LENGTH OF TWENTY 30° PRETWISTED-BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY •
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Fig.8.23 NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF TWENTY, TWO- 
BLADED-PACKETS ON ELASTIC DISC WITH 90°STAGGER ANGLE. 
(Blade packet frequencies are shown on the right scale.)
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Fig.8.2^ NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF TWENTY9 TWO- 
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Fig.8.25 THEORETICAL MODE SHAPE OF THE PRETV/ISTED AEROFOIL 
CROSS-SECTION BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY FOR 0 NODAL 
DIAMETER. (f11=^66zf.^f Hz.)
Blade displacements out of (f*H) and in (&*) the plane 
of the disc and torsional displacement are shown by 
broken,full and broken lines respectively.
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CROSS-SECTION BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY FOR 1 NODAL 
DIAMETER. (fc=1065.0 Hz.)
Blade displacements out of (fz.) and in (<sz) the plane 
of the disc and torsional displacement are shown by 
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PLATE 8.3 Experimentally observed mode shape of the pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section bladed disc assembly with one 
nodal diameter
(f5 = 1070 Hz)
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CROSS-SECTION BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY FOR 3 NODAL 
DIAMETERS.'(f?=2633. 1 Hz.)
Blade displacements out of (f“H)‘and in (S-2) the plane 
of the disc and torsional displacement are shown by 
broken ffull and broken lines respectively.
PLATE 8.4 Experimentally observed mode shape of the pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section bladed disc assembly with 
three nodal diameters
(f7 = 2589 Hz.)
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Blade displacements out of Cfz) and in C&z) the plane 
of the disc and torsional displacement ar e  shown by 
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PLATE 8.5 Experimentally observed mode shape of the shrouded and
pretwisted aerofoil cross-section bladed disc assembly 
with one nodal diameter
(f5 = 1034 Hz.)
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AEROFOIL CROSS-SECTION BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY FOR 3 
NODAL DIAMETERS. (f7=2603.1 Hz.)-
Blade displacements out of C?2) and in ($Z) the plane 
of the disc and torsional displacement are shown' by
broken, full and broken lines respectively.
PLATE 8.6 Experimentally observed mode shape of the shrouded and
pretwisted aerofoil cross-section bladed disc assembly 
with three nodal diameters
(f7 = 2479 Hz.)
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Fig. 8.30 THEORETICAL MODE SHAPE OF THE SHROUDED AND . PRETV/I STED 
AEROFOIL CROSS-SECTION BLADED-DISC ASSEMBLY FOR k 
NODAL DIAMETERS. (fg=3277.6 Hz.)
Blade displacements out of (fz) and in ($z) the plane 
of the ’disc and torsional displacement are shown by 
broken, full and broken lines respectively.
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PLATE 8.7 Experimentally observed mode shape of the shrouded and
pretwisted aerofoil cross-section bladed disc assembly 
with four nodal diameters
(f8 = 3165 Hz.)
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Details of the disc are given in table 8.1.A-
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Other details of the assemblies are given in table 8.4.1
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Other details of the assemblies are given in table 8.4.1
CONCLUSIONS
In this investigation, the application of the finite element 
method to the vibration analysis of straight and pretwisted 
aerofoil cross-section blades and bladed-disc assemblies has 
been carried out and the following conclusions can be drawn.
The model developed in chapter 3 is found to be ideal for 
the vibration analysis of pretwisted asymmetric cross-section 
blades under rotating conditions. The results obtained by using 
a very small number of elements gave very good accuracy when 
compared with experimental and theoretical results of other 
investigators.
The fundamental frequency of cantilever non-rotating blades 
is not markedly affected by twist whereas the higher modes are 
very much affected.
The fundamental frequency of a rotating pretwisted cantilever 
blade depends primarily on stagger angle and only secondarily on 
pretwist.
The effect of stagger angle on frequencies increases with an 
increase in the rotational speed.
The rate of increase of the frequencies of vibration decreases 
as the stagger angle increases.
The element developed in chapter 4 can be used for the 
vibration analysis of variable asymmetric cross-section straight 
and pretwisted beams with reasonable accuracy if, for the 
representation of geometrical properties of the cross-section, 
sufficient numbers of discrete points with known values are taken 
along the blade length.
The curved beam elements whose shape functions are based on 
simple strain displacement relations represent the free body motion 
and give fast convergence.
Introduction of the internal node notion has improved 
the convergence characteristics of the curved beam elements.
The effect of shroud curvature on the packet frequencies 
becomes important at low r^/L ratios and less significant at 
high r^/L ratios.
Increase of the stagger angle increases the system 
flexibility towards the out-of-plane direction and consequently 
decreases the lower natural frequencies and can cause coupling 
between some higher modes depending on the 1^ . ratio.
The effect of rotation on the natural frequencies of a 
blade packet increases with the increase of rotational speed.
This increase becomes more pronounced at higher angular velocities.
The effect of the distance of shear centre from the centroid 
of blade cross-section on frequencies of vibration becomes more 
marked at higher modes and less marked at lower modes.
The frequencies of a packet are related to the flexibility 
of the system in the relevant direction depending on the stagger 
angle and pretwist.
Vibration characteristics of a two bladed packet can be 
synthesized from the inference diagram drawn from the independent 
modes of the blades and the shroud for the lower modes since the 
coupling, caused by the difference of shear centre from the 
centroid, between bending and torsional vibration is very small. 
When the blades are pretwisted it becomes more complex to predict 
these frequencies from the inference diagram drawn from the 
independent modes of the blades and the shroud.
The in-plane vibrational frequencies of a packet with large 
number of blades can be predicted from an inference diagram of a 
two bladed packet.
Analysing the rotationally periodic structure by the wave 
propagation technique resulted in a very refined finite element 
model. By making use of the cyclic symmetry,the vibration problem 
of asymmetric cross-section bladed and shrouded-bladed-disc is 
solved by a very small number of degrees of freedom.
When the number of nodal diameters increases the effect of 
disc flexibility decreases and the frequencies of the system 
converge to blade clamped-free frequencies. This convergence 
takes place at higher or lower nodal diameters depending on 
the stagger angle. The introduction of the shroud alters the 
vibration characteristics of the system and makes the frequencies 
converge to clamped-pinned frequencies of the blade and clamped- 
clamped frequencies of the shroud. This phenomenon becomes more 
complex when the blades are pretwisted.
By using the wave propagation solution of the eigenvalue 
problem the mode shapes of the bladed and shrouded-bladed-disc 
obtained theoretically compared favourably with experimentally 
observed mode shapes.
By the application of the wave propagation technique it has 
been shown that when the shear centre and centroid do not coincide 
the variation of phase angle difference along the blade length 
not only between the bending and torsional components of mode 
shapes but also between the bending components in two planes 
depends on the distance of the shear centre from the centroid and 
the pretwist angle.
The vibration characteristics of blade packets on an elastic 
disc can be estimated from the independent vibration characteristics 
of the blade packets and that of the disc, although the stiffness
of the blades depends on the stagger angle and alters the 
vibration characteristics of the system.
Rotational speed increases the natural frequencies of the 
system (disc, bladed-disc or shrouded-bladed-disc) for all 
modes and the effect of rotation increases with the increase 
of rotational speed.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Throughout the present investigation, a finite element 
model developed.is based on thin beam theory and the elements 
of simple geometric form for disc and shroud and complex 
geometric form far the blades. As a next step the model 
can be improved by developing thin or thick disc elements 
with complex shape and thin, which has been developed in 
chapter 4, or thick tapered-pretwisted asymmetric cross- 
section beam elements for the blades. In addition the 
effect of widely used several locking or sliding type 
shrouds or lacings attached some critical locations along 
the blade on the vibration characteristics of the assembly 
can also be investigated in the future investigations.
The practical importance of predicting the dynamic 
behaviour of turbomachinery is obvious. Although the present 
finite element developed is applied to represent the non­
rotating and rotating components of the turbomachinery by 
considering the initial stresses due to shrink-fit of the 
disc on the shaft. The additional effect of thermal 
environment and aerodynamic forces can also be included in the 
analysis.
The effect of the flexibility of the shaft and bearing on 
vibration characteristics of the assembly can be investigated 
by including suitable systems containing equivalent stiffness 
and damping properties.
Furthermore, efficient shell elements can be used to 
represent the blades and the disc. Wave propagation technique 
can also be applied to reduce the dimension of the problem 
consequently the computing time.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX - 1
The calculations of integration terms used in chapters 
are carried out as follows.
1. If rj is replaced by 0 and 1 the integrations are carried 
out in non-dimensional form.
2. If is replaced by 0 and il the integrations are carried 
out in dimensional form.
a- Some of the symbols, which are used for the uniform straight 
aerofoil cross-section blade, have the following values, 
a.l In the strain energy matrice
6 IXX//lXY 
12 IXX//lXY
3eoause Ixx> XXX and Iyy> h i
AA = PP =
BB = 6 QQ -
DD = 12 RR
Product inertia term vanishes
axes coincide consequently GG « HH
G26 = Rtiv dx
G3 6 = Htlv (3*6) " h
C&6 = RtlV
G66 = RtlV ~
Z2 6 = RtlU (2>6) = dx
Z36 = Rtlu (3.6) - dy
Z^6 = RtlU = dy
Z 66 = R-tlU * ^2
FI26 =
h
2,6) = dy/2
FI36 -
h 3,6) = dy/3
FI46 = 4,6) = dx/4
FI66 = h 6,6) - d2/2
TI26 = Eu 2,6) = dy/2
TI36 - Ru 3,6) = dy/3
TI^6 = Ru
<3-II
vcT•k
-=*■
TI66 - bd (6,6) = 1i/ / 2
FS26 Rtvrj ('2'6') = dx/3
FS36 HtVll (3,6) .= dxA
FS 46 RtVn <*’6> - V 5
FS66 = Htv (6,6) .= dx2/3
TS26 = RtUil (2’6) - V 3
TS36 = •Rtua (3’6) ‘ dyA
TS 46 = RtUrj_ “ V 5
TS66 = ^ (6’6) “ dY2/3
115 - rtu dY
116 = %  (1.6) = dy/2
125 S3 rto (2,5) “ V 2
126 = Rtu (2,6) = dY/3
135 = Rto (3,5) - dy/3
136 = Rju (3,6) = dyA
1^5 - Rtu (A 5) = dyA
1^6 S3 Rtu (A 6) = dy/5
155 * Rto (5,5) = , 2 dy
156 = Rto (5.6) - dy2/2
166 = Rtu (6-6) = dy2/3
hi 5 = Rot O1^) = *x
Rl6 = hot (1,6) = V 2
R2 5 = Rot (2,5) = V 2
R26 = rw  (2,6) = V 3
R35 = R ^  (3.5) = V 3
R3 6 a Hot (3.6) = djA
R45 - rot A, 5) - V 4
R46 ss Rijy A. 6) = dy./5
R55 ss R<jy (5.5) = <3^
R56 SB Hot (5.6) - d ^ A
r66 - Rot (6,6) - d^/3
Y55 = Rfuy (3.5) **
Y56 a ^TUV
Y65 a Rtuv (6,5) - dy. dy/2
Y66 = Rptjv (6»6) = ^
Rest of the symbols which appear in the pretwisted blade 
strain energy matrices are zero.
a-2. In the kinetic energy matrix.
A3S 53 Mtv ( 1 . 1 ) = dx
B3S = Mtv (1 . 2 ) = V 2
C3S - Mtv (1.3) =  V 3
D3S = Mtv (1.4) - d ^ A
E3S = Mtv (2,4) = V 5
AS Mtu (1 . 1 ) = dY
BS = Mtu (1 . 2 )
„C\1
t
JII
GS a Mtu (1.3) - dy/3
DS = Mtu (1.4)
cj-II
ES - Mtu (2,4) rH
II
b - Rretwisted aerofoil cross-section blade
B1 - l/f 
B2 - l/f 
B3 = l/f 
B4 = l/f 
B 5 - l/f
511 =
512 -
513 = 
G01 =
C02 =
G03 -
514 -
CC& * 
SI 5 =
G05 *
5121 -
5122 =
5123 = 
G021 - 
G022 = 
G023 = 
C024 =
5124 = 
A
,B
-B1 Cos^ i^
B2 SinBi^  - B1 1^ Gos^ r^
2
2 B2 i j  Sinpj + (2 B3 - B1 ij  )  Cos^ ij 
B1 Sin^
B2 Cos^ Bij + B1 ij Sinjpij
2 B2 ij  C o s ^ ij  + (B1 ij  - 2 B3) Sinjfrj 
-B1 ij3  CosJBij + 3 B1 G03 
B1 ij3  Sin^ ij - 3 B1 SI3 
-B1 f CosJBij +  k B1 CC&
B1 f SinJ3ij - k B1 Sl4 
- 0.5 B1 Cos 2J3ij
0.25 B2 Sin 2^3ij - 0.5 B1 ij  C os2J3 ij
20.5 B2 ij  Sin 2^3ij + 0.25 B3 Gos2jBij - 0.5 B1 rj C o s ^ 3 ij  
0.5 B1 Sin 2jBij
0.25 B2 Cos2pj + 0.5 B1 ij  Sin 2 ^ ij
0.5 B2 ij C os2J3ij + (0.5 B1 ij2 -  0.25 B3) Sin 2 ^
0.5 B1 ij3  Sin2^ ij - 1.5 B1 SI23 
0.5 B1 ij3  Cos2pj + 1.5 B1 G023
(iyy/ixx + 1^ z \
^YY^XX ” 1^ 2 /
AO
BO
GO
PO
EO
FO
AA
BB
DD
FF
GG
HH
PP
QQ
RR
Sin20^ G021 + GosZ^ SI21
GosZ^ G021 - Sin2^i SI21
Sin2^i G022 + 0032^ SI22
Gos2^ G022 - Sin2^i SI22 
Sin2^i G023 + QosZ^± SI23 
Gos2^ G023 - Sin20^ SI23
k (A ij - B BO)
1 2 (A ij2 / 2  - B PO) 
36(A qp/3 - B FO) 
4 B AO 
1 2  B GO 
36 B EO 
4 (A rj + B BO)
1 2 (A ij2 / 2  + B PO)' 
36(A r^/3 + B FOX
\
/
G25 = 
G26 = 
G35
G36 = 
G^ +5 = 
G46 = 
G55 - 
G56 =
G66 =
-p (Ml SIl + M2 GOl)
Ml G01 - M2 SIl - p (Ml SI2 + M2 C02)
-2p (Ml SI2 + M2 G02)
2 (Ml G02 - M2 SI2 - p (Ml SI3 + M2 C03)
-3JP (Ml SI3 + M2 G03)
3 (Ml C03 - M2 SI3 - p (Ml Sl4 + M2 CC&) ) 
pZ(W.Z/Z ( ij - Co2l) + Ml M2 SI21 + M22/2 (G021 + ij)  )
-p (Ml2 SI21/2 + Ml M2 G021 - M22 SI2l/2) + pZ (Ml2/2 ( ij2 / 2  - G022)
+ Ml M2 SI22 + M22/2 (C022 + ij2/ 2 )  )
Ml2/2 (C021 + rj)- Ml M2 SI21 + M22/2 (rj - C02l)-2p(Ml2 SI22/2 
+ Ml M2 G022 - M22 SI22/2)+ p Z(W?/Z(r^/?> - C023) +
Ml M2 SI23 + M22/2 (G023 + ij3/3) )
Z2 5 
Z26 
Z35 
Z36 
Z 45 
Z46 
Z55 
Z36
Z66
FI23
FI26
FI35
FI36
FI^3
FI^6
FI35
FI56
FI66
p (Ml G01 - M2 SIl)
Ml SIl + M2 GOl + p (Ml G02 - M2 SI2)
Zp (Ml G02 - M2 SI2)
2 (Ml SI2 + M2 GCi2 + p  (Ml C03 - M2 SI3) )
3 p  (Ml G03 - M2 SI3)
3 (Ml SI3 + M2 C03 + p  (Ml GQif - M2 Sl4) )
pZ (Ml2/2 ( i j + Co2l)-Ml M2 SI21 + M22/2 (l - C02l) )
p (Ml2/2 SI21 + Ml M2 G021 - M22/2 SI21 + p  Ml2/2 (G022 + ij2 /2)
- Ml M2 SI22 + M22/2 (ij2 / 2  - G022 ) ) )
Ml2/2 ( i j - C02l)+ Ml M2 SI21 + M22/2 (G021 + i j) +2p (Ml2/2 SI22
+ Ml M2 G022 - M22/2 SI22) + pZ(Ml2/2 (G023 + iJ^ /3)
- Ml M2 SI23 + M22/2 (ij^ /3 - G023) )
Ml (GOl - i j) - M2 SIl '
Ml G02 P 142 SI2
-2 Ml (SIl - G02) - 2 M2 (SI2 + p (GOl. - ij) )
2 Ml (-B2 (GOl - ]j) - B1 SI2 + G03) + 2 M2 (B2 SIl
- B1 G02 - SI3)
-3 Ml (2 B1 + SI2 + 2 B2 (GOl - i j) - G03) -3 M2 (2 B1 G02 
+ SI3 - 2 B2 SIl)
3 141 (-4 B2 G02 - 2 B1 SI3 + 4 B3 SIl + C04) +
3 M2 (4 B2 SI2 - SI4 + 4 B3 (GOl - ij) - 2 B1 C03)
pZ (Ml2/2 ( i j 2 / 2  - Bl/2 SI21)- 0.3 Ml M2 (G021 - i j )  + 0.3 
M22 ( i j 2 / 2  - 0.5 B1 SI21) )
0.5 Ml2 (G021 0.75 - 0.75 ij + p Z iJ^ /6 - 0.5 p SI21)
+ 0.5 M22 (- 0.75 G021 + O.75 ij + pZ ip/6 + 0.5 p 3121)
+ Ml M2 (-0.5 SI21 - p G022)
0.5 Ml2 (0.5 ij2- 0.25 B1 SI2 - 1.3 0022 + p Z (ijVl2
- 0.3 p SI23) + 0.3 M22 (0.3 ij2 + 0.23 B1 SI21 -
1.3 G022 + pZ r^/lZ + 0.3 p  SI23) + Ml M2 (-8121
+ 0.3 3122 + 0.23 B1 (0021 - i j) - 0.3p  OOZj)
TI25 = 
TI26 = 
TI35 - 
TI36 =
TI45 - 
TI46 = 
TI55 - 
TI56 =
TI66 =
TS25 = 
TS26 = 
TS35 = 
TS36 =
TS45 =
TS46 =
TS55 =
TS56 =
Ml S Il  + M2 (GOl -  ij)
Ml SI2 + M2 G02
2 Ml (B1 (GOl -  ij)+ S I2 )- 2 M2 (B1 S Il  -  C02)
2 Ml (-B2 S Il  + SI3 + B1 G02) + 2 M2 (-B2 (GOl -  ij.)
-  B1 SI2 + G03) )
3 Ml (2 B1 G02 + SI3 -  2 B2 S I l ) -  3 M2 (2 B1 SI2 +
2 B2 (GOl -  ij) -  G03)
3 Ml ( -4  B2 SI2 -  4 B3 (GOl -  ij) + 2 B1 C03 + SI4)
+ 3 M2 (4 B3 S Il  -  2 B1 SI3 -  4 B2 C04)
(0 .5  Ml2 (0 .5  B1 SI21 + 0 .5  ij2 ) + 0.5  B1 Ml M2
(G021 -  ij) + 0 .5  M22 (0 .5  ij2 -  0 .5  B1 SI21) )
0 .5  Ml2 ( -  0.75 0021 + 0.75 ij + 0.5 p  SI21 + p Z ij3/ 6 ) +
0.5 Ml M2 (0 .5  SI21 + p  GO22) + 0.3  M22 (O.73 G021
- 0.75 ij - 0.$p SI21 + p 2 1j3/6)
0.5 Ml2 (ij2 0.5 + 0.25 B1 SI21 + p Z r^/lZ - 1.5 G022 + 
0.5 p  SI23 + Ml M2 (-0.25 B1 (G021 - ij) - 0.5 SI22 
+ SI21 + 0.5p  G023) + 0.5 M22(0.5 ij2 - 0.25 B1 SI21 
+ pZ r^/lZ + 1.5 G022 - 0.5 p SI23)
Ml SI2 +  M2 (C02 - 0.3 ij2 )
Ml SI3 + M2 G03
2 Ml (B1 (G02 -  0 .3  ij2 ) + SI3) -  2 M2 (B1 SI2 -  C03)
2 Ml ( -  B2 SI2 + Sl4 + B1 G03) + 2 M2 (-B2 (G02 -  0.3ij2
-  B1 SI3 + G04)
3 Ml (2 B1 G03 + SI4 -  2 B2 S I2 )- 3 M2 (2 B1 SI3)
+ 2 B2 (G02 -  0.3 ij2 ) -  C04)
3 Ml (-4  B2 SI3 -  4 B3 (G02 -  0 .3  ij2)+ 2 B1 C04
+ SI3) + 3 M2 (4 B3 SI2 -  2 B1 SI4 -  4 B2 G03 + G03)
p Z (0 .3  Ml2 (0 .3  B1 SI22 + i^ /3 ) + 0 .3  B1 Ml M2
(C022 -  0.3 ij2 ) + 0.3 M22 ( ,3 /3  -  0 .3  B1 SI22) )
0 .3  Ml2 (-0 .73  G022 + 3/8 ij2 + 0 .3  p  SI22 + p Z 1^ /8)
+ 0.3 Ml M2 (0 .3  SI22 + B G023) + 0 .3  M22 (0 .73
TS66
FS25 
FS26 
FS35 = 
FS36 -
FS45 =
FS46 =
FS55  »
FS 56  “
FS66 =
115 =
116 =
125  -
126 - 
136  = 
146 =
155 -
156 =
0.5 Ml2 (ij3/3 + 0.25 B1 SI22 + yB2 ij3/l5 - 1.5 0023 +
0.5 p SI24) + 0.5 M22 (1^/3 - 0.25 B1 SI22 + 
pZ r^/15 + 1.5 0023 - 0.5 p SI24) + Ml M2 (- 0.25 
B1 (G022 - ,2/2) + 0.5 SI23 + SI22 + 0.5p  CC24)
Ml (G02 - 0.5 ij2 ) - M2 SI2 
Ml G03 - M2 SI3
-2 Ml (Bl- SI2 - C03)- 2 M2 ( (C02 - 0.5 ij2 ) B1 + SI3)
2 Ml (-B2 (G02 - 0.5 ij2 ) - Bl SI3 + G04) + 2 M2
(B2 SI2 - Bl G03 - Sl4)
-3 Ml (2 Bl SI3 + 2 B2 (CQ2 - 0.5 ij2 ) - C04)
- 3 M2 (2 Bl G03 + Sl4 - 2 B2 SI2)
3 Ml (-4 B2 G03 - 2 Bl SI4 + 4 B3 SI2 + G05)
+ 3 M2 (4 B2 SI3 - SI5 + 4 B3 (G02 - 0.5 ij2 ) - 2 Bl G04)
^2 (0.5 Ml2(rj3/3 - 0.5 Bl SI22) - Ml M2 0.5 Bl
(C022 - 0.5 ij2 ) + 0.5 M22 (0.5 Bl SI22 - ij3/3) )
0.5 Ml2 (0.75 CQ22 - 3/8 ij2 + pZ t^ /8  - 0.5 p SI22) +
0.5 M22 (-0.75 G022 + 3/8 rj2 - fZ r^ /8  + 0.5 p SIZZ)
+ 0.5 Ml M2 (- 0.5 SI22 - p G023)
0.5 Ml2 (ij3/3 - 0.25 Bl SI22 + 1.5 0023 + pZ ij5/l5 - 
0.5 p SI24) + 0.5 M22 (ij3/3 + 0.25 Bl SI22 - 
1.5 G023 p2 rj3/l5 + 0.5 p SI24) + Ml M2 (- SI22 + 0.5 
SI23 + 0.25 Bl (C022 - ij2/2) - 0 .5 p C024)
Ml SIl + M2 GOl 
Ml SI2 + M2 G02 
116
135 = Ml SI3 + M2 C03 
145 - Ml SI4 + 142 C04 
Ml SI5 + M2 G05
0.5 Ml2 (ij - G021) + 0.5 M22 (ij + G02l) + Ml M2 SI21
0.5 Ml2 (0.5 ij2 - G022) + 0.5 M22 (0.5 ij2+  G022) + Ml M2 SI22
166 - 0.5 Ml2 (rp/3 - C023) + 0.5 M22 (1^/3 + G023) + Ml M2 SI23
R15 - Ml GOl - M2 SIl
Rl6 = R25 = Ml G02 - M2 SI2
R26 = R35 - Ml G03 - M2 SI3
R36 - R^5 - Ml GO^ - M2 SI4
R^ f6 = Ml G05 - M2 SI3
R55 = 0.5 Ml2 (rj + G021) + O .5 M22 (i| - C02l)- Ml M2 SI21
R56 = 0.5 Ml2 (0.5 rj2 + G022) + 0.5 M22 (0.5 ij2 - G022) -
Ml M2 SI22
R66 * 0.5 Ml2 (i^/3 + G023) + 0.5 M22 (1^/3 - G023) - Ml M2 SI23
Y55 = 0.5 (Ml2 - M22) SI21 + Ml M2 G021
Y56 - 0.5 (Ml2 - M22) SI22 + Ml M2 G022
Y66 - 0.5 (Ml2 - M22) SI23 + Ml M2 G023
b-2 In the kinetic energy matrix 
A9 = Sinjl GOl + Cos^. SIl
B9 =* Gos^ GOl - Sin^ SIl
G9 = Sin^ G02 + Gos^ SI2
D9 = Cos^ G02 - Sin^ SI2
E9 = Sin^ G03 + Cosjl SI3
F9 = Cos^ G03 - Sinjl SI3
G9 - Sin^ CC& + Cos^ Sl4
H9 - Gos^ COif - sin^ Slk
19 - Sin^ C05 + Cosjl SI5
J9 = Gos^ G05 - SinJZ^  SI5
AS = dx A9 + dY B9
BS = dy. G9 + dy D9
GS = dx E9 + dy F9
DS = G9 + dY H9
ES = dx !9 + dY J9
A33
“ *x B9 “ dY A9
B3S D9 G9
G3S F9 " dY E9
D3S H9 ” dY G9
E3S = * * J9 " dY 19
APPENDIX-2
The inverse matrices of a beam element with one internal node
2.1 The inverse matrix of a beam element which has one internal 
* node at the mid-point of the element and the displacement function 
which represents the transverse displacement of an element are 
shown below
V = u = * o + a l Z tag Z2 + ELj Z3
k+ a^ Z + a^ Z3
where a^ are the arbitary constants.
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
.22 A2 -3A 4a2 -4A v z -1 A 2
[° j  = ? A3
-^A3 8 A2 -1ZA3
l kZ
-2 A3
2
-5 A3 -p?
3 A-5 A^ 0 A^ -3 A3 £
. * 5 i ¥ ■j
Where A = 1
(A.2.1)
2.2 The inverse matrix of a beam element which has one internal 
node at the mid-point of the element and displacement function 
which represents the longitudinal or torsional displacement of 
an element are shown below 
W = 9 = b + bn Z + b0 Z2O 1
where b^ arbitary constant
Where
A =
1 0 0
2 A 2A -A (A.2.2)
2 2
1 A -A2 1 A
2 \ 2
APPENDIX - 3
Pie inverse matrices in dimensional forms.
The inverse matrix of a beam element which is represented by 
a cubic polynomial deflection function is given as
[Gv,uJ
' 1 0 0
0 1 0
-JL
s.2
-2
I
3L
l z
2__ 1 -2
I3 fl.3
0
0
-1
a.
The inverse matrix, for the longitudinal and torsional 
displacements of an element are represented by a linear 
displacement function, is given as
(A.3.2)
The inverse matrix of a beam element can be formed by using 
equations (A.3»l) and (A.3-2) as 
-1
[Sj -
[ ° d 0 0 
-1
0
[Sr.ul
-l
n  o
-1
o [ r l
(A.3.3)
APPENDIX - k
The inverse matrices in non-dimensional forms.
The inverse matrix of a beam element which is represented 
by a cubic polynomial deflection function is given in non- 
dimensional form as
K 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
-3 -2 3 -1
2 1 -2 1
(A.4.1)
The inverse matrix, for the longitudinal and torsional 
displacements of an element are represented by a linear 
displacement function is given in non-dimensional form
APPENDIX - 5 
Standard relationship
Relationship between I .  I . I .  and IYYf Ivvxx yy xy a a  i i
Pig. A. 5*1 shows the cross-section of a beam with its principal
axis XX and YY, and any fixed axis xx and yy.
e.g.
x
Fig. A. 5-1
The relationship between these axes systems can be written as 
y ■ X Sinjf + Y Cos^ 
x = X Cos $ + Y Sin^
Where
= ( (K-l) + n) ( in non-dimensional form)
{ N
or
y- (1 (k - 1) + Z) C* (in dimensional form)
X2 Sin2^  dA + J Y2. Gos2^ dA +J- X Y Sin 2^ cLA 
A A
II = | y2 dA = rX X  1 J
A A
Where X and Y are co-ordinates of a point on the cross-section 
with respect to the principal axis, 
or
Xxx = IYY Sin2^  + XXX Gos2^  + XXY Sin
Since 1^, the product moment of area with respect to principal 
axis, is zero
Xxx - XYY Sin2^  + XXX C°S^
or it can be written as
Xxx = hx. (A ■ B Gos 2^
where
A - 1 A y + In
2 W  ^XX
B - 3. /XYY - In
Z 'I 'XX
Similarly
V  - XYY G°S^  + XXX Sin^
or they can be written as
Iyy " XXX <A + B Gos ^
Xxy " B Sin 2^
APPENDIX - 6
Increase of strain energy of a curved beam due to the 
centrifugal force.
A curved beam acting as a shroud attached at the tips of the 
blades rotating with a constant rotational speed of the disc, 
has a centrifugal force acting on it which increases the strain 
energy of the system.
Refering to Figure (A.6.1), the centrifugal force dF can be 
written as
dF - ^  (R + Z) d9 dAto2 [(R + Z) + w] (A.6.1)
As shown in Figure (A.6.1) the centrifugal force has two 
components in the deflected position. Hence the force components 
df^ , in the ^  direction is zero and the potential energy dV^> 
stored by the element is also zero, thus V ^ s 0,
The two components in the deflected position are dFr, dF^
**
dFr = dF Gos p  - (A. 6.2)
if, Cos^Bffcl. (A.6.3)
dFr = dF (A .6.4)
** **
For small displacements SiijB 13 which is shown as
^ v (A.6.5)
[(R+Z) -w] 
hence
dFQ = dF Sin£ (A.6.6)
or it can be written
dFQ = dF p (A. 6.7)
Ihe radial and circumferential compoenents of displacement 
at a distance Z from the centroid axis are denoted W, V it is 
assumed that 1? does not vary on a cross-section, hence W = 17.
Following the Winkler*s theory it is assumed that cross-section 
remains plane and normal to the centroidal axis under deformation. 
Then if V = 0 the displacement V results entirely from rotation 
of the cross-section, hence the first degree term is s
V = - Z W1. (A.6.8)
where
W1 - bW (A.6.9)
by
If V = 0 then an additional displacement results from V,
this equals to (l + Z) V. Accordingly, the linearized displacement
R
equations axe s
W - tf (A.6.10)
v -  -  z aw + (1 + z) v (a.6.ii)
Sy B
The strain energy due to the component dF^ is
dVr = -dF W (A.6.12)
Substituting the value of dFr in equation
dVr - -|o? (R + Z) dO [(R + Z) + W] W dAs (A.6.13)
Integration of equation (A.6.13) yields
1
Vr = "f I [ ^ 2(R + Z)2 , W o^(H + Z) W2 1 ]dy dA
r J j 1 S TsizT s 7¥izTJ s
(A.6.14-)
o (B-i )  TR+
where
dy = (R + Z) d9 (A. 6.15)
TJie first term of equation (A.6.1^) is constant in general 
equation. Hence equation (A.6.14) becomes
Hie strain energy due to component cLF^  can also be derived
as
dVQ - - 1 dFQ v (A. 6.17)
Substituting, equations (A.6.5)» (A.6.6) into equation 
(A.6.17) yields
dV0 - - 1 P W Z (R + Z) V2 T(R + Z)+ dA d© (A.6.18) 
9 2* [(R-Sj+Wj1
substituting equation (A.6.11) into equation (a .6.18) and 
integrating and also putting dy = (R + Z) d©f it becomes
V9 = - I f  of2 s
f-Z W1 + R«  V 1 44= 4y—  J s (A.6.19)
o A
The total strain energy due to centrifugal force can be 
written as
Vr + V9 (A.6.20)
Which yields
ush
V c =-lPu3
2 s
£ [-Z W + Rj£ v]2+2 W2 JdAs dy (A.6.21)
o A.
i
Op „
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